
DISCLAIMER NOTICE 

The contents in this document are the views of their authors.   The District of Summerland 

makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy of the information.  Any reliance 

you place on such information is at your own risk.  

Links to other websites contained in this document are not under the control of the District 

of Summerland and do not imply a recommendation or endorsement of the views expressed 

within them. 

Please visit http://www.summerland.ca/planning‐building/banks‐crescent to view District of 

Summerland  Reports,  Legislation,  Policy,  Assessments,  Studies,  and  Drawings  on  the 

proposed development. 

 

Jeremy Denegar 
Corporate Officer 
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From: Aart Dronkers 
Sent: Sunday, June 05, 20_16 4:29 PM 
To: Mayor, Erin Trainer, Janet Peake, Richard Barkwill, Toni Boot, Erin Carlson, Doug Holmes 
Cc: Aart and Jos Dronker.s 

\ 
Dear'Mayor .. W.a,~e,rman, pear Council M.e.mbersr. 

Please see the attached, we came across these photos on our computer 
this morning. 
Assuming that you know about the project that is being proposed, our 
quest ion for you is as follows: 

Would you want to attach your name to a project that destructs this 
pristine valley rather than preserve it? 

It is very hard to believe that this beautiful valley, actively used for 
agricultural purposes, would have any less value than the ALR land you 
preserved as the leadership team of Summerland. This very issue, as you 
well know, was a much debated agenda item during the election campaign. 

Even if the only option would be to develop something in this valley, we 
kindly ask you to build low profile rather than a 4·6 story monster, and 
preserve as much as possible of its present status. 

Sincerely, 
Aart & Josefa Dronkers 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

A&H SIELMANN ------
November 10, 2016 3:22 PM 
Mayor and Council 
Bristow Valley 

High 

Greet ings Council Members! I have recently received an email indicating a proposed development in an 
area known as "Bristow Valley" between Solly Road and Faircrest Street. 

I checked the location on Google Maps and it tru ly is a beautiful spot currently used as a 
vineyard. Althoug h I am not oooost}d to development in some areas, I am concerned that a 640 senior 
complex in that location is not only inappropriate but virtually inaccessible and complicated for seniors to 
travel to town and be part of our Community. 

Are there not other areas in town that wou ld be more suitable and convenient for t hat type of 
construction? 

I remember the controversy surrounding the ALR land when our Council took office. Many of you agreed 
with keeping the ALR landscape and indeed made changes to that effect. I hope you still have the same 
mindset. 

A complex of that size (640 seniors) may be better placed in an area where services, residents and transit 
have an easier time accessing the property. 

Thanks! 
Best regards, 
Angela & Henry Sielmann 
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Completed by: \'., / 

Dear Mayor, 
Dear Council Members, 

We, the undersigned, would appreciate if you would give serious consideration to the following: 

-r 
\) 

We just learned from a friend who spoke to our Mayor, that the Bristow Valley Project is a "done 
deal". That is shocking, to say the least, and disappointing, particularly because there has not 
been any fonn of public hearing/discussion regarding a major change to our fragile environment. 
Allow us to quote Doug Holmes in regard to the mature tree discussion in Trout Creek, which we 
feel is quite clearly a drop on a hot plate in comparison to the Bristow Valley P~ject: QUOTE 
" ft boggles my mind that in 2016 someone can have such a disregard for the trees and the 
environment" UNQUOTE. We agree with Doug and hence feel that his statement strongly 
applies to the Bristow Valley project. We hope however that it does not apply to our City 
Council. 

Following are excerpt from an email we sent to Doug Holmes, Toni Boot and Janet Peake a 
while ago after a presentation by the developers from Surrey Vancouver. The developers gave 
out a brochure that looked, as it turned out, deceivingly romantic, without any details about the 
very large structures they are proposing to build. 

It is now time, hopefully not too late, to distribute our considerations to the wider Council 
audience and the public if needed . 

DEVELOPERS PRESENT A TfON: 
There was a heated debate and questioning. The reception of this proposal was not a happy one. 
In addition, several had heard about this meeting second hand, others had received a brochure in 
the mail box. 

ENVIRONMENT: 
This valley is one of the last pristine natural beauty areas left in Lower Town. rt offers stunning 
views from all sides. The view s are part of the Summerland signature Centennial Trail, used by 
locals and tourists alike. The developers proposal is to build three 4-6 story buildings there for 



senior living. The valley is used for agricultural purposes (there are actively worked vineyards 
there). The plan would call for rezoning an agricultural area into a residential one. We just went 
through a near civil war over the ALR swap plan and principally this is a similar problem. With 
due respect, in our opinion the ALR area pales in comparison with the Bristow Valley in terms of 
use and beauty. Our mayor and council were elected for their strive to protect our environment 
and revitalize the Summerland core. To our knowledge, a 4-6 story complex will be the highest 
in Summerland (except maybe for the one at the round-a-bout) and will do very little, if anything 
at all, to revitalize the Summerland core and protect our environment. We were informed that our 
mayor is a proponent of this project because it will give the city some CAD125,000 in revenue. 
Additional revenue should never justify the destruction of our pristine environment, particularly 
if there are alternatives. 

SENIOR LIVING: 
If seniors age 55-80+ (avg 70, that is what the developers said) would live there, they will be 
isolated and cut off from the lively-hood of downtown Summerland. Some may have a view, but 
we would expect that that is overshadowed by their wish to be part of a living community, see 
children in the street, be able to walk to the shops, restaurants, the bank, etc. It should be 
Summerland's objective to revitalize the downtown core with more activity and diversity in 
terms of people and businesses and strive to enable our seniors to have all the main service and 
amenities within easy access. This development will not do that at all. In fact we have heard the 
words "Senior Ghetto" many times to describe this project. 

TRAFFIC/NOISE: 
About 320 living units are planned. If we assume that 2 people live in each uuit, a total of more 
than 600 seniors will live there with an additional 50-60 staff members. The planned pickle ball 
courts and "fine diniug" restaurant will be public. 
Two key questions arise: 

1) the traffic & noise on the access roads Solly and Latimer (Cars, buses, ambulances, 
trucks, etc), will increase significantly, not only from residents but from service 
personnel (staff, ambulances, doctors, visitors, etc). 

2) Access will be an issue, both Solly and Latimer are narrow and steep. This will not be 
seasonal, but year around. The 600 seniors will live in an isolated area connected only 
through Latimer/Solly. They will not have a direct connection to Lake Shore and will 
always have to take the bus (?)/car to get out. 

NEEDS AND CARE: 
How do we know that there is a need for 600+ seniors to buy and live there? These units will 
undoubtedly not be cheap (what does a luxurious 1300 sq ft condo cost in S ummerland?). Also, at 
least as important, where are all the doctors coming from needed to treat 600+ serrior citizens. 
New people coming to Summerland face a major hurdle to find a doctor, let go 600! 

GEO-TECHNICAL: 
Virtually all of the Lower Town substratum is Glacial Till with high risk of slumping and sliding 
and foundation problems. This is why we designated Red, Orange and Green zones. Most of the 
Senior's buildings would be surrounded by potentially unstable Glacial Till Cliffs. A Geo
Tcchnical study would be needed to ensure that there is no risk of instahility, not just in the 



valley where the senior village is proposed, but certainly also for the surrounding higher 
residential areas. High impact building activity could cause instability in the surrounding higher 
ground and cliffs. 

STRUCTURES & VIEWS: 
Buildings are planned with 4 -6 stories, which, as far as we know, is higher than anywhere else in 
Summerland! On top of these building will likely be A/C units. All views from the surrounding 
neighborhoods on Solly Road, Latimer, Bristow and Faircrest will be impacted by the big 
structures proposed. Either the residences will look at the high buildings themselves or look at 
the roofs. The developers showed a profile of the height of the buildings in comparison with the 
elevation of the crossing of Solly and Bristow, but that is the high.est point of the valley view and 
thus deceiving. The most beautiful view from this point (where the beneh is for the Centennial 
Trail), will undoubtedly be ruined. All other areas surrounding this valJey are either similar 
elevation (Bristow) or lower and thus impacted more by the proposed development They did not 
show a comparison with Faircrest, which is lower than Solly and Bristow. They promised to 
make an elevation plot for Faircrest, but so far no such information has been communicated. 

MARKET IMPACT: 
It is very likely that the residences surrounding the valley where this huge complex is proposed 
will lose value. Most of these residences derive their value for a significant part from their views. 

AL TERNA TJVES: 
Along the Lake Shore we have large old warehouses that stand empty/are not utilized, which 
areas could be used for new development. They are then not directly connected to Main Town 
either, but at least the seniors can walk to the beach, to the yacht club, to the Local restaurant, to 
the parks, the pickle ball courts at the municipal campground, and, they can also if they are 
physically fairly fit, use the new connection with Trout Creek, etc. This seems a much better idea 
than what is presented now. The developers have not thought about alternatives. Best would of 
course be, provided there is a need, to build close to downtown, to revitalize our downtown core, 
a strategy for which the current council was elected! 

Even if the only option would be to develop something in this valley, we kindly ask you to build 
low profile rnther than a 4-6 story monster, and preserve as much as possible of tbe valley's 
present pristine status. 

Furthermore, may the undersigned hope that our mayor and council are not driven by 
commercial considerations when it comes down to protecting our fragile environment? 

Sincerely Yours, 

Arend J. Dronke1·s & Josefa L. Dronkers 
Summerland 
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Tricia Mayea

To: Karen Jones
Subject: RE: Icasa Resort

 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Peter Waterman  
Sent: November 6, 2016 5:59 PM 
To: billlyle  t> 
Cc: Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca>; Karen Jones <kjones@summerland.ca> 
Subject: RE: Icasa Resort 
 
Bill ‐ I understand your concern. I and council are committed to land in the ALR. I am sending your concern on 
to our CAO for further comment on this parcel's status.  
 
Regards, 
 
Peter Waterman l Mayor  
 
Ph: 250 404‐4042 Fax: 250 494‐1415 
PO Box 159, 13211 Henry Avenue 
Summerland BC  V0H 1Z0 
www.summerland.ca 
 
Facebook: facebook.com/SummerlandBC 
Twitter: twitter.com/SummerlandBC 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: billlyle    
Sent: November 4, 2016 11:39 PM 
To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Icasa Resort 
 
Mr Mayor:  This is agricultural land.  Inside the ALR nothing more needs to be said.  Find another place if you 
must but leave our agricultural land alone. 
 
regards  
 
Bill Lyle 

 
 



Action 
Karen Jones 
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From~ 

Sent: 
Bernadine Jacobs eopym: 
November 13, 2016 5:38 PM Mayor 

To: Peter Waterman; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richa rd Barkwill; Toni~jfrin Carlson; 
Doug Holmes; Mayor and Council -CAO 

Subject: Bristow Valley - /Council Correspondence 
-Reading Re: 

Importance: 

Good evening , 

High =Agenda Uem: __ _ 
R£(erred to 

Cunpleled by --V-~ --

I am strongly opposed to the rezoning of "Bristow Valley" to allow the 

construction of high rises for a number of reasons: 

1. The amount of traffic that will be generated during construction -

concrete trucks, heavy earth moving equipment, dump trucks back and 

forth with cause congestion on Solly Road and Latimer Avenue. Solly 

Road is extremely busy now and even busier in the 

summertime. Once the development is done then there would be 

service vehicles, delivery trucks and employees coming and going and 

adding to the congestions. 

2. Currently the site has one access to it off of Latimer Avenue and just 

before entering the site there are three blind corners. Accessing the 

site from Gillespie is also off a blind corner, and the percentage of 

grade to access it off Lakeshore Drive would require a switchback or 

two. 
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3. Hazard zone: The homes located on the south side of the valley are in 

the "Red Zone". Any disturbance of the soils could have catastrophic 

effect on these homes and cause potential slides. If this were to 

happen the only place the soil is going to go is down to the lakeshore 

and the fish hatchery. 

4. Fire - Any building over 3 stories requires a ladder truck, something 

which Summerland does not have currently. Who will pay for this, the 

taxpayers, the developers? 

Personally I think that this development is wrong for "Lower Town". It is 

adding too many residences in a small area with limited access. I have 

lived on Solly Road for 11 years. I moved here from the Lower Mainland for 

the peace and quiet. I spent my childhood here with my grandparents and 

remember when I could ride my bike from the top of Hospital Hill to the 

bottom and not meet a earl 1 don't want to see the quiet neighbourhood 

change. 

I think that there needs to be environmental impact, soil stability and traffic 

studies done and more public input from the neighbours. 

We need to keep what little agricultural land we have in Summerland 

agricultural! 

Bernadine Jacobs 
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From: Brian Wilkey [   
Sent: May 17, 2016 12:26 PM 
To: Karen Jones <kjones@summerland.ca>; Ian McIntosh <imcintosh@summerland.ca> 
Cc: 'Brian Wilkey' <  
Subject: Summerland Mayor, Council, and Development Services 
 
This email is in regards to the planned development of a complex off of Latimer for hundreds of condos 
and long term care facilities. 
 
It was an interesting meeting last night. I am glad the developer held the meeting. 
I think this is nothing more than a development of far too many units, 270 units for sale and lease, and 
yes then they will eventually , maybe, have 60 to 80 long term care units or beds developed which will 
be nice, but it is simply a huge development complex being proposed until the guise of a health care 
facility of such for seniors. The Real estate people were already there ready to start selling the units and 
lining their pockets too. 
 
The traffic that this construction will create and the traffic that will be with us forever after it is built is 
going to be un believable. Solly Road is already a hazard with people walking up and down it and cars 
and trucks having to swerve to the other lane to avoid them, it is NOT good. 
 
This is nothing more than a very large housing complex jammed into a bowl in the middle of lower town.  
If and when this or any project on this piece of land moves forward,  they need to have access from the 
bottom, from Lakeshore and Gowans and Phillips. 
 
PLEASE be Very Cautious about this project. The developer talked about traffic studies and other studies 
that had been done, means nothing to us as we have not seen anyone do any type of study. This will 
also negatively affect our property values. There were a lot of not very happy people at the meeting last 
night.  
This project can be stopped by simply not rezoning the property from agricultural to high density 
housing.  
 
Thank you 
Brian Wilkey 
 
 
Brian W. Wilkey 
Wilkey Consulting (1996) Ltd. 
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Tricia Mayea

Subject: FW: re senior's facility on Banks-Reply

 

From: Janet Peake  
Sent: November 23, 2016 4:12 PM 
To: 'Carla Ohmenzetter'  a> 
Subject: RE: re senior's facility on Banks‐Reply 
 
Hi Carla, 
 
Thanks for your suggestion. I will pass it along for inclusion in the public correspondence. 
 
Regards, 
Janet 
 

From: Carla Ohmenzetter  ]  
Sent: November 23, 2016 8:41 AM 
To: Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca> 
Subject: re senior's facility on Banks 
 
Good morning Janet, thank you again for passing on your info to me on Conkle Mountain.  I note in the media that there 
was a fair amount of opposition to the proposed development on Banks.  A suggestion was made at the APC and in the 
media that the development is a good idea but not in this location.  Is it possible that in light of the support council could 
work with staff and the developer to look at alternate areas where land can be swapped within the context of the ALR?  I 
know this council is very supportive of not taking land out of ALR but this might be a unique situation.  The Straffel 
property on Victoria Road or the property near Sumac Ridge, on the east side of highway both are in the ALR but have 
farming constrictions.   
Again thank you for your ear.  Enjoy your day, carla 



Karen Jones 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Karen Jones 
May 10, 2016 3:56 PM 
Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Karen Jones; Linda Tynan; Mayor; 
Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot 
FW: Proposed development 

Please see the inquiry from Mr. Whit t on below and Linda's response . 

Ka ren Jones I Confident ial Secretary I M unicipa l Hall 

DISTRICT Of 
SUMMERLAND ------- ,......_,..._ ______ .... 

Ph: 250 404-4042 Fa:<: 250 494-1415 

PO Box 159, 13211 Henr y AVP.l1UP. 

Summerland BC VOH lZO 
www.summerland.ca 

Faceboo k: facebQQ.~_,_~Q!!l/SurnmerlandCJC 
I witter: 1wittc>r.com/SummerlandBC 

From: Linda Tvnan 
Sent: May 10, 2016 3:44 PM 
To:..__ 

Cc: Karen Jones <kjones@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Proposed development 

Hello Mr. Whitton, 

Thank you for your inquiry regarding the proposed development. Your email has been forwarded to me for response on 
council's behalf. 

The proponents for the proposed development recently presented their concept to council. At the time of the 
presentation, no applications for development had been received by the District as the proposed development was in 
conceptual stages. 

Developers are generally encouraged to present their ideas to their neighbours (ie the community when the nature of 
the development is large) to determine what kind of issues, support, resistance, suggestions, etc. the 
neighbours/community may have when they are presented with the concept. I understand that this is the intent of t he 
open house/presentation they have scheduled. 

This is the developer's meeting and is not associated with council. Council has not d iscussed the development, 
considered any applications for the development or reviewed the specifics of the proposed development. They are also 
simply aware that the developers intend to submit an application for development. At that time, staff and council will 
review the application taking into consideration many factors including District bylaws, Official Community Plan, etc. 
and ensure that an adequate public consultation process is undertaken. 

Please let me know if you have further questions. 

Regards, Linda 



Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 

From: 111fo@su1111nerland.ca [mailto:info@>summerland.ca] 

Sent: May 10, 2016 1:55 PM 
To: General Information Website <info@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Summerland Contact Us submission 

Name: Dave Whitton 

Email: 

Phone: 

Address: 

City: Summerland 

Postal Code: VOH1Z1 

Contact Me 
by: 

Department: 

(X] Email 

Adm In istration 

Comments : 
I am shocked by the recent proposed development I received In the mall particularly as my house Is 
on the market. This Initiative and the way It has been released appears to contravene many aspects of 
the REDMA. What is councils position in this regard. 

Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 
District of Summerla nd 

Phone 250.404.4043 
www.summerland.ca 
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Karen Jones 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DIANA SMITH ------
November 13, 2016 2:14 PM 
Peter Waterman; Janet Peake; Erin Trainer; Toni Boot; Doug Holmes; Richard Barkwill; 
Mayor and Council 
Mary & Ken MacDonald; Ellen Woodd; Gena & Shane Lowe; Diane Colman & Jeff 
Ambery; Frank Marton; Jenny & Tyler Chick; Rodney And Greta Workun; Robert Walker; 
Rita & Stuart Connacher; Nancy & Jim Goudy; Jeanette & Ray Rourke; Valli & Mike 
Scheuring; Larry and Donna Young; Jill & Peter Patton; Orville & Barbara Robson; Julia 
& Vince Law; Diane & Glen Witter; Brian Wilkey; Marian & Tim Dunn; Paul & Charlotte 
Barber; Les Brough; Gerard Obbema; Deb Vanbeek; Gail Mc. Auliffe; Tony Cottrell; 
Connie Denesiuk 
OCP Amendment and Rezoning fof 13610 Banks Crescent 

We live on the corner of Latimer and Solly and have been watching the Summerland Council bury this project since the 
Developers open house in May so that we can be blindsided when they slide through the development. Brian had an 
article published in the Summerland review after the May information session and sent the same letter to council which he 
had no response from.Transparency has not been the objective of council with this project, as we heard first hand in the 
summer that this was a 'done deal'. 

The development is known under different guises (names). The developer promoting is as lcasa. The Town referring to it 
as Rezoning of 13610 Banks Crescent. The OCP identifying it as Shaugnessy Springs. No wonder there's been difficulty 
following this proposal 

Although there is a need for Summerland to expanded its tax base, and perhaps provide more seniors housing, this is not 
the right location for 350 units of mixed use accommodation, or responsible use of existing agricultural and bio-diverse 
land. 

In the Council document for OCP Amendment and Rezoning of 13610 Bank Crescent there are a number of red flags as 
to why this development should be stopped, and an alternative site found. Council should be following their own 
Community Plan There is conflicting information as to the zoning of this property. In one instance it states applying for 
land use designation of High Density Residential (Apartments and Townhouses) and in another creating a new CDS 
Comprehensive Development zone, (Apartments, Group Home Major) both having different development regulations. 

The report admits that the proposed development does not appear to be directly compatible with the OCP requirements 
of land use designations, including not being connected to downtown and naving no public transportation. No amount of 
widening the roads or developing sidewalks along Solly and Latimer is going to change the hilliness of the area and the 
difficulty for seniors to be physically and community engaged. 

The proposal totally ignores the guidelines in the OCP (Official Community Plan) 

The RGS (regional growth strategy) aims to protect the integrity of agricultural lands and the character of rural areas and 
preseNing and enhancing agricultural character. Lower Town is a distinct neighborhood with specific design regulations 

Schedule C Propossd - Land Usa map shows the Shaugnessy Springs area as Agricultural 

Lower Town Strategic Plan - Section 16 
Approve only developments that are compatible with the form and character of Lower town and then the Summer/and 
Community 
Protect the integrity of Lower towns unique and compact residential neighborhoods 
Shaugnessy Springs lands are not within the ALR, new development must be sensitive to su"ounding character of the 
neighborhood, hazard conditions, safe access 

Lower Town Development Permit Area - Section 19 
Justification of development to consider Protection of the natural environment, its ecosystem and biological diversity 



Interior Health's report as included in the OCP amendment and Rezoning of 13610 Banks Crescent states that due to the 
areas topography the site has limited opportunities for seniors to engage in physical activity and connect with other 
residents (narrow, hilly roads) and a less than desirable location being away from the towns' main amenities. Increase in 
water usage will either mean the need of an increase in the capacity of the existing treatment plant or to find an 
alternative water source. 

The population focus for seniors is wrong in this location, and the development too dense. Changing Solly Road from a 
No Truck Route will alter the residential feel of the neighborhood, put additional pressure on the utilities and negatively 
affect property values. According to this document Lark Construction has recently entered into an agreement with the 
Crawford's at the end of Latimer to sell their property ..... 

The 230 market housing plus truck delivery and staff traffic for an additional 100 independent and 50 assisted living units 
will put undue pressure on Solly Road which is currently a local road for residents, and not a collector road like Peach 
Orchard. 

Our neighborhood must stop the sliding forward motion of this project and be an integral part of any development, 
rezoning and change to the Summerland OCP Plan. 

Diana Smith 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

Diane Ambery C-~~!!!!!i!i!im••• 
November 4, 2016 10:50 AM 
Peter Waterman; Mayor and Council 
No to Rezoning of Bristow Valley! 

We are shocked and dismayed to hear that you would even consider rezoning the Bristow Valley for 
development. It is a s tunning vista and home to deer, bear, marmots and other wild creatures. It is gorgeous. 
Before you listen to anything about redevelopment, make sure you see for yourself. This is not a beautiful place 
that can he 'made over'. Y car round people pull over in their vehicles to sit on the beni;h near the mailboxes at 
Solly Road and MacDonald Place just to look at the gorgeous view. That's how special it is. 

There are so many more reasons why this area should be preserved. The beauty, the animals, the tourism value, 
the fact that there are no sidewalks on Solly Road and the traffic would increase significantly. You would be 
the Mayor and Council remembered for ruining a beautiful place. 

We voted for you because you took a stand against the land swap. Your job is to represent us. We say 
NO. Purchase the land fo r Surrunerland residents to e~joy in perpetuity if you must but do NOT let it be 
developed. 

Diane Colman and Jeff Ambery 
65 l 0 Mac.Donald Place 
Summer land 
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December 12, 2016 

Mayor Waterman and Councillors: 

Re: Banks Crescent development 

PHILOSOPHY OF SUMMERLAND 
This council was elected on the basis of their philosophy of Summerland, the future of development 
and agriculture in our town, and the fact that you will listen to the citizens and give them a voice. We 
hope you are listening to the voices being raised in opposition to the Amendment to the Official 
Community Plan and the Zoning Bylaw for 13610 Banks Crescent. 

Among the objectives for Summer land is that residential neighbourhoods are to be preserved and 
protected. The Official Community Plan states that high-density residential developments should be 
in locations that offer commercial needs, community facilities and parks. They should be compatible 
with adjoining uses, integrate with the surrounding uses, have direct access to a major collector road, 
and provide pedestrian access to nearby parks, and commercial /institutional facilities. We believe 
that these objectives are even more important for a development for seniors, and this proposal is 
none of those. 

VEHICLE TRAFFIC 
The proposed units will generate an increase of 1825 trips per day (based on 380 units rather than 
the Watt Projection using 346 units). This will increase the traffic on Solly Road to 3325 vehicles per 
day. 

We live at the corner of Bristow and Solly Roads. Residents of Bristow Road, Faircrest Street and 
Webb Crescent will all agree that the intersection of Solly and Bristow is already very dangerous and 
challenging. It is not a right angle intersection, but rather a sharp "V" to enter Solly. To increase 
traffic to 3325 vehicles per day, plus delivery trucks, service trucks, ambulances and staff for the 
development would make this intersection a high-potential location for accidents. 

The CTQ traffic review states that the number of visitors is minimal in this type of independent and 
assisted living development. We do not agree. The photos attached show the weekday congestion on 
streets outside Summerland Senior's Village. That facility has many empty units and is not even at its 
full capacity. Parking is difficult to find for both staff and visitors. ls this what Latimer and Gillespie 
Streets will look like when this development is in place? 

ROAD CLASSIFICATION 
Solly Road is not a Collector Road, it is classified as a Local Road (OPC Schedule F) for good reason. 
It runs through a residential neighbourhood. Because of the steepness, narrowness and tight curves 
of Solly, Latimer and Gillespie Streets, this route is not suitable to be designated either a Truck Route 
OR a Collector Road. A Local Road has a threshold of 1000 vehicles per day vs a Collector Road which 
has a threshold of8000 vehicles per day. This is a steep road through a residential neighbourhood, 
Its current classification as a local road a day is well justified and should not be changed. 



TRUCK ROUTES 
Solly Road is regulated for "no truck access" from Highway 97, it is steep and has several tight 
curves. The CTQ Consultants Traffic Review states that Gillespie Road to Lakeshore Drive is not 
recommended for truck routes due to the steep, narrow and tight curves along the route. And yet the 
Lark Group is asking ~to change these roads to a Truck Route just to accommodate them. 

At the next snowfall, please drive from the top of Solly road to Banks Crescent, Gillespie Road and 
down to Lakeshore Drive, and imagine 3325 service trucks and vehicles a day driving that route. We 
do not agree that Solly, Latimer and Gillespie should become a truck route. 

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIVITY 
The traffic study states the following: the residential area adjacent to the site is made up of rural 
open shoulder local roadways, and do not include sidewalks or bike lanes. The development of 
sidewalks would be problematic given the topography of the area. The limited cross section width 
available for the roadways, means that without retaining the adjacent embankments there is minimal 
room available for the addition of sidewalks. 

The study further states that even though they recommend a stairway "be investigated", the 
suitability of the soil and the embankment material is not ideal. The Watt study notes that a stairway 
would not be accessible to those with mobility impairments, that the surrounding topography is 
generally challenging, and that "Pedestrian travel through the constrained horizontal alignment is 
not encouraged and there is insufficient lighting. 

To walk to town on this hill is challenging, and to walk to Lakeshore Drive is even more so because of 
the steep narrow roads. The roads are steep and not conducive to pedestrians, and the location is far 
from the downtown core. No amount of stairs, walkways or sidewalks will make this location more 
accessible to our town, library, stores, pool, curling, shops, restaurants, services and everything else 
that our seniors should be able to walk to easily. 

FUTURE COSTS 
Yes, the Lark Group will pay for certain infrastructure changes required for the Bylaw changes, but 
the large and ongoing increase of truck and vehicle traffic on Solly Road will create a huge stress on 
our local roads with ongoing costs to the District of Summerland. Add to this the cost of maintaining 
new walkways, stairs and sidewalks. In her reply letter from Interior Health (see attached) Pam 
Moore stated "While not addressed in our response letter, ensuring that snow clearing priority is 
considered with this development is the responsibility of the District of Summer land." Fire trucks 
and fire hall could also become future costs in order to address the height of the buidings. 

AGRICULTURE ZONING 
Both the Agriculture Advisory Committee and Interior Health DO NOT SUPPORT the re-zoning. 
Summer land has always been a community that is proud of its agriculture. The Lark Group presents 
that the land is an isolated parcel, the only property zoned Agriculture in the Lower Town 
designation. However only 200 yards from this property is a huge block of Agriculture Zoned 
properties bordering Solly Road, between Hwy 97 and Peach Orchard Road. An arbitrary line on a 
map does should not negate the fact that there are many large blocks of Agriculture land in the 
immediate area. 

NOISE 
This property is shaped like a large amphitheatre. The noise of construction and the finished 
development will disturb the whole hillside neighbourhood, not just those properties bordering the 
land. The 'natural buffer' will not prevent this, but rather the shape of the land fact will amplify the 
sounds. The Lark Group proudly mention that they will be installing pickle ball courts - this is a very 
noisy sport and that noise will reverberate across the hillside. The noise from the many years of 
construction of this huge development, and future noise from the number of cars, trucks, residents, 
staff and visitors is definitely not compatible with the current character of the neighbouhood, 



There are so many other reasons that you should not approve this development, as you will continue 
to hear from the public. We have a severe shortage of doctors in Summer land, new residents cannot 
find a doctor to accept them. Lack of suitable fire trucks. The fact that there are underground springs 
and waterways on this property - hence the names Shaughnessey Springs and Banks Creek Why 
take a chance that our renowned Fish Hatchery could be affected. There are environmentally 
sensitive areas on this land, a large portion of it is Red Zone high hazard. Bordering homes and 
hillsides could be affected by the excavation of 3 stories below grade and 6 above. Can you 
guarantee that land will not shift or that silt cliff will not slip because of this construction? These 
reasons and more. But mostly the simple fact that the proposal is just too large for the adjoining 
zonings, the location, the neighbourhood, and the site. 

In closing, we have a short real estate story to tell you about the unsuitability and potential impact of 
this development on the current residential neighbourhood .. A few months ago we were showing a 
couple through a home on Faircrest Street. They thought the location was great, loved the layout of 
the home. We then walked out to the front lawn and looked at the beautiful view. We said that in full 
disclosure the property right below is proposed for a senior's development of 380 units including 
assisted living and independent living. They immediately said that there was no way they would live 
near a seniors development and couldn't leave the property fast enough. That was the end of their 
interest in the home. She is a nurse at a similar development in Surrey and said it is noisy, parking is 
congested, and ambulances come and go at all hours. She explained that seniors will most often call 
an ambulance before checking with staff or calling Tele Health. This couple ended up purchasing a 
similar home, but in an area without the prospect of 380 units of senior's housing nearby. 

Development in Summerland should conform to the surrounding area, and residents of Summerland 
should feel the security that their neighourhoods are preserved and protected. Development should 
conform to the current infrastructure, and should not be a future burden of the taxpayers of 
Summerland. High density housing for seniors should be close to downtown where they can be a 
vibrant part of our community. This huge development it is not compatible with adjoining uses, it 
does not integrate with the surrounding residential area, and the property is not in a location suitable 
for high-density housing. There are other sites far more suited to senior's housing. Please listen to 
the many voices of Summer land and do not vote for these changes. 

Regards, 
Donna and Larry Young 
13420 Bristow Road, Summerland 

Attachments: 
Nov. 24/16 letter from Interior Health 
photos 



Interior Health 
tu~ pe.>i~i'l ~. 

November 24, 2016 

Donna Young 
13420 Bristow Road, Summerland BC 

Dear Mrs. Young 

RE: Okanagan Vistas, Shaughnessy Greens, Summerland 

Thank you for your email of November 22, 2016, regarding the proposed development, Shaughnessy 
Greens and the Interior Health response letter. 

You have brought up a number of points which we hope to address. 

Mrs. Young's comments 
1. First, the road from Banks Crescent along Solly Road to Highway 97 is very steep, and no 

amount of construction of sidewalks and pedestrian walkways will be able to change the fact 
that most seniors can NOT walk or cycle 3. 6 km up an extremely steep hill to the town center. 
To even suggest that constructing a sidewalk up a very steep hill will encourage activity in the 
daily lives of seniors living in this development and connect them to the downtown core is 
ludicrous. 

2. The traffic impact report presented to you in support of this development indicates that the 
development would "not result in any system or capacity issuesn. I do not agree for the 
following reasons: 
Currently Solly Road is currently a no-truck road. That restriction would have to be removed to 
allow the huge number of cement trucks, construction trucks and traffic during many years of 
construction. As well, when completed, the eventual added strain of increased traffic of staff, 
delivery/service trucks, ambulances, fire trucks, visitor and resident traffic is not compatible with 
the current adjoining residential and agricultural uses, and would hugely increase the potential 
for increased pedestrian and vehicle accidents. 

In our response letter the impact to the pedestrian and traffic impacts were addressed; 

"Walking/cycling from the site is limited by narrow roads (Latimer/Banks Crescent and topography; 
accessing Solly Road/MacDonald Place). Enhancing connectivity can encourage people to walk or 
cycle for either recreational or transportation purposes. Safety concerns are common barriers to 
physical activity across smaller communities .· 

Bus: 
Email: 
Web: 

(250) 469-7070 ext 12284 
Pam.Moore@interiorhealth.ca 
www.interiorhealth.ca 

INTERIOR HEAL TH 
Population Health 
505 Doyle Avenue 

Kelowna, BC V14 6V8 



• Interior Health 
tv~ pe>1~ ~ 

The recommendations below, which were supported by Interior Health, would address reducing the 
walking distance and improve the ability of seniors to recreate and use active transportation as part of 
their daily activities. 

• Construction of a sidewalk from the development site north to Latimer Avenue then west up 
Solly Road to connect to the existing sidewalk, then further west to connect to the existing 
pedestrian underpass at Solly Road and Highway 97 

• Construction of a pedestrian walkway complete with stairs (if required) within the MacDonald 
Place right-of-way connecting Solly Road to Gillespie Road. 

Mrs. Young's comments: 
3. Then add winter conditions with snow and ice on the sidewalks and roadways of Solly and 

Gillespie Roads, along with increased traffic, and the conditions become even more 
treacherous. To add up 600-800 residents and staff driving these roads on a daily basis in icy 
winter conditions is dangerous. To imagine pedestrians on the roads in these conditions is 
frightening. 

While not addressed in our response letter, ensuring that snow clearing priority is considered with this 
development is the responsibility of the District of Summerland. 

For your review, the District of Summerland staff report provides details on how the District intends to 
address increased traffic and the no-truck road designation. 

Mrs. Young's comments: 
4. This proposed development, is zoned Agriculture. Interior Health has an interest in preserving 

farmland to help maintain a level of food production that contributes to food self-sufficiency and 
a sustainable food system. Removing this land from an Agriculture zoning to a Multi-Family 
zoning seems totally contrary to the interest of Interior Health. 

Interior Health has expressed the importance of protecting agricultural land in the response letter. 
Evidence shows that farmland preservation helps to maintain a level of food production that contributes 
to food self-sufficiency, and food self-sufficiency increases food security and supports healthy eating. 
This statement implies that in the interest of food security and health, it would be best if the land 
remained zoned as agriculture. 

We hope that the information that has been provided addresses your concerns. Please contact either 
Pam Moore or Jill Worboys if you have any additional questions or comments. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Moore 
Healthy Built Environment Team 
Pam.moore@interiorhealth.ca 

Bus: 
Email: 
Web: 

(250) 469· 7070 ext 12284 

Pam.Moore@interiorhealth.ca 

www.interiorhealth.ca 

cA1l~1~ 
Jill Worboys, RD 
Public Health Dietitian 
Jill. worboys@interiorhealth.ca 

INTERIOR HEAL TH 
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505 Doyle Avenue 
Kelowna, BC V14 6V8 





Karen Jones 

From: Frank Flanagan _________ > 

Sent: November 14, 2016 7:56 AM 

To: Mayor and Council 

Subject; Bristol Valley Development 

Simple thought - the Bristow Valley development proposal makes no sense to me on so many levels that I'm shocked 
and dismayed that it's being considered. I'm a Summerland resident who lives no where near that area, but I know it 
and strongly oppose its development. 
Gail McAuliffe 

Sent from Frank's eyePad 
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Karen Jones 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gerard obbema 
November 13, 2016 10:16 PM 
Peter Waterman 
Bristow valley (de)construction 

) 

Dear Mayor of Summerland and district 

I am totally flabbergasted mayor and counsel even 
considering such devastating plan. 

*The vital water source supply/passage for the Fish 
Hatchery 
*Producing ALR resource 
*High steep silt banks to the north and south 
*Valley floor relative small and significantly pitched east 
west 

Dear mayor, I do not want to take more of your time and 
bore you to death will all the hundreds of arguments for not 
to build this proposal. 

On a final note, your platform was always to preserve ALR 
properties within Summerland, as mentioned this is even a 
producing one. 
There are a number of ALR propery locations in 
Summerland that are not being utilized and have not been 
for a long time 
(by Kinsman Ball park area, 10 acres flat good building dirt, 
great access very little interference), that are superior to the 
proposed location. 



Trusting Major you will do the right thing for Summerland 
and vote this proposal down. 

Sincerely, 

Gerard Obbema 
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Karen Jones 

From; 

Sent: 
Glen Witter .: 

November 23, 2016 1:50 PM 
To: Peter Waterman; Erln Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Eri n Carlson; 

Doug Holmes 
Cc: Karen Jones 
Subject: Banks Crescent "Bristow Valley" proposed development 

To Mayor and Council, City of Summerland 

Re: Banks Crescent "Bristow Va lley" proposed development for Seniors 

Dear Mayor and Council Members, 

Summerland and the Camel's Nose 

Action 
Fie: __ ~---
Acknowledged: ---
Copy to: 
_ Mayor 

Counci\ 
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~v6ounci1Correspondence 
- Reading File: 
= Agenda Item: __ _ 
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.. --·- --

As one who will be affected by the Bristow Valley development proposa I to bu i Id 320 wood tram e housing 

units reaching 4-6 stories, I share the same concerns already we ll vo iced- especially concern for geo stability, 

traffic increase and isolation of seniors. 

How ever, the issue of fire safety for the residents of the proposed complex is also a concern. Once upon a 

time I was a Fire Chief of a volunteer fire hall and I can see another issue akin to the ancient parable of the 

Cam el's Nose. Remember it? Do not allow a camef to put its nose under the edge of your tent for soon you will 

have the camel in your tent. 

Summerl and does not (yet) have a ladder truck with the capability of extending ladders or aerial sprays above 

three stories (say, 40 feet). How will our fire personnel be able to attack a fire t hat goes into the roof of a six 

story building? One answer is the Mut ual Aid agreement with Pentiction whereby Penticton Fire may dispatch 

their ladder truck and crew to assist ONCE mutual aid has been approved and if the vehicle is available. Very 

good, but it will probably take more than twenty minutes after t he decision to call for help before they can 

reach the scene and set up. Then it may not be able to get close enough if the layout ofthe buildings and 

roads are not w e ll thought out. With some upper floor fires, especia lly in wood frame apartment buildings, 

the flames tend t o run into the roof (even in buildings well up to the latest fire prevention code) and the fire 

can gain quite a hold in that space of t ime. May as well bring along some hot dogs and marshmallows. 



A current idea with planners is to have "vaults" of fire equipment stored on each floor for fire personnel to 
access during a fire. That has proven to be ineffective with wood structures- just ask any fire fighter who has 
been there and tried that. It doesn't work too well trying to fight a roof fire where you've got to get on the 
roof to vent (open the roof to attack the flames) and you want a safety factor for your own life if you're 
standing on the roof trying to vent and the roof starts to cave in. You need a way to get personnel off the roof 
quickly and safely. Current fire code calls for at least two stairwells going to the roof and often firefighters 
may turn one into a vent with the intent to use the other as a means of egress -still scary if you're working on 
a roof and the fire has a firm hold. Will the egress still be there for us if we're not winning the battle? A ladder 
can help not only with a means of egress but also by providing a heavy aerial spray to help douse the fire. 

Without a ladder truck in Summerland, fire underwriters may down rate our fire department's ability, and we 
may expect fire insurance rates to increase. I can see the argument for Summerland to have its own aerial fire 
truck IF 6 story buildings are approved (especially wood buildings). That's expensive. The vehicle will probably 
be in the million and a half dollar plus range that, hopefully, may be little used (a camel or a white elephant?). 
Oh! And then we have to house it and our current Fire Hall is probably inadequate. If so, add on big dollars for 
a new fire hall. Wasn't this proposed before? Now, here's an excuse to require a new fire hall. Our taxes will 
go up for a good cause. 

Will Summerland Council rezone to allow six stories? Hey, it 's a great chance to leave a mark on the town, not 
only with a development isolating six hundred plus seniors in a cramped valley, but also with a new, expensive 
fire hall and an aerial truck they can point to down the road and say that's their legacy. Tempting for some -
the edifice legacy. 

Glen Witter 

13415 Bristow Road, 

Summerland 

·-
November 23, 2016 
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To Mayor Waterman and Members of the Summe~~~!alte~:~;\,\--
Council: 

• • ~mpleted by : ~[.~/--= 
Normally my wife and I do not wnte comments on tne ""t 

developments which come before the council and may affect 

the community and its surrounding neighborhood. This latest 

proposal by the Lark Group for the construction of a shared 

market housing complex t ied in with a se nior care health facility 

is something that Summerland needs, and is reinforced by 

statistics released on our population of age 55 and over and 

being I believe as reported, the highest in B.C. per capita. 

However hearing of this proposal brings concerns of other 

properties to mind, which bear similarities and have had 

interests by developers as this latest one does. The latest 

proposal is located in a environmentally sensitive area, falling 

into the category of high hazard red zone stability. Looking at 

this latest proposal it is clear by its visual appearance that the 

shape and elevation of this land, it is likely a catchment basin 

for the waters that flow beneath the ground to supply the 

Summerland Fish Hatchery with its fish rearing capabiJities. 

Because of its unique temperature and quality, this source 

demands environmental protection. Inevitable re contouring of 

the land and adding considerable paved areas can hardly be 

considered sensible for this prised and hugely important 

source for our trout hatcheries needs. This is extremely 

important as the hatchery supplies fish stocks to many of our 



mountain lakes within our area. I would think that an 

environmental impact study on the immensity of this project 

would not meet councif or the provincial governments criteria 

at this present site let alone the complexities of building in a 

high hazard red zone. This is simply too large a project for this 

location. 

Little more than half a mile north of this latest proposal finds 

another plot of land with similar situations, with regards to 

possible ground water complications. This area leads eventually 

downhill towards the present Irvine Adams Bird Sanctuary. The 

surrounding area is noticeably wet and produces some visible 

springs and wet lands. The land that faces development some 

day is located mid way up Switchback Road and generated 

much opposition for its inability to provide suitable traffic 

increases both in and out of the development. Being close to 

Peach Orchard Road, it at least offered access to shopping up 

town with safe passage under the highway 97, something 

which the current proposal fails to do. Impact by the latest 

proposal on the surrounding neighborhood would drastically 

effect traffic in the area and would not provide an easy access 

into town. 

Bringing a solution to this proposal can be done by our elected 

Mayor and Councillors to work with the developers and suggest 

alternatives. As reported by other writers to the editor in last 



weeks paper, other areas present better options. One such area 

which should be considered is the plot of land cornered by 

Turner Street and North Victoria Road. This land which was 

proposed by a local business for their expansion of a 

commercial business did not receive council support, as at the 

time, saving agriculture land was a priority by some on the 

council rather than see its gradual erosion to housing. In 

hindsight this was maybe the best decision as a mix of light 

commercial next to a gated community may not have been the 

best situation. This land however does not appear to be a viable 

agriculture operation and some of the fruit trees along the 

western boundary next to North Victoria Road stand in deep 

water each spring due to poor drainage. Therefore this would 

be a sensible location for a development like the latest proposal 

delivers. Locating the market housing along the perimeter of 

Thompson Road and possibly along the northern perimeter of 

North Victoria Road would provide pleasant views for owners 

while leaving plenty of room for the remaining buildings and 

parking needs. This area is close to town and shopping and 

would allow residents to maintain their independence and 

existence for a healthier living. For the developer the costs 

would be fundamentally lower because of the proximity to 

existing services. 

With this development creating 200 plus jobs, Summerland 

may finally start to grow with its increased population, and 



contribute to the reopening of some of the stores now dosed 

on our streets,setting a path for future sustainable growth. 

As our community grows pressure will continue to develop the 

sensitive areas mentioned, and possibly the OCP should be 

revisited and revised to improve protection for these sensitive 

areas, by possibly increasing lot size or limiting number of 

housing starts in the affected areas to reduce density. Careful 

consideration for projects like the latest must be addressed by 

council, and other options should be presented to encourage a 

working relationship between developer and council to 

consider all aspects, including impact on surrounding 

neighborhoods around a development, safe transportation 

routes to and from the development, fire protection, 

maintenance costs by the municipality for services provided, 

and most importantly, environmental impact by developments 

~---- - ···- -- ---· 



Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

To Whom It May Concern 

peter patton 
November 8, 2016 1:02 PM 
Mayor and Council 
bristow development 

We live on Latimer d irectly across from this proposed development and share the same concerns as stated in your 
postings! Traffic on Latimer has been a frightening issue for us for years as with the blind curves in front of our place 
and no street lights we have had to dive into the bushes on many occasions with our dogs to avoid being hit! 
The prospects of that much additional traffic going up and down is a cause for nightmares! This council was elected on 
their views to preserve agriculture whether ALR protected or common sense protected and we say lets hold their feet to 
the fire and force them to hold tight to their principles I Please include us on your list of united homeowners! 
Thankyou 

Sincerely Jill and Peter Patton 
13607 Latimer Ave. 
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Karen Jones 

FJ"om: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

peter patton < n 
November 13, 2016 5:22 PM 
Peter Waterman 
Janet Peake; Valli & Mike Scheuring; Tony Cottrell; Deb Vanbeek; Les Brough; Gail Mc. 
Auliffe; Connie Denesiuk; Erin Trainer; Gerard Obbema; Brian Wilkey; Paul & Charlotte 
Barber; Marian & Tim Dunn; Diane & Glen Witter; Julia & Vince Law; Ellen Woodd; 
Orville & Barbara Robson; Robert Walker; Larry and Donna Young; Nancy & Jim Goudy; 
Jeanette & Ray Rourke; Rodney And Greta Workun; Rita & Stuart Connacher: Gena & 
Shane Lowe; Richard Barkwill; Mayor and Council; Doug Holmes; Mary & Ken 
MacDonald; Toni Boot 
banks crescent devlopment 

To Summerland Mayor and Council 

We are very concerned with the way things seem to be shaping up with regards to this potential overdevelopment. This 
is a quiet residential neighbourhood with little traffic and an abundance of wildlife and single family dwellings off the 
beaten track of town life. Barn! Some developer from the big city with lots of bucks and the possibility of accumulating 
many more to take back to the big city breezes in and wows all the small town people with the smell of more tax 
money I To hell with the consequenses for the loyal Summerlanders who have been here for years quietly paying their 
dues! This is not a good proposition! These people think old folks will flock to this diffside with its view of a vineyard 
which I've heard they are already planning to tear out, to sit at a window and view a grey and cold lake depressing the 
crap out of them for many months of the year with no family close by, no place to wander, no public transportat ion and 
unable t o drive out when the roads are too slippery to get up the many steep hills! They promise new sidewalks to 
nowhere, great medical alternatives from doctors that at this juncture don't exist, all necessary services coming in from 

Penticton or Kelowna so more heavy traffic making more potholes on our roads and any monies involved staying in 
those communities and for what end result? Money for the developers! I don't believe we are against such a 
development as long as it is in a location that makes more sense. This is not the place to pluck immobile senior citizens! 
Money for the developers! This council was totally voted in because they seemed more concerned w ith preserving the 
values that we all desire in living in a small rural community with big plans to keep development close to existing 
amenities. There aren't any down here! Whatever needs exist for this development will have to be trucked in somehow! 
Former concils already real ized the hill leading up from lakeshore would not sustain heavy traffic and the corner at the 

bottom is almost blind because of the build ing that is there. So that only leaves Solly Road which in the middle of winter 
is so steep and slippery it takes nerves of steel to try to come down! not something an assisted living senior would wish 
to handle! I can understand visions of sugarplums dancing in the heads of potential tax benefits for a cash poor 
community but come on! Where is the common sense of destroying lovely agricultural land that we may need t o sustain 
us in the future with a big development that would be better suited to the empty flat land downtown where everyone 
could easily be serviced and walking would be a possibility instead of an impossibility for t he people who would be living 
there! Lets finish what was already started with a Wharton Street development and leave the clay banks and 
agricultural land alone! More openness and less sneaking around would also be appreciated ! 

Sincerely Jill Patton 

·~ ·\ 
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Tricia Mayea

Subject: FW: Letter to Interior Health re: Banks Crescent development

 

From: Larry and Donna Young [mailto ]  
Sent: November 22, 2016 3:22 PM 
To: pam.moore@interiorhealth.ca 
Cc: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake 
<jpeake@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot <tboot@summerland.ca>; Erin 
Carlson <ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Letter to Interior Health re: Banks Crescent development 

 
Pam Moore 
Healthy Built Environment Team 
Interior Health 
  
Dear Pam: 
  
Re:  Interior Health letter to Development Services regarding Okanagan Vistas, Shaughnessy 
Greens, Summerland 
  
I have read the letter with your comments to Ian McIntosh providing a health perspective for 
this development, in which Interior Health seems to provisionally support the development and 
staff recommendations.  However a large and growing number of residents of Summerland 
have major concerns about the location of this development.   
  
As well, the facts regarding the development seems to be ever‐changing.  When first presented, 
and I believe when the traffic studies were done, it was going to include 320 units.  In the 
application presented to you it was 346 units, and now has grown to 380 units.  I wonder if 
Interior Health was presented with elevation maps to show the huge limitations this location 
has for seniors with regard to leading healthy vibrant and social lives through being connected 
to the downtown core and the services that Summerland provides.  Were you able to physically 
visit the location and view its limitations? 
  
The intention of both the District of Summerland and Interior Health, it seems, is to provide 
housing for seniors that will encourage healthy activity and engagement in the community.  As 
you say in your letter, Interior Health needs to provide a “health lens” that includes 
neighbourhood design, so that residents are encouraged to walk or cycle for either recreation or 
transportation purposes.    
  
You referred to “Healthy Built Environment Linkages: A Toolkit for Design‐Planning‐Health” 
commenting that how a community is planned and built makes a difference in how active and 
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healthy residents are.  It also refers to the fact that land use patterns can affect the ability of 
residents to make “the healthy choice the easy choice”.  Summerland’s Official Community Plan 
states that high density residential development should be restricted to “areas providing access 
to parks, and commercial/institutional facilities”, also encouraging a higher quality of life for 
seniors.   And both are right.  Seniors want independence, to be able to walk to stores, the park, 
the post office, to their doctors and dentists, and be able to meet friends for lunch or 
coffee.  This independence is valuable to them, and they are valuable to a healthy community.  

  
I would like to address the limitations of this property in regard to those points.   
  
NEIGHBOURHOOD DESIGN AND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS: 
First, the road from Banks Crescent along Solly Road to Highway 97 is very steep, and no 
amount of construction of sidewalks and pedestrian walkways will be able to change the fact 
that most seniors can NOT walk or cycle 3.6  km up an extremely steep hill to the town 
center.  To even suggest that constructing a sidewalk up a very steep hill will encourage activity 
in the daily lives of seniors living in this development and connect them to the downtown core 
is ludicrous. 
  
The road to the Lakeshore Drive Lower Town area is a further 1 kilometer of very steep and 
narrow roadway with no sidewalks – making it dangerous and unsuitable for cycling or 
walking.   I challenge anyone to walk from the site to town and back, and when you are finished 
decide if it will give seniors the independence they desire or add to their quality of 
life.  Providing walkways inside the development so the residents can walk in circles and not be 
part of the community does not suggest the healthy choice”. 
  
Then add winter conditions with snow and ice on the sidewalks and roadways of Solly and 
Gillespie Roads, along with increased traffic, and the conditions become even more 
treacherous.  To add up 600‐800 residents and staff driving these roads on a daily basis in icy 
winter conditions is dangerous.  To imagine pedestrians on the roads in these conditions is 
frightening.    
  
The traffic impact report presented to you in support of this development indicates that the 
development would “not result in any system or capacity issues”.  I do not agree for the 
following reasons: 
  
Currently Solly Road is currently a no‐truck road.  That restriction would have to be removed to 
allow the huge number of cement trucks, construction trucks and traffic during many years of 
construction.  As well, when completed, the eventual added strain of increased traffic of staff, 
delivery/service trucks, ambulances, fire trucks, visitor and resident traffic  is not compatible 
with the current adjoining residential and agricultural uses, and would hugely increase the 
potential for increased pedestrian and vehicle accidents.   
  



FOOD SECURITY: 
This proposed development, is zoned Agriculture. Interior Health has an interest in preserving 
farmland to help maintain a level of food production that contributes to food self-sufficiency 
and a sustainable food system. Removing this land from an Agriculture zoning to a Multi-Family 
zoning seems totally contrary to the interest of Interior Health. 

The increased demand on local health facilities and current severe lack of physicians in the area 
was not mentioned in the Interior Health comments. Does this come under the jurisdiction of 
Interior Health? No doctors in the area are accepting new patients, people are without their 
own doctors, and the extreme need for physicians would only increase with the population 
increase expected from this development. The developers suggest that "Tele-Health" will cover 
any increased demand for medical care. I just don't believe that would be the case. 

I hope you will take these ideas into consideration when you have the opportunity to become 
further involved with the District of Summerland regarding this proposed development. 
Regards, 

Donna Young 
13420 Bristow Road, Summerland BC 

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 
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From: Les Brough [mailto · · --------Sent: November 9, 2016 5:57 PM 
To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@Jsummerlancf.ca>; Erin Trainer <etraiMr@sumr11erland.ca.>; Janet Peake 
<jpeake@sumrr1erland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@~um1neda11d . .ca>; Toni Boot <t..li®t@£Umrner,J2!Jg.&g>; Erin 
Carlson <eG!!rlson@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes <dholrne~@_s1,nnm1er~a11d.c.a> 
Cc: Linda Tynan <ltynah@surn111erla11d.ca> 
Subject: Bristow Development 

Dear Mayor and Council Members 

I have been told that a new high·rise development has been approved on the vineyards below Bristow 
Road. If this proposal has not yet been approved and there are plans in place to announce this 
proposal and allow discussion, then I have been misinformed and please ignore this email. 

However, my source of the information was sure of the fact that this proposal is going ahead for a 
very significant development and a lot of effort has been put in to its evaluation. For this to happen 
without the citizens of the town being made aware and given the opportunity to comment is exactly 
what you committed to avoid when you sought election. 

l certainly hope that there are still plans in place to allow input from concerned citizens. I am 
particularly concerned at the impact on the views from the section of the Centennial Trail that passes 
along Bristow as well as the loss of some pristine vineyards. 

Regards. Les Brough 

Sent from Gmail Mobile 

Sent from Gmail Mobile 
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Tricia Mayea

To: Karen Jones
Subject: RE: Lark/Bristow Valley Development

 

From: Tmdunn    
Sent: November 15, 2016 11:41 PM 
To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson <ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot 
<tboot@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; 
Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca> 
Cc: Dunn, Tim and Marian  > 
Subject: Lark/Bristow Valley Development 

 
Mayor and Council, 
 
Like you, we too are citizens of Summerland.  Even though we do not live in the directly affected area of 
Bristow, we strongly feel that the proposed Lark development negatively affects all Summerlanders wanting to 
stay here and live well.   
 
Our present Council was elected on the mandate to preserve productive agricultural land; the previous Council's 
central concern seemed to be to revitalize the downtown core at the expense of agricultural land.  The Bristow 
development flies in the face of the previous and present councils' approaches.  It also flies in the face of logic.  
 
Senior citizens, especially those with health issues, will not be walking up the promised paved sidewalks.  Most 
seniors drive well into their late seventies, so the resulting increased traffic will be at best, annoying and at 
worst, hazardous.   
 
By encouraging developers to build condos/health care centres in the downtown core, Summerlanders would 
experience a more vibrant downtown with more seniors within walking distance of shops and services.  The 
Lark proposal isolates residents (especially those with health challenges),  from the community.  To be sure, 
seniors who interact regularly with people of all ages - a more natural demographic - live longer, healthier 
lives.  Summerland is largely a retirement community and council's goal should be to facilitate long, healthy 
productive lives for its citizens. 
 
In conclusion, the Bristow Valley has productive farmland that should be maintained and brought into the 
ALR.  Agriculture defines our community.  It benefits us all.  Agricultural land is a treasure for all citizens and 
development within it should be a non-starter.  Similarly, areas in the Red Zone should be off limits for 
development.  Citizens and their property should not be jeopardized by developments in potentially unsafe 
areas.  Finally, the Council, as guardian of the best interests of Summerland, needs to have a well-developed 
plan based on an open and transparent philosophy that guides growth, while sustaining a healthy 
community.  Developers need to work within the Council's framework, rather than the other way 
around.  Citizens need to have the confidence that Council will consistently do the right thing for their 
community. 
 
Sincerely, 
Marian and Tim Dunn 
10806 Happy Valley Road 
Summerland, B.C. 



Karen Jones 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

To members of council, 

Mary-MacDonald < __________ > 

November 10, 2016 4:11 PM 
Peter Waterman; Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; 

Toni Boot 

Development of Banks Cres /Bristow Valley6 
letter to the Editor-Bristow Valley.odt 

I am forward ing the letter I wrote to the Summerland Review earlier this week. As I have stated I am not 

opposed to the development but is 6 storeys really necessary? I have spent my time reading the official 

community plan from start to finish and there are certain areas within that plan that are pertinent to this 
proposed development. - First I am assuming that the proposed development falls under the Lower Town 

development area. 
I understand according to 6.2.3.9 that the district may consider density bonusing under certain 

circumstances. I am sure this is under consideration. 
However I would like to point out that under the multiple family development section and in particular 21.4 

{gu idelines) 21.4.1.3 states that buildings should lessen the visual impact upon surrounding properties- again I 
point out are 6 storeys necessary as they will impact the surrounding properties. 
I am also hoping that the developers will be able to comply with 23.4.1.5 concerning 'non disturbance 

areas'. Given that this area is in the high hazard area it is a concern that disturbed areas may be be subject to 

erosion 
These are to name a few items. 

Regards, 
Mary-Anne MacDonald 

l 

Action 

Conyt>tetoo by: - 1i . : 



Dear Editor, 

The.re is a proposal to rezone the vineyard in ''Bristow Valley"( above the Fish Hatchery) that is going 
before City Council Monday May 14th( or sol was told by a city employee). The property is zoned 
agricultura l land(but is not in the ALR) and the owners want to have it rezoned to develop a multi
storey seniors complex. Two of the buildings would be six storeys. 
In May of this year there was an infonnation meeting held at which several issues were raised by 
concerned citizens- land stability, effects on the fish hatchery fresh water supply, property 
access( currently a single lane) and fire protection to name a few. 
The developers anticipate approximately 400-600 residents. Some of the units would be owned, while 
others would be leased. And there will also be assisted living and complex care units. 
So my questions are: 

1) When: are these seniors coming from? T he lower mainland wa"i supposedly the target group 
but why would healthy seniors move to the Okanagan and choose to live in u gully. As for a 
180 degree view which was cited in their original pamphlet the only 180 degr~e view would b~ 
from the top floors. I don't think even the proposed ameniti es could tempt people to live at the 
facility. 

2) It has been my experience that seniors prefer flat are.as or gentle hills to walk not the steep hill 
of Solly Rd. And should the seniors choose walk where is the safe walkway being built? 

3) Currently there are no six. storey buildings in Summer land. For good reason - fire department 
regulations have required a ladder truck for such structures. Swnm~rland doesn't have one. I 
was assured by a city staff member that there would be firefighting equipment on affected 
floors. With only 3 pem1anent firefighters and a fire chief who is going to maintain this 
equipment? 

4) More importantly where is the staffing coming from? Both the assisted living and the complex 
care will require various levels of nursing and support staff. The Summerland Seniors village 
has empty ht:ds now due to staffing. 

5) What about doctors? The doctors in this town already have full practices - so is the idea to use 
the walk-in clinics or the hospital. 

lam not against development but perhaps the magnitude of the project should be scaled down. It is 
also my understanding that rezoning requires puhlication and three hearings. Tam concerned that 
council will be swayed by the revenue that could be generated from this project rather than what is a 
good fit for this town. 

M-AMacDonald 

(6505 MacDonald Place) 
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JUL 0 ~ 201& l r.C>, 

.Pmtnot or ~HWi1ew~: ____,,,__S--
Dear Mayor, dear Members of Council, 

We are very disturbed with regard to the plans of the Lang family to change their 
vineyard below Solly Road into a very high density senior living complex. We are 
opposing this plan for the following reasons: 

1) It would be absolute extreme to re-zone agricultural land to not only residential 
one family homes but to a project of five to six storey high buildings which would 
create an island in Summerland with the highe-st density in our community. The 
Lang family and their de-veloper spoke-about three hundred units which means 
approximately 600 inhabitants and up to 200 service, maintenance and support 
staff. 

2) Traffic on Solly Road would increase more than three fold as all these residents 
have no services down in the ravine/valley which means they will have to travel 
this road into town. During the 3-5 year construction the truck and heavy 
machinery traffic would be impossible to cope. It would disrupt the usual traffic 
of ca rs, bicycles and people walking Solly Rd as well as adja.cent side roads. The 
sharp corner to Bristow Rd. would become unmanageable for residents of 
Faircrest Street and Bristow Rd. I would also like to point out that there is a no 
truck traffic sign on Solly Rd and this is for a reason. Accidents would become 
unavoidable and the air and noise pollution for the established residents 
unacceptable. 

3) The construction of five to six storey bui.ldings would harshly d.isrupt the peace 
and comfort of living for all existing residents in this part of lower town. The 
influx of up to 800 people would upset the entire area .. High density projects in 
our opinion should be centered around downtown in order to revive our 
commercial sector. 

4) Summerland has no fire fighting equipment for five to six storey high buildings. 
The existing tax payers would ha.veto pay for new fire trucks in order so that this 
private project would be safe in an emergency. Ambulance service would be 
struggling with the c-oncentration of 600 seniors in this small space. New residents 
to Summerland struggle for 5-6 years to finally find a family physician. Where 
would 600 more senior residents find family physicians as well as appropriate 
health care? 



5) The fresh water supply for the fish hatchery would be in jeopardy with this high 
density plan so close to their facility. 

6) There are already 13 retirement resorts similar to the proposed project, but smaller 
in s ize, in the area between Kelowna and Penticton. In our opinion this is not an 
appropriate location for senior citizens as they would be trapped in this valley and 
only had the opportunity to leave on scheduled bus trips. It is always delightful to 
see senior, still independent, Wdlking or driving around Pcnticton being able to 
shop, dine etc. where they wish instead of being dependent on the restaurant 
which this development would provide for them. We urge the council members to 
think of how they would feel in their later years to be confined in this valley away 
from downtown shopping, dining, doctors and various other services. 

7) The Lang family and their developers presented this new development as though 
it was a gift to Summerland seniors. In truth it is pure greed to achieve maximum 
return for a vineyard at the expense of the residents Jiving close by right now. The 
company pamphlet and the invitation for the information meeting was very 
deceiving and manipulative. The talk was about a breath taking 14 acre parcel 
designed to reduce local impact, keeping the serenity of the location, minimo.l 
impact on traffic to the adjacent street net work and minjmal obstruction of 
neighbouring views. Does the mayor and council really agree with this? 

Thank you very much for considering our points of opposition to this development 
project. 
Best regards, 



Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent; 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear council members, 

Mike · 
November 8, 2016 4:37 PM 
Mayor and Council 
Bristol Valley Proj ect 
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Completed by: 
At the last municipal election I voted for most of you because, in your presentations to us the citizens of"1"":":'.::i:'l:':~e~r and, 
you promised to work with us, and for us, to make Summerland more vibrant and attractive by: 
- preserving, and support ing its agricultural industry, 
- by doing the above to maintaining the agriculture land intact, but working to revitalize the downtown area utilizing 
availab le commercial land. 
Alt of the above to increase attractiveness of Summerland as a desired, eco-friendly tourist destination, and the place to 
live , thus attracting more businesses to downtown area. 
This was the main platform based on all of you counsellors, and the mayor, were voted in. 

What is happening after the election? 
Breaking all promises, the council considers approval of a development of a senior's residence housing on the prime 
agricultural land, and far from the downtown area. 

Someone would try to justify this decision by arguing the increased residential development brings increased population 
therefore more tax revenue for the town. 
Maybe yes, but how many of those senior residents would pay addit iona l taxes, how many of them would be new 
residents, not the existing Summerlanders? 
How many seniors out there would be able to enjoy the town living when the faraway located seniors center, with 
steep, slippery at time roads keep them separated from the rest of the community? 
And t he most important question; down the roa d, when the town takes over the maintenance and servicing of the area, 
how much such development would cost taxpayers in the future? 

Dear councilors, 
Yes, we need new developments in Summerland to grow the community. But we need to do it smart way right from the 
beginning. 
Do we have a long range growth pl.an, with all conditions, considerations, and directions specified to make sure we are 
consistent, and able to stay with the plan regardless a municipal election results? 

It will be very difficult, if not impossible, to rectify wrong, or made too Quickly a decision. 

We don't have to agree with any developer coming along just because he/ she wants to make a quick back. 

We have so many empty lots in the downtown area where all services are available, where maintenance of the 
infrastructure is already established. 
The council should look at those areas first before agreeing to any other developments. 

I strongly believe, in a small community like ours, such decisions should be done based on a broad consultation with all 
citizens. 
Regards. 
Mike Wierzbicki 
12585 Sunset Pl. 
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Dear Mayor Waterman and Council: 
Completed by: -11~--

The proposed zoning change and development to the property known locally as "Bri~ol 
Gulch", or officially as "13610 Banks Crescent" causes us great concern and frustration. 
This proposed development is detrimental to our entire community, from traffic to 
services to property values and lifestyles. 

A six storey, 600 plus senior living complex, in an unsafe red zone. We don't get why, 
after hearing for 25 years, "no building there because that area consists of unstable 
cliffs and is designated red zone". What exactly has changed to make it stable and safe 
now? We have lived adjacent to this agricultural property since 1992 as it is presently 
zoned. Someone has established that it is not in the ALR, and seeks to take advantage 
of !hallo make a buck. Can't blame them, as we have so many acres in the ALR that 
are not productive in the core, why not exploit that area. This land is extremely arable 
and should be designated into the ALR, removing unproductive land in the core out of 
the ALR. 

This is what has transpired throughout our District over the last 25 years, the developer 
driving the Council, which has resulted in growth outside of the core, thus causing 
higher taxes and infrastructure costs which taxpayers must maintain. We have three 
industrial areas now and widespread housing developments. Our present costs for 
housing in this community are the highest in the valley, with lot prices around $300,000. 
No affordable housing is available to our young people who want to reside here and 
work, instead they are purchasing in Penticton and West Kelowna. We have land 
available in the core for a development of this nature, have them develop it. It might not 
be to their scale, or financial gain, but Council should show the leadership and direction 
not the developer. This is not a viable location for a development of this magnitude, 
even if we only look at the traffic movement as one of many deterring factors. 

Further to our Summerland Official Community Plan, Bylaw 2014-002, Section 11.0 
HAZARDOUS AREAS, specifically 11.3.1.2 ... " Prohibit development on slopes and 
slope regrading to create development sites from lands, having a natural grade greater 
than 30%" etc. What is the impact of this development on the Red Zone at the corner of 
Solly Road and MacDonald Place? Parking for 300 plus vehicles on their proposed site 
in the gulch is not realistic - is the plan to turn the "Red Zone" into a parking lot for 
access for staff, residents and visitors? 

It would appear from your Council's website and Lark Enterprises Ltd.'s application that 
a favourable response to their request is already in advanced stages, as evidenced by 



the planners report to council identifying revenues, reporting on traffic patterns, 
proposed property purchases nearby, and that drainage will have minimal effect to the 
Fisheries water supply, etc. 

We hope this is not a done deal and that Council will respect its earlier view on having 
an open and communicative council that cares about all of Summerland. We are 
sending this letter via email to each Council member individually ... let's putthis to a 
referendum so that most Summerland residents can have input - not just the 
developers and Council's view. We ask you to do the right thing for Summerland as so 
eloquently put in our Summerland Official Community Plan. 

We are seniors now and in the future, will be considering a nice place to relax and enjoy 
the "golden years", however, rest assured we will not be looking to be stuck down in a 
gulch with limited access by steep hills in the middle of a residential area with a limited 
view of the lovely lake. Wonder how many seniors feel this way and just how the 
occupancy rate will turn out? What happens then to this "viable proposal" and where on 
earth are they going to find a doctor? 

Orv and Barbara Robson 
6708 Mac Donald Place, 
Summerland, BC VOH 1Z1 

c.c. MLA Dan Ashton; MP Dan Albas; Editor, Summerland Review; Editor, Penticton 
Herald; Editor, Penticton Western News. 



November 10, 2016 
 
 
To Mayor and Council, City of Summerland 
 
I am deeply opposed to the proposed development at Bristow Valley to accommodate 400 – 600 senior 
residents. 
 
When I first heard rumors of the development, it sounded wonderful.  I thought it would be a quaint, 
peaceful area for seniors; indeed one that I myself would maybe transition to once my home and 
property became too large for me to manage.  However, when I saw the scope of the project, I was 
appalled.   
 
The proposed development is anything but quaint and it certainly doesn’t fit into the quiet, peaceful 
neighborhood that it would be disrupting.  I’m not sure the magnitude of the project even fits into the 
quiet, peaceful ambiance of the City of Summerland. 
 
One of the things I and my neighbors enjoy most about the City is its “small town feel”.  Constructing a 
building of this scope would change the magic of this feel.  Besides its being so physically overbearing, 
the noise and traffic required to staff and operate such a facility would be horrible.  It would feel 
institutional.  I cannot imagine living there after living so comfortably in an orchard setting. 
 
I love living in Summerland and am certainly not against growth and progress, but I think we shouldn’t 
just build for the sake of building. Nor should we feel bullied by big proposals.  I believe planned, 
managed growth in keeping with the City’s rural feel would be more prudent;  especially after the Mayor 
and Council received such a strong message from the electorate that keeping Summerland rural was a 
priority. 
 
Rita Connacher 



Karen Jones 

Action 
File: _ ___.B~Q:::.lotJ~K_._S.:-- _ 

From: Toni Boot Copy to: 
November 17, 2016 11:31 AM _ MCoayor.

1 unc1 
Rodney Workun -CAQ_, 

Sent: 
To: 

Doug H~lmes (Home~; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake~eou'fft,re!Btlaspi5ffifence 
Tynan; Richard Barkwrll Reading File: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Jcasa Resort Development on Banks = P.genda Item: ___ _ 

Referred to 

H<'llo Kndnf'y, 

Gomple'.ed by. - ...\---
rir~t lv, Cou ncil ha'.> not mttcle the dec i ~ion to procee u with t h~ lcasa development. At our Monday evening meet 
1 P~n ll 1t1on wa> carne1J (<1 ltlioueh not unanimously support ed) to proc.eecl in January to arr lri forn1ation se-.~io n ( 1 
Sc~~iom) prior to. rotentially, moving to Pul.Jlic He;i ring. 

The Information Se.'i.Sion(s) will give all of us (residents ri nd Council alike) tf1e opportunity to lc<Jrn more <1bo1.1t the 
pro p(J~·~ rl dP.veloprnent ;ind ;:i.-.k quE>sl.ions. It will also be a chance for us o n Council t o hear trom rc<;idents an d eng.1g~ 
($onw t hing th,~t is not pos~i bl e at a l-'11blic He;iring, where rl iJlogue is not pPnnitted, i.e . Council can only receivf' 
Ctiniin·~nts and ( t)ncern~) . 

I wou ld '>ugge5t your best opt ion is to make ~. ire you oll attend the Dist rict Information Session(s) AND any tile Lari< 
Group mr1 y ho<;t. I Gmnot ) pl:'al< for til e r~st of Counci l, bur I wi ll rnalo-e every effort to attend e<1ct1 afld every se~s ion . 

C nu nr.i llci r Toni Boot 

From: Rodney Workun [mailto:r< 1] 
Sent: November 17, 2016 11:17 A~M~------

To: Aart Dronkers aj l> 

Cc: " Mary & Ken MacDonald , Claudia Klann t), Frank Font ( K), Karen 
& Bob Walker" (k ) · Mary-Anne Macdonald <m-

net>; Kamala Young <k 1>; Peter Waterman 
<tbomayor@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca>; 
Toni Boot <tboot@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca>; Julia & Vince Law i>; Rita & 
Stuart Connacher < t>; Aart Dronkers <s n>; Orville & Barbara Robson 

-------->;Valli and Mike Scheuring >; Dick Ortner < Connie 
Denesiuk" , Brian Wilkey (. ), Gena & Shane Lowe (y ), Diane Colman & Jeff 
Ambery < <cdenesiuk@shaw.ca> 
Subject: lca sa Resort Development on Banks 

T u ~1ll •1nposed to: lcasa Resort Development 

i l;t\ i111.! tll' \ '.: I' ken im ·ph l' ·n nn issue lik1.: thi<; hidur..: r·m n(ll Sllf\: l ) I iJllr nptiun -:,. 

( d ll :,1)J11L:ll!ll: pli.:;l ~l' <Jd \'i'iL' ll lC nrthl' c1pth111s \\l' hme [(l () \ 'e rl ll rn Ill-.: Cll\111Cils dcci :-.i(l\l In prc.1ci.:cd \\ilh 11li-, 
de\ clnpn 1i.:11l ·: 

\lthou!-'.h 1 cl<1L·s11' f ln1lk l ~l\· orahk that \\L' might con\ : lll:C Coun,· il k•r'> to f~\Cl'$L' !heir dcl'i·;i nn-;. 
:\re "L' ii~ a g 10 11p ~1ble 1n bloi:k the Ro(\ning ol'th is :\grintl lttrl' I ;111.l l'acbgL··: 
1:- thl.' r~ :m: 1hi 11 t-i dn b1..' U•)llt' 1h::1t c:111 ti 11 \ 'l' the L'Ot1n...: il In l'hall~L· l hi..: i r \ 11Li..:'.) 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Doug Holmes 
Wednesday, November 23, 201 6 1 :48 PM 
Tricia Mayea; Karen Jones 
For the fi le - FW: lcaca Resort on Banks 

From: Rodney Workun 
Sent : November 18, 20 03:4ZF PM 
To: Doug Holmes 
Cc: Dick or Marg Ortner; Sue Gibb; "Mary & Ken MacDonald , Claudia Klann ), Frank Font 

, Karen & Bob Walker" [;Mary-Anne Macdonald; Kamala Young; 
etef"waterman; Doug Ho mes; Erin Trainer; Toni Boot; JanetP&Ke;Ju11a8lVince Law; Rita & Stuart Connacher; Aart 

Dronkers; Orville & Barbara Robson; Vall i and Mike Scheuring; Connie Denesiuk" , Brian Wilkey ), 
Gena & Shane Lowe , Diane Colman & Jeff Ambery < 
Scheuring --------
Subject: e: l caca esolt on Banks 

On Friday, November 18, 2016 3:43 PM, Rodney Workun >wrote: 

Thanks Doug 

On Friday, November 18, 2016 2:45 PM, Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca> wrote: 

Hi Rodney, 

I have many questions about this project myself. I expect most to be answered at the public 
information sessions. If for some reason any issues aren't addressed then I will be sure to seek 
clarification when it comes back to the council table, before a decision is made. 

Sincerely, 

Doug 

From: Rodney Workun 
Sent: November 18, 2016 11 :34 AM 
To: Doug Holmes 
Cc: Sue Gibb; "Mary & Ken MacDonald , Claudia Klann ) Frank Font 
I j ), Karen & Bob Walker" ); Mary-Anne 
'rVracaonala; amala 'Young; Peter Waterman; Doug Holmes; Erin Trainer; oni Boot; Janet Peake; 
Julia & Vince Law; Rita & Stuart Connacher; Aart Dronkers; Orville & Barbara Robson; Vall i and Mike 
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Scheuring· Connie Denesiuk" , Brian Wilkey 
Diane Colman & Jeff Ambery < 

Scneuring ) 
Subject: lcaca esort on Banl<s 

Gena & Shane Lowe 
, Michael 

Doug here is another safety issue that hasn't been fully address as far as I'm concern which is; 
Does the town of Summerland have fire trucks large enough to fight a 6-story? 
If it doesn't who pays for the equipment and building it will take to house it. 
Hopefully I will hear back on this issue as I haven't had an answer on my first question. 
You did ask what issues that I thought remained concealed. 
By the way I did email the Mayor and Council on these matters a week ago and didn't get a response 
back either. 

2 



Tricia Mayea 

From: Doug Holmes 
Sent: 
To: 

Wednesday, November 23, 201 6 1 :47 PM 
Tricia Mayea; Karen Jones 

Subje ct: For the fi le - FW: lcaca Resort on Banks 

From: Doug Holmes 
Sent : November 20, 2016 7:47 PM 
To: Rodney Workun 
Subject: RE: Icaca Resort on Banks 

I would write to Linda Tynan, the Chief Administrative Officer: ltynan@summerland.ca 

And copy all of council: council@summerland.ca 

Doug 

From: Rodney Workun ] 
Sent : November 20, 20fo 9:ZI AM 
To: Doug Holmes 
Subject: Re: Icaca Resort on Banks 

Thanks again Doug, can you tell me who in the district do I write to. 

On Saturday, November 19, 2016 11 :06 PM, Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca> wrote: 

Hi Rodney - I suggest you put all your questions and concerns together and submit them to both the 
District and the developer. I'm sure they will do their best to respond. I can't guarantee you'll like the 
answers but the questions need to be asked. 

Doug 

From: Rodney Workun I 
Sent: November 19, 2016 12:35 PM 
To: Aart Dronkers; Doug Holmes (Home) 
Cc: Sue Gibb; "Mary & Ken MacDonald , Claudia Klann ) Frank Font 
I j), Karen & Bob Walker" L'i ); Mary-Anne 
'rVlacaonala; amala 'Young; 1chard Barkwill ; Julia & Vince Law; Rlta & St~Connacher; Aart 
Dronkers· Orville & Barbara Robson; Valli and Mike Scheuring; c0nnie Denesiuk" , Brian Wilkey 

Gena & Shane Lowe Diane Colman & Jeff Ambery < 
.), Michael Scheuring 

SuojeCt: 1-c-ac_a __ ·_e_s_o_,rt,_o_n-...Banks ---------

1 
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Another issue Doug that has been concealed from us and doesn’t have engineering data submitted to 
back it up, what really concerns us is the noise generated from this proposed commercial 
development should it ever go ahead is: 
Each tower will have loads of ventilation equipment probably located on its roof, Exhaust fans, Make 
Up air fans, Air-Conditioning fans, Cooling Tower fans that will have a reverberating noise from them 
when all are operating that will probably sound like a 737-Jet. This means for us who live in the area it 
will sound like we live in the Flight path of an Air Port  "24/7". 
This would be totally unacceptable. 
 



Rodney Workun 
(1Srll -Mi1cdona[ Pl<'lc:t? 

Uc>Ll r f'elt'r \VJ term an, 

Action 

0 
/ Council Correspondence 

= Reading Flle: 
_ Agenda Item: __ _ 
Referred to 

completed by: ~S.-----

\Vitb rvg.1rtis fp th<' tJroposcd Jcasa Rc·sort devt>ll)prn.cnt on Hank:; 1'1n very di~nppointcd that you and 

liw 111;1jority o[ the L'lct:ll~d u'uncil h<.n'('~ voted in fan>r ot Lhis project on ));mks. 
\Nhvn yo u drn.I tlw council ran for office your plMform was based on keeping producing d~ricu llural 
J,111 d •·lgrirultur,1\ l,rnd. As you know the proposed k<lS() Resorl on HC1nks wm rr~plnr~ ll fu ll fledgL' 
1·i nL'Y<Hd 11niduch<1n that lrns produced aw<ird winninv ~'r<l}ll'.'> in the o,1~t. ·rhis IO iKH' .sih: ii-; . , , • , r 

prob.]hly tllW or lhl' larger i:lCJ'l:'dges in the ilrea and Yl~t you and your tcC!m ha\·e turned 360 dq.~ rCL'S 

frnrn tlit• platform t·hat \.VC voted you alf in. 

TlK' id< :~1 I hat y(lu' re• willing tCl put ,1 hugQ comn:10rl' ic:il d t"V\? ltipnwnl i nt(I d r~~id<.m ha l su bd iv isinn 
that's iulerstructur(' wasn't 1:ver dc•signcJ t n ham1k this large influ" of trnffic i.s putting the residcrn-L' 

of this are,~ in hann's '"'~1y. 
This dt·vdDpm1:~nt i,.vill but tbc senior residence at risk vvith. only otll' i!Cc~:ss to this ck~velopnwnl, vvha t 
h<Jpf.)Cno.; if th,11 r1).ld way i-: bh)ckeu off, h ow wil l, Emer~cncy vehicles get to them. Or how will they 
b1..' C\i1C u ;:i lL'd ind nt1 tn ral di.sci'.'itl'r. 
!"here shuu ld bl' at· the ' 'l'ry k'ast a serond,u-y road for evacuation, if not for legal re:1sttns th:m for 
1noral resp1)nsibil itv to prnt1•rt thL'SL' seniurs lJf this town. 

~Vhen we all p11rch,1 ~l:d our prop1~rti1:-s it was based nn tht? <~;d~lling ambi;.rnce ot th<..~ 8J0il. f\ LJUil't 
nl'igh bnrhnnd i.vhcrc mt1ther.s can push tlwir ha by carri<1ges dovvn the rnnd or chi!drL·n cnuld ~1lay 
roa d hockey or hop ::.cotch and fod safo. WL' paid a prer11ium tor this ambianc1:~ as our t,1xes rl'flect. 
I a sk v,·ould you buy a hnmc in l·his area \'\'here the nl)ise and tr<1ffk will have hugL· d fL1 Ct 1)n tlh'se 
homes, .my )~1.l('SS would bE! no, espl!Cially <1t t(~J.1y's markL•t pric~. 

lt· jw;l dm::;n' l SE:f~m fair for the profit~ ot one, that c.1 whc)\~ community \Vill ht'. di~ruptt:d .rnd h <l vc· 

tin::incic:1l lossc:•;, 
1\notlwl' concern is the liability thnt could end up costing tax p~1ycrs bu~c J o!lar should a 
development likL' this on(~ bL~ alk)vvc:d h1 UL' built in ,1 n!d i'<m<• if sonwthing goes w ru ng likt• a~ TusL.•111 
·1 ('ITc\CL'. 

l fopdnlly you will rcronsidcr as there' certainly arc.· an·d~ be tt1:•r sui t~1d for this dt~vclnpment in 

Sumnwrland . 

RoJm'y Worku r 



I. Chan!.!ing Designation on Trucks 

Pcrhnps hiding. \Vas Lhc \\TOng word, it's more 1 hat their concealing from us hmv some of (he 
issue have being uddressed. For ex:amrlc Snlly road is a designated road , no large lruck trucks 
il \lowed. During the construction period for Tu scan Terrace CT I I I arge construction trucks \Ven: 

ban ncd l!·u 111 using Sol I y, that site houses I/10th that of I casn Resort Dcvelo pment on Banks. 
What arc they going to do to that roadwuy to make it safe for large trucks to travel on'! Beside 
that the road is1d wide enough to handle the tn1 Ilic and pedestrian now if' all three happen to be 
at the same spot one has to give a right £Jway to the other. Presently school buses stop and kt 
children off on Solly Road l10vv safe \\iii! that be \Vhcn a full truck load of cement tries to slop on 
that steep road. 

2. Fire Trucks 
Doug here is another safety issue that hasn't been fully address as far as I'm concern; 
Does the town of Summer land have fire trucks large enough to fight a 6-story fire? If it doesn't 
who pays for the equipment and building it will take to house it. 
Hopefully I will hear back on this issue as I haven't had an answer on my first question. 
You did ask what issues that I thought remained concealed. 
By the way I did email the Mayor and Council on these matters a week ago and didn't get a 
response back. 

3. Noise Levels 

Another issue Doug that has been concealed from us and doesn't have engineering data 
submitted to back it up that really concerns us, the noise generated from this proposed 
commercial development should it ever go ahead: 
Each tower will have loads of ventilation equipment probably located on its roof, Exhaust fans, 
Make Up air fans, Air-Conditioning fans, Cooling Tower fans that will have a reverberating 
noise from them when all are operating that will probably sound like a 737-Jet. This means for us 
who I ive in the area it will sound like we live in the Flight path of an Air Port 24/7. This would 
be totally unacceptable. 



4. Proposed Walkway/Staircase. 

Another safety item we believe that needs to be addressed is the new proposed stair case located 
on the right away off of MacDonald Drive. This right of way is also a utility corridor housing gas 
lines, sewer lines, waterlines, communication lines and storm lines. As far as I know no 
structures are to be built over pipe lines. 

I believe that the proposed Stair Case would be considered a structure and would hinder a quick 
response to repairs to any of these I ines. Another safety issue is at the end of MacDonald Place is 
a barricade that would have to be removed to gain access to the stair case. 

Before the barricade was place there, on slippery winter road condition a car wasn't able to stop 
in this case he choose to try stopping on my driveway which he did but only inches from my 
home. The point is that removal of the barricade is a disaster waiting to happen to pedestrians if 
anyone should use it. 

At present the home owner that boarder on the right of way maintain it as they have pride in 
keeping the area cleaned up. If it becomes a staircase the Municipality or the developer would 
have to maintain it. 

Personally I can't imagine seniors from lcasa hauling their walkers up this staircase or riding 
their scooters down the staircase/walkway, it only becomes a burden to maintain. 



Karen Jones 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

1:> ------November 16, 2016 12:39 PM 
Mayor and Council 
Icasa at Banks crescent 

l live on Fain~rest Street and, unlike some others in our neighbourhood, I think this development is a wonderful 
thing for our town! (they don't know my opinion LI ). In fact, f hope to be able to live there! It's an excellent 
location, the plans are very attractive, and it allows us to retire in our own community in an upscale 
neighbourhood, without transitions for progressive care needs. The developer seems reputable and 1 would vote 
for the town's approval of the project. 

Sent from my iPad 
Action 

File: ______ _ 

Acknowledged:---
Copy to: 
_Mayor 

Council 
-CAO 
L Council Correspondence 

Reading, File: 
=Agenda Item: __ _ 
Re1ened to 

Completed by: _\~~'----



Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

cottrells a 
November 11, 2016 12:42 PM 
Mayor and Council 
Bristow Valley development proposal 

To Summerland Council members : re Bristow Valley development proposal. 

We are concerned about the proposal to rezone the Bristow Valley area from agricultural land to high density 
housing. 
We have no problem with a similar development in a more appropriate area close to town (the old Kelly Care 
site would be a very good site), but do not favour removing viable agricultural land to do this. 

Thank you for your consideration of th is matter. 

Tony Cottrell 
Heather Cottrell 

4811 Croi l Ave 

a avast! 

} 

Action 
File: ____ ..,..._ __ _ 
Acknowledged: _11""t'h_.'"l~
Copy to: 
_ .Mayor 

Council 
_ _ __ __CAO 

This em;:ii l has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus so'ftw;u:d"Council Correspond'.ence 
www.avast.com _Reading F~e: 

_ Agenda Item: __ _ 
Reenedto 

Completed by:-$~--
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Karen Jones Action 
From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Ch
. k File: . 

Jenny ic Acknowledged: \ \ k·\ 
November 13, 201~ 9:27 .PM . . Copyro: . 
Peter Waterman; Erm Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Ton~af; Erin Carlson; 

Doug Holmes; Mayor and Council = Council 
Home -CAO Cc: 

Subject: Fwd: Opposition to Bristow Valley Development ./Council Corraspondence 

November 13, 2016 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

_Reading File: 
_ Agenda Item: __ _ 
Referred to 

Completed by: . _ J[ . _ _ _ 
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Regarding the OCP amendment and re-zoning of 1361 O Banks Crescent, this letter is to 
voice our strong opposition to the proposed development. We are strongly against this 
development for the following reasons: 

-The site of this proposed development is currently in the ALR and has always been 
used as farm land re-zoning this would strip our community of the last piece of 
agriculture land in Lower Town. I feel this would also destroy the biological diversity and 
eco system of this area. 

-The surrounding homes are built on clay banks and any disruption of soil could have 
catastrophic effects on these properties as the hills in this area could slide. This is a 
serious safety issue for families living in these homes. 

-The proposed seniors project in this area does not make sense as the tenants would 
not be able to walk to any of our towns amenities such as, groceries, pharmaceuticals, 
doctors. recreational centre etc ... A seniors housing development would be much better 
off in the downtown core and even then a development of this size would dramatically 
change the feel of our town. 

As business people in this community we generally support development and growth 
but we feel that a project of this size would have a lasting m~gative impact and changes 
the community feel of our town. 

We ask that the Mayor and Council put a stop to this project as outlined and see if the 
developer would consider developing a property that is better suited for this kind of 
development such as the Currently undeveloped property located behind the new ·. ""' 
library. 

Tyler and Jenny Chick 

.. , ,.. 



Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Robin Agur < > 
December 14, 2016 7:37 AM 
rob@summerlandreview.com; Karen Jones; csr@ok.bc.ca; 
kpatton@pentictonwesternnews.com 
iCasa Resort Living Project J Summerland B.C. 

> We have studied the proposal for the comprehensive Aging in Place Reso rt Project and explored the background of 
the developers. The Lark Group. 
> 

>Please google the Lar k Group to see a sampling of their many dozens of successful projects. 
> 
>These include Royal Jubilee Hospita l Patient Care, Hope Centre Lion's Gate Hospita l, Fleetwood Group of Care Homes, 
Se lki rk Place, City Centre Number 1 and 2, and many, many more. 
> 
> We also recommend exploring the major tenant in the project Saint Elizabeth Health Care. 
> 
> It appears to us that some very capable people want to do something very special and very valuable to Summerland. 
> 
> Most or all of the objections to this project have been well answered in the Brochure entitled Casa Resort Living 

available from Gary Tamblin. 
> 
> Come on Summerland. Lets give this one a chance. 
> 
> Sincerely, 

> 
> Robin and Janice Agur 

1 

Action 
File: ? ,., : 
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- Council Correspondence 
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_ Agenda Item: ---:.~ '--
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Completed ty: __,,,~,,,_~-



Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Dear Sirs and Madams, 

Rita Connacher I 
December 12, 2016 11:24 AM 
Peter Waterman; Mayor and Council; Tricia Mayea 
Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; Doug Holmes 
Summerlanders for Sensible Developement 
Bristow Valley Senior Condo Proposal NEW PAMPHLET Dec 10 - FINAL.pptx 

Attached is a brochure that some residents of Summerland have put together. It is meant as an educational tool, 
stating facts surrounding the proposed development at 13610 Banks Crescent. 
We strongly oppose the rezoning application for the reasons stated - primarily safety to ci t izens, protection of the 
hatchery, and preservation of agricultural land. 

We urge you to visit the website : www.sensiblesummerland.com. It contains some powerful information about our 
community and the consequences that a project of this scope generates. 

Kindly ensure that this brochure forms part of the public record. 

Respectfully yours, 
Rita Connacher 
Summerland, BC 

1 

Action 
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Summerlanders for Sensible Development 
Save Bristow Valley & the Fish Hatchery! 

After Development 

What you must know about this proposal now ... 
This proposal is contrary to the election platform promises mode to protect good agricultural 
land! If council supports this proposal they ignore their own guidelines and compromise the 
Official Community Plan! 
• A Complex 3 times the population density of Hong Kong on environmentally sensitive land: 
~ 5 buildings, 5-6 stories high, housing 680 seniors, almost 4x the size of the Summerland Waterfront Resort! 

).>-The complex will be immediately adjacent to steep silt bluffs in the Red Zone. Excavation may cause 
instability and slumping in the bluffs 

• Agricultural land will be rezoned to High Densitv Residential: 
);>Productive 7 acre vineyard (Bristow Valley/13610 Banks Cr) will be destroyed to accommodate this project 
»The Agricultural Planning Committee does not support this rezoning 

~Interior Health Authority does not support this rezoning 

• The Fish Hatchery will be at risk of being permanently destroyed: 
~ Our fish hatchery is the oldest in BC and stocks "'300 lakes 

">The hatchery contributes $100 Million to the economy each year for Southern BC Region alone 
).- Building this complex could be catastrophic to the spring water supply the fish hatchery relies on 

• Seniors will be living in an isolated bowl, away from the downtown core: 
~Bristow Valley, a vineyard at 13610 Banks CG is isolated from downtown liveliness & amenities 

);;>-Only one route in/out via Latimer Rd with access from steep, narrow and often slippery roads 

);;>-A High Density Residential/Commercial complex will compete with local businesses and services such as 
restaurants, hairdressers, etc. 

HAVE YOUR SAY ... ! 
• Jan. 16, 2017: Public Open House: Meet staff & review app lication documents anytime between 3:30 & 

7:00pm, Arena Banquet Room, 8820 Jubilee Road 

• Jan. 19, 2017: Public Information Presentation, Q&A Session: 7:00pm, Centre Stage Theater, 9518 Main St. 

• Jan. 26, 2017: Public Hearing: 7:00pm, Arena Banquet Room, 8820 Jubilee Road.; A statutory Public 
Hearing for representations of persons who deem their interest in property affected by the proposed 

bylaw amendments. 

If you would like more information, go to www.senslblesummerland.com OR like us on Facebook Summer/anders for Sensible Development 



Karen Jones 

From: Donna Wahl 
Sent: December 12, 2016 10:05 AM 
To: Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Peter Waterman; Richard Barkwill; 

Toni Boot 
Subject: Say NO to Lark 

Mr. Mayor and Councillors, 

Council is definitely not thinking about Summerland 's residents or its' aging seniors and what 

they need if it goes ahead with plans to allow the next senior's complex to be built in an 
isolated bowl of agriculture land. 

I'm a relatively young aged Summerland resident who lives with a physically degenerative 
disease and my time for needing to live in some kind of care facility may come sooner for me 

than for most people . When it does, I want to be living close to t he town core where facilit ies 
such as the library, restaurants, shops, physical therapy, doctors, theatre and pool would al l 
be ea sily accessible. 

We all voted this council in on their promise of protecting our agricultural land. Not only will 

they be reversing their promise to all of us, they will be allowing this 640 resident complex to 
be built in one of the most environmentally sensitive and potentially unstable areas in the 

valley, d irectly above the spring water source re lied upon for our fish hatchery - a hatchery 
that stocks 300 lakes and brings in $100Million of revenue each year. 

Just because an engineer's report says land should be stable enough to build on doesn't mean 
it is. Look at what has happened to the Tuscan Terrace development which is also in 

Summerland's lower town. Do you really want to repeat the same mistake? 

Shake your heads NO to this proposal. 

Donna Wahl 
Concerned long-term resident . 
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Orv and Barbara Robson 
6708 MacDonald Place 
Summerland, BC ... __ _ 

December 12, 2016 

Mayor Waterman & Council ; 
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!Re: 13610 Ban.ks ~r~scent~Re~Zoning and Dev:el«Utme.nt Proposa~ by Lark Gnmp, . ;;;---

we attended the November 14 Council meeting when the above was being presented. it~t,~m:~'h9j;rrcif -
wanted to take some time to gather information, get feedback and hold public info sessions. We were ·nopefUI 
that our concerns would be listened to once we were able to present them to you throughout due process. 

Mayor Waterman. recently you were heard speaking very openly and very publicly at our Recreation Centre 
about the Lark Group Development proposal currently before you and Council. You said "that you see no 
problem taking the Bristow agricultural land as it is only a small parcel and making it a High Density 
designation, it is not that much and will not make a difference, that the tax revenue of 400 to 600 K will 
make it worth it. The engineers have stated there are no problems with the project." 

It seems like you, Mayor Waterman. have already decided to give this your positive support without waiting to 
hear from the residents of Summerland or for the public hearing. Have you added in the extra costs as well, 
i.e. a new fire truck, more full time firemen. extra maintenance on Solly and Latimer Roads as well as sidewalk 
clearing through the winter months? 

We do not need another Seniors Development. if that is what in fact it is going to be. The developers said at 
the meeting on Dec.6 that anyone could live in this development, so just what is it? A 5 building condo 
development with 2 buildings designated tor seniors' care, disguised as "aging in place"? We have been sold 
a bill of goods on this since May! At that time the buildings were not going to raise above the level of land and 
not be visible from either MacDonald Place or Solly Road. Not so now. take a look at the new photos released 
by the Lark Group on Tuesday, December 5tn•s open house and you will see the magnitude. 

This is productive agricultural land, environmentally sensitive and situated in a residential area. These 
Vancouver based developers do not care about the citizens of Summerland, only the bottom economic line as 
they stated at their recent open house. That is one of the reasons why they have to go so big, to make as 
much out of the deal as possible and at whose expense? The taxpayers! We have valid concerns for our local 
Trout Hatchery and their reliance on the underground springs that feed them which lies directly under this 
proposal. To risk losing $100 million in revenue to the Southern BC Region from our Trout Hatchery is 
unthinkable. In 1988-1990, a similar proposal was abandoned as it was perceived to be a huge threat to the 
Hatchery. What exactly has changed now? 

We suggest, you and Council take a similar amount of land in the core, out of the old unproductive river bed 
already zoned ALR and make a housing development for our first-time home owners or young people. We 
need to develop a housing project that is both affordable for low and middle income families - that can live 
here, work here, raise a family here and be a part of this community, make our schools viable again and utilize 
our downtown businesses. That will make a difference for Summerland, do the right thing for our community. 

Sincerely. 

Orv and Barbara Robson 

c.c. MLA Dan Ashton; MP Dan Albas, Kyle Girgan. Mgr. Summerland Trout Hatchery, Stacey Webb. 
Freshwater Fishing Society; Editor, Summerland Review, Editor, Penticton Herald; Editor, Penticton Western 
News 



Dear Mayor Waterman and Summerland Councillors 

A new cit izen group was formed over the weekend named "Summerlanders for Sensible Development". 

Its purpose is "to encourage development in a way that is harmonious in which people and environment 

are treated in equal considerat ion as money." (quote ) 

The immediate goal is to stop the Banks Crescent Development Project as proposed by the Lark Group. 

So far, so good. Citizens should be actively involved in the evolution and governance of their 

community. 

Our concern is that as this group gains momentum, those who do not subscribe to their point of view 

are classified as gamblers, easy to fool, tolerant of violent psychologica I stress, inexperienced, greedy, 

easily influenced and confused. (quote) 

This approach to public debate is destructive and borders on bullying. 

We appeal to the named citizen group to moderate their tone and language and not to intimidate those 

who wish to present arguments in favour of the project. This applies to council members and citizens 

alike. 

There may be a number of reasons why the i:.·uJeCt should be supported. The current owners of the 

property do not wish to continue vineyard operations and put t he property up for sale. It is just a 

matter of time before someone will buy it. The vineyard will disappear and this may be a good thing. 

Grapes a re not indigenous to the Okanagan. Their cultivat ion requires significant amounts of herbicides, 

pesticides and various types of pest control. 

A well thought-out all-inclusive project may improve the flora and fauna in the undeveloped red zone 

areas while the use of harmful substances can be reduced in the development area. The end result 

could be a replacement of non-indigenous plants with indigenous varieties. This wou ld allow much of 

the valley to revert back to a more natural state. 

Ideally the vineyard should be removed and replaced with an all-natural plant cover. The current 

owners chose not to do this. But perhaps those citizens who openly speak out against the project could 

purchase the property and return it to its natural state? This would be of benefit not only to adjacent 

property owners who form the backbone of the citizen movement, but to all Summerlanders at large. It 

would be the most sensible development option and eliminate all further controversial debate. 

Has such a proposal been presented to Council? 

Regards, 

Henry & Angela Sielmann 

December 12, 2016 

c: 
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Karen Jones 

From~ 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Good Afternoon, 

DIANA SMITH ------
December 11, 2016 4:04 PM 
Peter Waterman; Toni Boot; Doug Holmes; Karen Jones; Richard Barkwill; Erin Trainer; 

Janet Peake; Mayor and Council 

A project by any other name - lcasa Resort, 13610 Banks Crescent, Bristow valley 

The total number of units in this complex has changed 3 times from 340, 346 to currently 380 since the initial water, 
zoning, traffic, impact and environmental reports were first conducted, making them invalid. In the reports several zoning 
laws have been ignored and suggested to be modified, they go against several of the bylaws and recommendations 
outlined in the 2015 Summerland Official Community Plan. It appears that council is of the mind to bend any and all land 
use, environmentally sensitive areas and High Hazard Area recommendations to accommodate the location and enormity 
of this inappropriate development. 

This proposed development of 5 buildings include 3 - 6 storey wood structure buildings in a tree lined 
valley. Currently Summerland does not have a Fire ladder truck, typically required for a structure of this height and has no 
date for if or when one might be purchased or where it would be housed. The suggested Fire Vaults on each 
floor presents a huge risk for this area if maintained by the Complex owner as has been suggested and not by the Fire 
Department which only has 3 fulltime fire personnel, the remaining staff being volunteers 

The developer continues to state that there is a shortage of Seniors Residences in the area, however 3/4 of this 
development is for over 55 market 'condo' private housing hardly Senior and certainly not Long Term Care. Only one 
building is slated for long term and memory care relying on an Ontario company St Elizabeth Health Care to provide 
Telehealth and a 'Wellness Centre' of Nurse Practioners with no hospital admitting privileges in a town with already 
stretched doctor capacity to mange this amount or level of care. If this is a pay for service facility similar to the Good 
Samaritans ' Village by the Station' in Penticton who themselves are having hiring and retention issues due to lack 
of qualified staffing, how is this facility going to be managed any differently? 

Of another concern is the potential of this development destroying the 100 year old Summerland Fish Hatchery's critical 
water supply fed by an underwater spring located beneath the property. The Hatchery currently generates over 
$100,million dollars annually to the BC economy and supplies stocks of fish to over 275 local lakes. 

Many red flags as to why the density of this development is overbuilt for the location and town of Summerland. Isolation of 
seniors in an area that only this fittest will be able to walk to town from is thoughtless planning and should never have 
been contemplated as viable by the Summerland Council who were elected on their strive to protect Summerland's 
environment and revitalize the downtown area. 

Sincerely 
Diana Smith 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
~ubject: 

Wendy 

December 9, 2016 2:41 PM 

Karen Jones 
Banks Crescent Proj ect 

Dear Council Members, 

Please record us as supporting the planned Banks Crescent Project. We 
think it would be a great asset to the community and are pleased they 
chose Summerland. 

A project of this scope can be nothing but good for the community and 
provide better service for all seniors in this area, not just residents of 
Summerland. 

Being large enough, the facility may even attract research by UBCO or 
other organizations. 

Please go ahead with the project. 

Doug & Wendy van Vianen, 
#43 - 9800 Turner St., 
Summerland, B.C. 

! __ .....___ ___ __. 
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/council correspondence 

ICasa Resort Living, Summerland BC 

at Shaughnessy Green 

- seading File: 
De~~g'e~aa·I~ OJ;i , 

Referred to 

= Att: District of Summerland Mayor and Council Completed by: 

RE: APPLICATION TO AMEND DISTRICT OF SUMMERLAND OFFICIAL 
COMMUNITY PLAN AND ZONING BYLAW- 13610 BANKS CRESCENT 

Dear Editor, 

Over the last few weeks a number of flyers, letters, social media and website posts have been 
published with reference to the proposed iCasa Resort Living development. Some of these 
publications contain inaccurate representations. We write to provide your readers with the facts 
about the proposed development. 

Every aspect of the proposed project has been designed based on the best scientific and 
professional engineering practices. It meets and exceeds all requirements and codes including 
traffic, safety, fire prevention and those imposed by the District. 

The population of Summerland is growing and aging. The residents of Summerland deserve to 
have a high quality, purpose built neighborhood that provides best in class homes for seniors 
within which they can age in place. The proposed development is designed around providing a 
safe, comfortable, age in place community that offers the best views and amenities Summerland 
has to offer. 

As to the concerns published we provide the facts. 

The Fish Hatchery and Aquifer will not be destroyed; in fact the development's design reflects 
consultation with the fish hatchery. The developer has also committed to the hatchery to 
improve their infrastructure. 

Contrary to one of the concerns noted, there are not three stories of underground parking. The 
excavation is approximately 6 metres deep, leaving 24 metres of undisturbed ground between 
the buildings and the underground aquifer according to the professional, local hydrological 
reports. 

It is equally important to note that the development will only disturb approximately 6 acres of 
the 14.5 acre site, preserving the natural topography. 

For these reasons the aquifer and the hatchery are entirely safe and will remain undisturbed. 

Suite 1500, 13737 96 Avenue, Surrey, B.C. Canada V3V OC6 TEL: 604-5 76-2935 FAX: 604-576-2936 
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LARK 
GROUP 
OtHlOP fUILD MAHAGl 

The Interior Health Authority is not opposed to the project. As noted in their letter to Staff and 
Council, Interior Health supports the developer's proposed pedestrian routes referencing the 
opportunity for seniors to recreate and use active transportation as part of their daily activities. 
The Interior Health Authority also indicated support for local food security. The development's 
built environment provides opportunities for garden space for residents to grow food, enjoy 
edible landscapes, and a communal kitchen where residents can cook and eat together are 
examples of ways the development improves food security. 

The Location of the Development is consistent with the District of Summerland's Official 
Community Plan {OCP). The District of Summerland's 2015 OCP designates this area for 
residential development. The site is not within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). The site and 
development ls consistent with the Regional Growth Strategy which designates Summerland as 
a regional growth node. 

This site delivers on many of the OCP's Goals including Growth Management, Residential 
Development, Community Partnerships, and Climate Change. For e)(ample, the development 
directly delivers on the climate change goal by minimizing urban sprawl and providing access to 
amenities within walking and cycling distances. 

About iCasa Resort living, Summerland BC: 

iCasa Resort Living Summerland {"the Development") is a 380-unit state of the art, age in place 
community providing best Jn class market housing, independent living and memory care units. 
The Deve I opm ent offers spectacular views of 0 ka n a gan Lake, walking trails, fl ne d ln in g, and a 
host of recreationa I, social, and health and wellness amenities. Scheduled car transportation is 
provided to all Summerland destinations, creating a safe, peaceful, and well-connected 
community for Sum merland's most vibrant seniors to call home. 

We look forward to providing additional information to the residents of Summertand to answer 
further questions and to gain additiona 1 support for th is important piece of infrastructure. 

Sinc~reJy A';::=-
.... - Lar Enterprises Ltd. 

Malek Tawashy, 
Development Project Manager 

Suite 1500, 13737 96 Avenue, Surrey. B.C. Canada V3V OC6 TEL: 604-576-2935 FAX: 604-576-2936 



Karen Jones 

From: brian chris < 

-----------------Sent: December 16, 2016 10:18 AM 
To: Mayor and Council 
Subject; Support for iCasa development 

Mayor and Council 

I support Banks Road Seniors Development ( iCasa). 

I have attended First Reading and the Open House at the IOOF Hall and listened to and read the letters from the 
concerned local residents who live near the project. As expected they are using every angle to undermine the project, 
some issues are valid most are not. I believe that if this proposal was uptown we would have as many, if not more 
neighbouring residents arguing against it but just for d ifferent reasons. 

If staff and councils cond itions and concerns can be addressed then I believe this project would be of great value to the 
entire community. 

- Excellent well paying permanent jobs. 
- Excellent well paying construction jobs. 
- Increased tax revenue, to help pay for, as the City states, aging infrastructure. 
- Land is in a designed growth area as per OCP, not ALR land. 
- Increased supply of housing will only help with affordability. Something this council has expressed a desire to help 
address. 
- According to iCasa they are building 115 assisted living and 25 dementia care units as well as market based units. How 
can that not be a positive for the City and Province as a whole. 

Please evaluate the merits of the project and do what is good for the ENTIRE community. 

Brian Christopherson 

Sent from my iPad 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: Peter Waterman 
Sent: 
To: 

Friday, December 16, 2016 8:34 AM 
Tricia Mayea 

Subject: FW: Bristow Valley Senior Condo Proposal.pdf 
Attachments: H L_Bristow Valley Senior Condo Proposal copy.pdf 

Karen Jones I Confidential Secretary for Mayor, Council, CAO I Municipal Hall 

Ph : 250 404-4042 Fax: 250 494-1415 
DJSTRJCT OF 

S U M M E R L A N D PO Box 159, 13211 Henry Avenue 
----..-~,....,_,..._..,.,,,_~4 Summer land BC VOH lZO 

www .sum merl and.ca 

Faceboo k: facebook.com/SummerlandBC 
Twitter: twitter.com/SummerlandBC 

From: Toni Boot [mailto:thejavajam@gmail.com] 
Sent: December 13, 2016 9:26 PM 
To: Shirley Rutter 

~~~~~~~~ 

Cc: f>eter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson (Home) <carlsone123@gmail.com>; Erin Tra iner 
<Erin.Trainer@mssociety.ca>; Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Re: Bristow Valley Senior Condo Proposal.pdf 

Hi Shirley, 

I have attached the document you sent with highlighted areas that indicate statements I cannot verify as being 
true or not. Regarding the fish hatchery, the preliminary hydrogeological study indicates there will be no impact 
to the water that feeds the trout hatchery, although a more rigorous study will be required (at least, this is my 
understanding). 

Please note Council had the first reading of the development proposal so we could bring it forward for public 
discussion. We deliberately did not give it second reading nor proceed to public hearing; instead staff was 
directed to organize the public sessions in January. I am pleased to hear you will be at the meetings, as it is very 
important people are engaged and voice informed views. 

Thanks for the email, 

Toni 

On Dec 13, 2016, at 8:29 PM, Shirley Rutter <shirleyrutter46@gmail.com> wrote: 

Good evening 

I am very concerned about the project per the attached. I plan to attend all the meetings being 
planned in January. 

1 



I received the following information about the project and would appreciate receiving your input 
about its validity so I can make an honest opinion on the proposal. Thank you for your time. 

Shirley Rutter 

Message received: 

For those of you that might not be aware of the 380 unit development proposal to be built in 
the 7 acre gulley over the Shaugnessy Springs water SOtlrce that feeds ihe 100 year old Fish 
H11tcl1ery, please read tlie nttnclled poster. 

This proposed complex on Agricultural Land (currently a vineyard) consists of 6 buUdings, 5 
of which are 6-7 storeys high plus 3 underground parking levels to house over 700 residents in 
a location (Lower Town) that Interior Health as stated is not walki.ng friendly to downtown. It 
is being promoted by the Developer as Seniors Resort Living, however 4 buildings are 'over 55' 
market housing condo units, I is slated/or long term and memory care and 1 building is 
unknown in its use. 

For more information please check out: 
Summer/anders for Sensible Development on Facebook 
www.sensihlesummerland.com ' 

<Bristow Valley Senior Condo Proposal.. pdf.> 
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Summerlanders for Sensible Development 
Save Bristow Valley & the Fish Hatchery! 

fter Development 

What you must know about this proposal now ... 
This proposal is contrary to the election platform promises made to protect good agricultural 
land! If council supports this proposal they ignore their own guidelines and compromise the 
Official Community Plan! 

•A Complex 3 times the population density of Hong Kong on environmentally sensitive land: 
)- 5 buildings, 5-6 stories high, housing 680 seniors, almost 4x the size of the Summerland Waterfront Resort! 
)- The complex will be immediately adjacent to steep silt bluffs in the Red Zone. Excavation may cause 

instability and slumping in the bluffs 

• Agricultural land will be rezoned to High Density Residential: 
)- Productive 7 acre vineyard (Bristow Valley/13610 Banks Cr) will be destroyed to accommodate this project 
)- The Agricultural Planning Committee does not support this rezoning 
)- Interior Health Authority does not support this rezoning 

•The Fish Hatchery will be at risk of being permanently destroyed: 
)- Our fish hatchery is the oldest in BC and stocks "'300 lakes 
)-The hatchery contributes $100 Million to the economy each year for Southern BC Region alone 
)- Building this complex could be catastrophic to the spring water supply the fish hatchery relies on 

• Seniors will be living in an isolated bowl, away from the downtown core: 
)- Bristow Valley, a vineyard at 13610 Banks Cr, is isolated from downtown liveliness & amenities 
)- Only one route in/out via Latimer Rd with access from steep, narrow and often slippery roads 
)- A High Density Residential/Commercial complex will compete with local businesses and services such as 

restaurants, hairdressers, etc. 

HAVE YOUR SAY ... ! 
• Jan. 16, 2017: Public Open House: Meet staff & review application documents anytime between 3:30 & 

7:00pm, Arena Banquet Room, 8820 Jubilee Road 
• Jan. 19, 2017: Public Information Presentation, Q&A Session: 7:00pm, Centre Stage Theater, 9518 Main St. 
• Jan. 26, 2017: Public Hearing: 7:00pm, Arena Banquet Room, 8820 Jubilee Road.; A statutory Public 

Hearing for representations of persons who deem their interest in property affected by the proposed 
bylaw amendments. 

If you would like more information, go to www.sensiblesummerland.com OR like us on Facebook Summer/anders for Sensible Development 



Summerland Council 
13211 Henry Avenue 
P.O. Box 159 
Summerland, BC VOH 1ZO 

Dear Summerland Council, 

RE: Support for iCasa Resort 

As residents of Summerland, we would like to express our support for the iCasa Resort 
Living seniors long term care facility proposed in the Banks Crescent area. 

It is a fact that there ls lack of long term residential care for seniors, not only within the 
region but across the province. 

If we don't approve this project , do we rely on other towns to build the much needed 
seniors housing and take with it our much needed tax dollars and well paying jobs too? 

We want the region to flourish and in order to do so, we need to attract more people to 
the area so that it generates more revenue for the district, increases tt-e number of 
customers for local retailers and businesses which in turn will create more jobs. 

For the communities to survive, we have to embrace change or we risk becoming 
stagnant and behind the times, and result in more people leaving the region for more 
developed towns. 

Dwayne & Ann DeGraff 
12586 Sunset Place 
Summerfand , BC VOH 1Z8 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

> 

linda bishop 
December 16, 2016 1:47 PM 
Mayor and Council 
Fwd: In support of iCasa development 

> I was reading a CBC report written Dec. 13, 2016 about the B.C. Seniors Advocate urging the government to increase 
housing for the elderly. She also was mentioning the high numbers of seniors living in full care facilities that could live 
independently If t hey had support. This is not a new discussion, nor is this the only report of this nature. What this 
does bring t o mind however, is our responsibility, as a community to support our local aging population with 

compassion and dignity. 
> 
> I have done a lot o f research on the proposed iCasa Resort Living development here in Summerla nd and believe that it 
w ould be a fantastic addition to our community. 
> 
> 1. By offering market based housing, as well as a variety of different levels o f "aging in place" accommodation, some 
of which they are applying for govt. subsid ized beds. 
> 
> 2. By addressing the community need for more medical support staffing all in a "one stop shopping" environment. 
(Physiotherapists, OT' s, Nurses, etc) 
> 
> In addition to addressing the overw helming concern of how to take care of ou r aging population, I believe this 
development has additional benefit to our Summerland community. 
> 
> It offers full time, well paying steady employment to attract and keep our younger population in the community, 
potent ially supporting our local businesses and providing kids for our local schools. 
> 
>By addressing environmental concerns and designing with both the environment and neighbouring views with 
professional engineering & environmental stud ies, I believe this development has shown respect for our community and 

also has the potential to be a catalyst for development of lower town. I find it ironic that the very people who have been 
approaching me to sign t heir petition against this development are of an age where "what am I going to do when I can 
no longer live in my house" is a question that may need to be asked in the near future. 
> 
> I hope that our mayor and council will be a bit more forward thinking. 
> 
>Thank you for your tim e and consideration, 
> 

> Linda Bishop 
> Summerland 

> 
> 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Erin Carlson 
Monday, De<: ember 19, 2016 11 :00 AM 
Aart Dronkers 
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Hi Aart, Referred to 
Thank you for your important email. I agree with you that it is crucial to make careful decisions where the natural flow of 
water is concerned. Your input is appreciated. 

A very Merry Christmas to you as well. 

Regards, 
Erin C 

From: Aart Dronkers [stopbristowvalleyproject@gmail.com] 
Sent: December 16, 2016 3:58 PM 

Completed by:----

To: Peter Waterman; Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot 
Cc: Dan Ashton; Dan Alblas; Kyle Girgan - Manager Fish Hatchery Summerland; Editor Penticton Herald; Editor Penticton 
Western News; Stacy Webb - Media Relations Fish Hatchery Summerland; Summerland Review; Karen Jones 
Subject: The Source for Shaughnessy Springs, the Fish Hatchery in Summerland 

Dear Mayor Waterman, Dear Council Members, 

Merry Christmas to you all! 

This time Tam writing to you regarding a more specialized topic as a Structural Geologist with 35 years of 
expenence. 

I am increasingly concerned that the risk of damaging the water-source of the Shaughnessy Springs, and thus 
the Fish Hatchery, is real and may not be adequately analysed or, to word it differently, may only he adequately 
analysed at considerable cost. I read most of the geo-technical and hydro-geological reports in so far they are 
available on the municipal website. To my knowledge, there is no statistical risk analysis done that considers all 
the dependent and independent risk factors to assess the chance of water-table damage and/or slumping during 
and after construction. The risk analysis is limited to statements such as "low ... ", "reasonable .. .''. "likely ... ", 
"potential ... ",etc. In the statistical world these are subjective lerms. We can have a philosophical discussion 
about whether or not we should rezone agricultural land, whe.ther or not we should build high-density 
residential complexes away from downtown, etc, but I think there is little philosophical discussion possible 
regarding our Hatchery. That is real and tangibl(!. 



The Piteau and Glen Rock reports are clear that no water table has been identified in holes 3-8 toward the west 
of the site where the buildings will be, because they were too shallow (max depth of 11.3 m). To my 
knowledge, only in holes 1 & 2 groundwater was encountered, but these holes are directly N and W of the 
Shaughnessy Springs. Furthermore, I understand (from internet research & the hatchery) that the location of the 
water-table, the water source, of the Shaughnessy Springs is (largely) unknown, but is likely, and logically, up
dip from the Shaughnessy Springs (see also Piteau report page 3) under the proposed building site. In the 
reports available on the municipal website I can not find data or a discussion regarding the risk of heavy duty 
huilding activity and vihration disturbing the water-table, and thus the water-source for the Fish Hatchery. 

There are only 2 paragraphs in the Piteau report (page 5) regarding this issue that say the following: 

and 

• "Vibration induced turbidity: The movements of heavy trucks at the eastern portion of the Site would 
likely result in increased ground vibrations potentially resulting in the mobilization finer-grained 
sediments within the aquifer" 

• "While potential impacts associated with construction are considered short term concerns, it represents a 
higher potential risk to water quality within Shaughnessy Springs. A turbidity monitoring program may 
also be prudent and should be developed in conjunction with FFSBC" . 

There is no further discussion regarding these statements. In my opinion, any disturbance of the water-table 
could cause a lasting problem. Once the water-table is damaged, it is irreversible and the 100 year old Hatchery, 
a major contributor to the Summerland/BC economy, may be lost. A monitoring program would then not be 
effective anymore. Furthermore I have not read about any potential risk of slumping during excavation, if the 
"retainer" for the hluffs is undermined. 

Some concerning additional observations: 

• Missing in the Rock Glen Report are: Figure I, the Test Hole Logs and the RGC Landslide Hazard 
Assessment. The test-hole logs arc particularly critical for obvious reasons. They need to be posted on 
the municipal website. Also the Golder Report: Initial phase - Groundwater Availability Assessment, 
Summerland, Trout Hatchery seems important. It is referenced but not posted on the municipal 
website. 

• The complex design changed from a 315 unit development in May to a 3 80 unit development in 
December, while the engineering reports date from July - September. The Piteau Hydro-Geological 
Assessment is dated July 12 and is based on a draft of Glen Rock report. The Glen Rock Gcotcchnical 
Assessment is dated September 30, 2016! Was the Glen Rock draft complete enough for the Piteau 
report to be valid? Are any of the reports and their conclusions impacted by the significant design 
change of the complex? Could more weight mean an higher chance of disturbing the water-table? 
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• SPT tests were done to determine the soil stability in the test pits excavated using a Y arunar unit able to 
dig 3.7m deep. The soil penetration test is a practical and low cost test to provide an indication of the 
relative density/strength of the soil, but it is shallow and particularly in sloped areas may not be 
conclusive, i.e. it is a I-dimensional vertical blow driven test. Even if the conclusion of "stability" of the 
soil for the building site is fair, lhere should be a discussion about the building activity itself and how it 
would impact the stability of the surrounding areas such as the Red Zones immediately adjacent to the 
huilding site and of course the stability of the water-tahle itself underneath the site. 

• Piteau assumes that based on the groundwater penetration in sites 1 & 2 the groundwater level (table) 
generally follows "a subdued replica of surface topography'1 and concludes that the bottom of the 
parkade slap will be some 20 m above the groundwater table. This is speculative and depends entirely on 
the stratigraphy underneath the site. Since boreholes 3-8 are all shallow and have not penetrated the 
stratigraphy that holds the water table, there seems to be no reliable evidence for this. Following their 
assumption, i.e. if we assume that the water-tahle "follows" topography, simple math says that if the 
water-table in holes 1 or 2 is ~20m below ground surface, it could be at about 390 m bgs at the west end 
of the site and therefore could be as little as appr. 10-15 m below the bottom of the parkade! There is an 
email communication with Mr. Malek Tawashy which is not shown on the municipal website, so I do 
not have the details of their reasoning. Also, I do not know exactly where the underground parking will 
be. 

• There are statements in both the Rock Glen and Piteau reports that worry me in that they seem to be 
"safe statements" given the data available. For instance on page 3 of the Rock Glen report, 2nd bullet, it 
says "these spring areas do not directly affect building and development on this property from a slope 
stability perspective'1

• Even ifthat is true, the question should be "does the building and development 
activity on this property affect the spring area and its source?" Is that not key? 

Rests me to ask you, dear Mayor and Council; what is your own interpretation of these reports? Should there be 
a cold-eyes review and (risk-)assessment by another independent party? It would be a benefit to all that we do 
not make an irreversible mistake. 

Sincerely Yours, 

Ors Aart J. Dronkers 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
S@nt: 
To: 
Subject: 

To Whom it Mav Concern 

It takes a village to raise a child 

pamela hinchliffe < ________ ....., L_~'""' 

December 19, 2016 9:33 PM 
Mayor and Council 

seniors's housing development propsal 

It takes a village to support an aging adult 

Good town planning creates communities that are friendly, safe and supportive for all its citizens. It creates 
multi-generational neighbourhoods where older adults live side by side with young families, teenagers, young 
adults and m iddle aged empty nesters. Segregating age groups does not foster healthy diverse communities, 

it does not allow the natural support that younger cit izens can give to older people and visa versa. This kind 
of development makes commodities out of the senior age group and creates a population that is dependent 
on a business, not a community, for support. 

Although there is a place for assisted living and complex care living, isolating whole segments of the 
population into dependent pop-up neighborhoods like this is neither healthy for the people living t here or the 
community as a whole. 

Thank you for your t ime, 

Pam Hinchliffe 

Action 



Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

To Whom it may concern, 

Murray a> 
December 17, 2016 7:12 AM 
Mayor and Council 
Senior's Housing Development 

Re the proposed Banks Crescent housing development I have 3 comments: 
- underground parking is the/only way t o go- good. 
- do not build it in the low density, potent ially unstable Banks Crescent 

a rea!! Build in empty former Kelly Care location- think accessibil ity. 
- do not cheap out with wood construction. Demand concrete. Suggest 
you look around the world and see what quality building is. BTW 
quality includes long life roofing, not asphalt. 

Thank you for the opportunity to offer input. 

Sincerely, 
Murray Bridge 
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Copy to: 

~l)f Karen Jones 

From: Carolyn Courtemanche < •i CAO 
Sent: December 24, 2016 3:46 PM _ Couno'I C~ndence 
To: 
Cc: 

Mayor and Council 7Readi11g File: 
news@summerlandreview.com _ Agenda Uem: ~'-~--

Subject: 13610 Banks Crescent, Summerland BC: Rezoning and Deift!f~m@~' Prok1Jpov.:S><Jii1l1---

Dear Mayor Watennan and Coum:il, Completed by:-~""----
First, from our family to yours, we wish you al l the best of the Christmas season and health and happiness in the New 
Year. Thank you for your work on behalf of the residents of Summerland. We recogniLe il is a challenge to ba lance 
competing interests and gi vc c.a11sidcration to opportunitie.s that may arise that don't tit with in existing officia l plans. 

I am writing to voice my concerns with the proposed re-zoning and development for 13610 Banks Crescent. Apart from 
the fact that we live on the end of Latimer/\ venue that would bear all traffic to this location during and after the 
construction, there are additional considerations beyond local imract for all residents. Will this development. address 
actual needs of seniors in this location? Can Summerland support another retail I se1vice area? Will roads need to be 
upgraded and private property damage repaired at Summerland taxpayers' expense? 

My first concern is whether or not this development wi 11 address actual needs in Summerland. We've heard reference to 
long wait lists for s~niors' housing. What specific type of housing is in such demand? Is it SS+ market condos, private pay 
residential care and nursing homes, fee assi1;ted residential care and nursing homes, or do we really need to offer 
afford"blc housing for young families? Seniors' housing is a broad term and we must have a complete understand ing with 
hard numbers to compare what is nt>eded to what is being proposed. 

Prior to us 1rnwing to Srnnmerland, my mother (age 89) has lived and thrived for the last decade, without needing to 
drive, near the downtown wrc. She is still able to pop out for a grocery item, walk to the post office, cred it union, church, 
library, medical centre, to shop kically as well as walk to her volunteer job at the famous thrift store. Seniors need to be 
active and involved in their community. She is not a wealthy senior, so the independence she has had living near the town 
core has meant she has not had to consider the schedule of a faci lity bus or HandiDart~ the expense or a taxi, or the 
imposit ion on friends and neighbors to go about her very full life. Apart from medical specialist appointments, there is 
very little she has not been able to walk to in the downtown core. 

Wllilc this is the case in the downtown core, some services have also been proposed for the Bank~ Creset!nt development. 
My second concern is whether or not Summerland can support a second retail I service centre. Are these proposed 
services to be located in retail units available lo lease from the developer? First, there would need to be businesses willing 
to locate lo this isolated area, and second, they would need to generate enough revenue to pay their bills. What would 
happen to these on-site amenities if such units are empty? How would that affec.t the "aging in place" experience of 
seniors who find thernsdlves at the bottom of a gulch with a 2 kilometer trek with steep hil Is to the existing town centre? 

My third concern is the certain impacr on local roads. Solly Road, according to Schedule F of the Official Community 
Plan, is a local road and not a collector road like Peach Orchard with walking/cycl ing lanes down eirher side. Why is 
Solly Road referred to as a collec.tor road in the preliminary stu<lies? There are no sidewalks and no cycling lanes on Solly 
Road except for two very short sections. If Solly is to be upgraded. who will pay? 

Latimer Avenue south of Solly Road Ground Zero. The only road lead ing to what will likely become a driving
dependent, high density area with upwards of 700 residents. From comments made by civic workers while addressing a 
drainage issue above Latimer A venue last summer, we understand there are gas lines and utilities very close to the east 
side of the road. Driveways on either side arc mostly quite skep, and some existing houses are very close to the road. To 
widen the road, add sidewalks and mitigate damage to existing properties will not be a small undert3king. Who will pay 
for this? Who will pay for potential damage lo houses and property during the construction caused by heavy trucks and 
equipment on a small road not intended for ~uch use? 
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In conclusion, Summer land became our home during the election year of 2014. With no political axe to grind, we were 
not disappointed with a mayor and council elected on a platform of preserving agricultural land and thoughtful 
development. I hope your decision on this multi-level rezoning and project proposal reflects those promises and that our 
town leadership has not been distracted by something shiny that will profit a few, but will not add to and may even erode 
the quality of lite for residents of Summerland. Please reconsider your previous support and say no to this high density 
proposal and yes to thoughtful development with a strong town centre. 

Once again, thank you for your work on behalf of the residents of Summerland. Merry Christmas & Happy New Year! 

Respectfully, 

Carolyn Courtemanche 
14009 Latimer A venue 
Summerland 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Donna Wahl< 
December 30, 2016 3:06 PM 
self 
Petition against High Density Development in productive vineyard 

If you are against the proposed High Density Development in Summerland on Agriculture land 

that is a productive vineyard, please go to the link below and sign the petition to stop this 
from happening. We need to get as many signatures as possible before January 19th. 

Development, yes. In an potentially dangerous and isolated vineyard, NO! Let council know 
they have the wrong location. 

https://www.gopet ition.com/petitions/stop-the-re-zoning-of-agricultural-land-at-13610-
ban ks-crescent. html 

Please send to all those you know, both in Summerland and all surrounding areas 
If you are unaware of th is issue, please go to https://sensiblesummerland.com or to Summerland council's 
own web page http: //www.summerland.ca /planning-building/ banks-crescent to read about this proposal. 

Many thanks, 
Donna Wahl 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: iCasa Resort Living on Banks Crescent /Council Correspondence 
- Reading Fiie: 
ZAgend~ ltem:ll+<0 \\~-
Referred to t January 2, 2017 

To: Mayor Peter Waterman and Council Completed by. -...l~ft.---

Happy New Year! 

We are writing this letter as we will be absent for the January 26th public forum with respect to the proposed 
iCasa Resort Living on Banks Crescent by the Lark Group. 

We want to remind you Mayor Waterman and Council that you were elected by the community because you 
all agreed in preservation of agricultural lands in Summerland and you would listen to your people in this 
community. 

We have read and heard opinions of others, whether for or against this development. We think we can ALL 
agree that is absurd to have all your seniors lumped into an area where they are isolated from everyday 
living. We don't think having another senior development is a bad idea if it is required but let's integrate the 
seniors into the community where they are with in walking distance of the am en ities the downtown core has 
to offer. How about Wharton Street area? 

Bussing the seniors back and fo rt h from the proposed Banks Crescent area is not the solution to solving the 
"displacement" as the Lark Group so puts it. 

The estimated $400,000 in tax revenue is fine but is that enough to cover the costs of infrastructure that 
Summerland will be facing in future? The upgrade of roads and maintenance thereof, the proposed sidewalk 
which by the way would not be utilized by seniors with walkers and wheelchairs, upgrade of the fire hall, 
purchase of a ladder truck would be in order due to the building being higher than 4 storeys and hiring of 
additional firemen which would possibly costs $10 million or more. So w ill the Lark Group fund the deficit? 
We underst and if we were an owner in the condom inium build ing t hat there are no restrictions to sub-let. So 
are we hearing that condo owners can put their place of residence on AirBnB, be able to do weekly rentals as 
well with no age restrictions although it's a 55 plus resort. Really? 

Of course, how will this proposed development affect our Fish Hatchery? There are many underground 
springs in the proposed area. Is there a guarantee that if the proposed buildings were built, there would be 
no undermining of these springs and no negative impact to the Fish Hatchery? 

In closing, we would like Mayor Waterman and Council to rethink allowing this proposal to 
happen. Summerland was and will always be a bedroom community. We don't need high density projects 
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having a negative impact in our community. Many of the people that live here moved here for the peace and 
tranquility that Summerland has to offer. Let's keep it that way. 

Regards, 

Adrian Komen and Sandra Atkins 
6767 Broad Street 
Summerland BC VOH lZl 
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Karen Jones 

Fr-om: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

DIANA SMITH 
December 31, 2016 2:19 PM 
Peter Waterman; Toni Boot; Doug Holm es; Karen Jones; Richard Barl::will; Erin Trainer; 
Janet Peake; Erin Carlson; Mayor and Council 
13610 Banks Crescent - Summerland Official Community Plan Rezoning Proposals 

You the Summerland council were elected based on your support of the 2015 Official Community Plan to protect the 
small town feel of Summerland and its biodiversity, and developing the downtown area with affordable housing. How can 
you be perceived as supporting such a narrow focussed development against the OCP principles away for the downtown 
area. 

This 380 unit development cited as 'aging in Place' by the Developer is a predominately high density 'over 55' market 
housing condo' development consisting of 3 - 6/7 storey Market Housing condo buildings, 1 - 2 storey 'Memory Care' 
build ing, and 1 - 6 Storey Building currently unknown in its use. At the first public meeting held in May by the developer 
there was mention of Units for Sale and Units for Rent, perhaps t~1is 'unknown' building will be designated as rental units? 
Adding potentially 400 more vehicles in this area from the over 230 plus market condos is not in keeping with the Master 
Transportation Plan for Lower Town advocating giving priority to cyclists and pedestrians rather than single occupancy 
vehicles. 

The 2015 Summerland Official Community Plan (OCP) states the following criteria for Lower Town Development, Quote 
"Approve only developments that are compatible with the form and character of Lower Town. Protect the integrity of 
Lower Town's unique and compact Residential neighborhoods. Respect and preserve the environmental and natural 
qualities of Lower Town and adjacent lands. Ensure the Lower Town Strategic Plan is consistent with the OCP policies 
with regards to Hazard Areas. Heritage and the Environmenr' 

The OCP Lower Town Implementation Plan mentions allowing multi-family medium residential development on the 
Shaugnessy Springs Property, and lands not in the ALR. Quote" New development must be sensitive to the surrounding 
character of the neighbourhood, hazard conditions, safe ,and address the need for affordable/Seniors housing". 
This land is now being proposed as a High Density development with a new Development Zoning Bylaw CDS Apartment 
and Group Home Major which w ill allow for future 6 storey developments in Summerland. 

OCP Lower Town Permit Area guidelines quote" protection of natural environment, its ecosystem and t>iological diversity, 
protect the existing human-scale and small town character of Summerland and the Lower town area. Building Design 
guidelines stipulate 'larger building should be divided into smaller masses. Monolithic structures and long expanses of 
straight walls must be avoided, avoid mirror image designs". This is not the case for this proposal. 

Is this what we want for Summerland? Will the perceived tax base increases really support ongoing infrastructure needs 
(e.g. increased fire services) and with no guarantee that the 70 plus new employees will live even here with our lack of 
affordable housing 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

14211 Latimer Avenue 
Summerland 
B.C 
VOH 1Zl 

Dear Mayor and council members 

Alison Crawford < > 
January 10, 2017 5:47 PM 
Mayor and Council 
Seniors' Housing Development Proposal 
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I am writing to express my deep concern about the proposed Seniors' Housing Development on Banks Crescent . 

The land on Banks Crescent which would be used for this development is currently being used for agriculture and 
although it is not in the Agricultural Land Reserve, I thought the council was in favour of retaining land for agricultural 
purposes. I do not believe this area should be re - zoned for high density residential development. The size of this 
development is out of keeping w ith the current residential homes in lower town and does not seem to meet the 
council's own objectives for the development of lower town. The access to this proposed development is a long steep, 
narrow roads with some sharp bends - I hope council members have had the opportunity to walk, as well as drive, up 
and down this access route, particularly during the winter weather, and also when it is dark so they can see for 
themselves that the access to the site is unsuitable for the size of the proposed development. I believe there is currently 
a restriction on trucks along Solly Road so this would have to also be lifted which I do not believe is in the interests of 
the lower town residents. I know there has been mention of putting in walkways but you can't take out the factor of the 
height people have to climb to get to the town, maybe w ith walking aids or wheelchairs! Lark Group mentions shuttle 
buses to and from town but from my experience of this type o f service it is still difficult for residents to "book their trip" 
with a number of residents needing to be in different places at similar times for appointments etc. 

When 1 at tended the Lark Group's open house last month I spoke with Mr Fisher about the mix of buildings in the 
proposed development At that t ime, it was only the "Market Housing" units (condos) which were definitely planned. He 
did not know if they would build Independent Living, Assisted Living, Dementia Care or Residential Care units. Obviously 
the developers are interested in making money, they are not a philanthropic organisation. If Independent Living, 
Assisted Living, (there is a difference between Independent and Assisted Living} Residential or Dementia Care units were 
to be built these would all be Private Pay units, There are already unopened Private Pay units in Summerland Seniors 
Village because people cannot afford the Private Pay option - why does the council or developer think that people will 
be able to afford the Lark Group's proposed development more than Summerland Senior's Village? I do not believe we 
need more Private Pay options in Summerland, what we have a real need for is subsidised housing for seniors. If council 
members really wanted to do something for seniors' housing they should be developing partnerships with organisations 
to provide affordable options. How can I be assured that we will not just be left with a six storey high condo building for 
the wealthy to purchase as a second home or use as an investment opportunity? I also spoke with Mr Fisher about 
medical care for residents if any of the units other than the market housing units get built Although he explained about 
Lark Group's partnerships with a "bra in specialist", the health and wellness provision and use of tele health at the 
development he agreed that if a resident required acute care he/she would be dependent on local services to provide 
this. 

I am also concerned about the possibility of the disruption to the water supply for the fish hatchery on Lakes ho re and 
t he impact the proposed development could have on this business particularly during the building of the proposed 
development. The fish hatchery is a large income generator for the Okanagan Valley and also is a local employer. I am 
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not experienced in geology but I find it hard to believe that a development of this magnitude, going as deep as to 
provide underground parking, along with all the vibrations etc. during the construction will not have an impact on the 
water supply to the hatchery. I believe that If we lose the fish hatchery the valley has lost more than will be gained from 
the proposed development. 

Today, in our mailbox, we received a leaflet from Lark Group about the proposed development. I am not impressed with 
the information in the leaflet, which I believe is an attempt to "win over'' support for their proposed development by 
stating they are providing facts to "Misconceptions". They now say only one of the three parking levels will be 
underground - I remain to be informed where the other two will be - above ground making this an eight storey high 
building? 

I have had the good fortune to be able to walk up Giant's Head several times over the past few weeks. On the way down 
I have walked along trails on the side of the hill which affords amazing views of lower town and the lake. A development 
of the size which is proposed would stand out like a sore thumb and I just cannot believe council would support it. 

I feel there is still much we do not know about the proposed development and the impact it will have on the site for 
which it is proposed. I feel it is a bit disingenuous of Lark Group to put forward that they are looking to provide "a high 
quality, purpose built neighbourhood that provides best in class homes for seniors where they can age in place" when 
there is no mention of the fact that this will all be Private Pay so not an option for all seniors and when they are not 
definite about the type of care they are going to provide. In their latest leaflet they say that Saint Elizabeth "plan on 
offering their home care health service to seniors living in Summerland so they can live at home longer" -will this also 
be all private pay and therefore not an option for all seniors? 

Thank you for your consideration of the issues which are of concern to me and give rise to why I am opposed to the 
proposed development on this site. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alison Crawford. 
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Dear Mayor and Councillors, 

I wou Id like to articulate some thoughts in favour of the proposed iCasa Resort and ask for your leadership in steering the 

public debate. 

At this time the majority of published citizen letters appear to be against this project. Most opposition seems to be based 

on a general unease about possible negative impacts. 

I believe that this unease stems from a campaign of misinformation organized by the citizen group against the iCasa 

Development. Canvassers have come to my door asking to sign a petition against the project, citing concerns such as 

construction work would cause hillsides around the current vineyard to cave in and destroy the fish hatchery. There is no 

logical basis for such statements yet they leave us citizens with a certain level of discomfort. 

So far the District has taken a backseat to these discussions. This will have to change soon. I believe that Council has the 

responsibility to help citizens separate misleading statements from expert analysis. Professional reports and assessments 

must be given visibility and their credibility supported by the District. 

I believe as well that the District can do a better job assessing and communicating the benefits that the iCasa project can 

rea Ii ze for Sum m erla nd. There has been discussion about the fact th at a major residenti a I development s ho u Id be located 

close to downtown. Let's agree that this development may not necessarily have to be the iCasa Resort itself, but that it 

could be a secondary residential development that provides affordable rental accommodations for the resort's employees. 

Can Council confirm that a proposal for a multi-story apartment complex is being considered for the Wharton Street area? 

If so, would this not be the desired high-density development that may help invigorate our downtown? And would the 

viability of such a project not increase significantly with an approved iCa sa Resort? Let's bring it out into the open I 

On further thought there appears to be a specific benefit that has not yet been discussed. While a walk from the proposed 

iCasa Resort to downtown may be too arduous for a senior citizen, a walk towards the lakeshore is not. The elevation drop 

from the iCasa site to Lakeshore Drive is less than half the elevation gain from iCasa to Summerland downtown. An almost 

level 300m hike from the site to the lakeshore trail network can be managed by most people. This connection would 

provide walking and cycling access to many beautiful sites and facilities between Peach Orchard Park and Trout Creek. 

Why do we not talk about the connectivity to Lower Town and the opportunity to finally breathe some life into this 

beautiful, but largely run down and underutilized part of Summerland? There is no better way to promote commercial and 

recreational opportunities than settling a good number of financially secure, enterprising and leisure-activity seeking 

newcomers within walking distance of our biggest natural asset, the lake, its beaches and existing trail systems. 

I believe that Summerland has done very well with welcoming early retirees and senior citizens. We are not only 

responsible for a major part of our local economic activity, but we are also the backbone of the social, cultural and 

volunteering scene. The energy and goodwill of future residents of the iCasa Resort, who selected Summerland as their 

new home, can only benefit our local service clubs, cultural institutions, groups dedicated to nurturing our natural assets 

and the many family and sporting events that Summerland is known for. 

This Council cannot afford to let this opportunity slip by, unless there are compelling factual arguments why the proposed 

iCasa Resort should not become part of our community. 

Sincerely, 

Henry Sielmann 
)> 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

My name is Wendy Janz, 
I l ive at 6110 MacDonald Street 
Summerland, BC. 

Wendy Janz al 
January 10, 2017 4:27 PM 
Mayor and Council 
13610 Banks Crescent 

Please be advised I am OPPOSED to the location of this development . 
It belongs uptown. 
Wendy Janz 
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January 9, 2017 

Dear Mayor, Council & Staff 

RECEIVED 
JAN 1 0 2017 

018t11g!_O~ 5Unutl{ltl~OQ 

I have spent several hours reviewing the Development Plan for the Luxury Condos proposed at 13610 Banks 
Crescent, specifically the drawings and project specifications. Below is a table that I created from information 
found on the District's website. Obviously there are some inconsistencies that need to be addressed and 
generally, where there are inconsistencies, there tends to be suspicion and doubt. Has anyone from Council or 
staff verified these numbers? Do we actually know what this development is? 

What I also found particularly interesting is that this is being referred to as senior's care housing while only "36 
sleeping rooms" (or 11% of the complex) are actually being dedicated to aging folks with needs. It has become 
very clear to me that this is not a senior's care facility at all, but a luxury condo development. Besides the numbers 
stated below, this is supported by the developer's initial brochure which states " iCasa Resort Living: Luxury lake
view residences, exclusive independent living suites, and assisted living casas and memory care ... " This is further 
evidenced by their recent brochure which states "best in class market housing" and thier (non-) ads in the local 
newspapers, each targeting their marketing to healthy, well-to-do couples, not to aged seniors needing care. 

I understand the desire to offer affordable, long-term care for our growing number of seniors but this is not it. 
This is a very high-end private faclllty, for profit. 

Another fact that came to light after reviewing the documents and the developer's presentation is that this 
construction will take from 3 to 7 years, depending on the success of pre-sales of the condo units. That raises a 
question: What happens if, in 3 or 4 years, after clearing the vineyard, displacing wildlife, threatening the 
environment and digging huge holes in the ground, they don't have the quota required to proceed? What will we 
be left with? And who will be responsible? 

In the developer's presentation to Council, a senior VP stated that Summerland is one of the S most desirable 
places for people to retire. I think we can assume from this that they w ill market this facility outside of the 
Okanagan Valley, particularly to achieve the sales forecasts that they are anticipating. What if the strata council 
bylaws created by the new owners do not mirror our philosophies? Will these become vacation units or Air B&B 
opportunities? How does this benefit the community? 

Yes, these are "what if" questions but very valid ones that should be explored. I am not against a development for 
real seniors. I am against compromising our Official Community Plan, our Cultural Plan and our Lower Town 
Stra tegic Plan to accommodat@ a huge, for-profit capital venture by folks who have little to lose and much to gain. 

Sincerely, 
Rita Connacher, Summerland 

OCP Amendment and Rezoning of 13610 Bank Crescent 

District Developer Architect Action 
Website Executive Summary 

Buildings 5 4 

Maximum storeys 6 5 

Strata units 230 145 

Individual units 100 110 

Undefined bldg E 0 0 

Care units 50 60 

TOTAL UNITS 380 315 

% care units 13% 19% 

Dwgs& 
Specs 

5 

7 
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95 

35 

36 

337 

11% 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Doug Wahl P 

January 9, 2017 1:28 PM 
Peter Waterman; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; 
Doug Holmes 
Delaying the Public Hearing 

Dear Mayor and Counci l - In your deliberations about whether to postpone the public hearing scheduled for January 
26th, I would ask t hat you consider the emotional toll that this development proposal is putting on residents, particularly 
those that are directty affected by the project. While I understand that t he new Director of Development Services may 
need a bit more time to fully understand the issues, I would hope that the post ponement of the public hearing is limited 
to one or two weeks. 

I would also like to say that I am increasingly losing confidence in the process and believe that the outcome may be pre
determined. I say this mostly because the Mayor has publicly been very supportive of the project including its economic 
benefits (which I should point that some figures being used are highly speculative}. In addition, I believe we are being 
disrespected by the developer, our comments are simply disregarded, we are referred to as NIMBY's. Someone told me 
they heard the Mayor refer to us as NIMBY's as well but I hope that is not t rue. But we are part of this community just 
like everyone else and we have a right to speak up. Finally, I am also concerned that the briefing report prepared for 
Council by staff seemed incomplete or biased. For example, in reference to t he OCP, the report identified numerous 
policies but does not refer to the following policy: 

• 7 .2.3.4 Promote the inclusion o f productive agricultural land into the ALR boundary that is currently not 
designated and protected as ALR lands. 

Given the risks involved, common sense tells me that Banks Cres. is the wrong location for this development. Ptease put 
an end to this endless stress and let us get on with our lives. 

Sincerely, 

Doug Wahl 
13807 Latimer Ave. 
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Action 
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Januaryl~ ' 

Mayor Waterman and Council Members, =~ 
CAO 

RegardJng the 13610 Banks C:rl!scent OCP Amendment ?Dd Re·ZQning proposal -cwrrcil eanespondence 
-~File: 

I am somewhat shocked to discover that the proposal to amend the OCP and rezone 1351~~ item:''''~'"-
Crescent has proc~ded as far as It has and seems to have support of the city council to co~ to ~~P-"--
development 

The current city council was elected on a platform of protecting rural farmland and directin~.;Wd by: \ 
development towards the city centre. This development is the opposite; proposing to locate up to 

approximately BOO residents at the end of one :angle natrow and steep access road with virtually no 

walk-abfllty to the town centre, while removing farmland zoning; this is urban sprawl, not cu<rent best 

practices of condensed town centres. 

Environmental hazards within the building site include the Red zone, an Environmentally Sensitive Area 

and impact on the water supply for the Summerland Trout Hatchery which is more than a mere tourist 

attractlon, lt supports a 100 million dollar industry In BC. 

This location is not suitable for its stated Intended purpose as it is a very isolated and poor location for 

seniors; wlth no real walk-ability or access to Summerland town centre the residents will be encouraged 

to continue driving for their needs and likely once in the car they will travel to Pentlcton or places 

farther afield rather than shopping in downtown Summerland. 

There is also an enormous risk to the local Infrastructure: I note that the traffic study that was 

commissioned for this development referred to Solly Road as a Collector Road but it ls identified as a 

local Road on OCP Schedule F - Transportation Network which therefore Invalidates the traffic study. 

Note that both Sotly and Latimer .are narrow roads with poor or no shoulders, sidewalks and curbs. 

Additionally, Solly is steep, with blind corners. Neither of these roads were designed or built to handle 

the volume of traffic that both construction and future residents wi!I create. Many of the houses along 

this route are older, close to the roads and built to out-dated standards. The damage to the 

infrastructure from the volume of traffic will put the tax payers ofSummerland at risk of liabll!ty when 

houses need to be repaired and the streets need to be rebuilt. The developer has offered to widen 

Latimer and install a sidewalk; I'm not sure how many seniors are going to be able to use a sidewalk that 

hits a 19% grade and will require a 3+ km hike to town. I wou!d challenge the city council to park their 

cars at Hwy 97 and Solly and walk to 13610 Banks Cres and back to their cars. Along the way take note 

of the steepness, bllnd comers, poor road surface, lack of shoulders, sldewalks and curbs, as well as 

areas were the side of the road has been eroded by rain run-off. None of this is going to be quick, 

Inexpensive, or easy to upgrade to the standards required for the volume of construction trucks as well 

as new resident vehicles. 

Jobs created by this development will be filled by folks from outside Summerland; Summer!and does not 

have a labour base to begin to fill a small perr:entage of the constructlon and post-construction 



positions, Residents once 1n their cars w!ll likelytravel farther afield to Penticton or West Kelowna for 

their shopping, so the beneftt: to the community of Summerland from this project w!U be minimal. 

!n Summary, this property should be developed gently and within the sctipe of the OCP; with due 

respect to the Red Zone, the Envlronmentalty Sensitive Area, and the trout hatchery, as well as ensuring 

a road system and Infrastructure that can support both construction and habitation. Any development 

should be not age restricted but market housing to encourage younger families to move to Summerland 

to help ensure Summerland's future growth, 

Sincerely, 

Dave Courtemanche 

c.c.: Edltor, Summerland Revlew; Editor, Penticton Herald; Editor, Penticton Western News 



Karen Jones 

from: Eric Tait < ---
Sent: January 10, 2017 2:47 PM 
To: Mayor and Council 
Subject Banks Crescent Development 

Dear Mayor and Council : 

Further to my letter expressing opposition to the approval of Lark Group's application for re zoning of 13610 Banks 
Crescent I wish to add t he following comments. 
First, my chara cterization of LG a.s a corporation present in Summerland for profit was not intended as any kind of 

ethical judgement or criti cism of th eir business practice. It was a simple statement of fact. The mandate of any 
corporation is to make money for its shareholders. L G may well be, a reputable company, which, if the development 
proceeds, will do its best to protect Shaughnessy Springs; however, I believe, that best will not be good enough, the 
springs will be contaminated, and this will open up a morass of environmental, social and legal problems for everyone, 
including Lark Group and Council. 
Second, having read all of the supporting documents supplied to Council by LG, I can find no evidential basis for L G's 
guarantee that there is no risk of damage to the springs. 1 already referred to Piteau's refusal to warranty their 
Hydrogeological Assessment, but I would also draw your attention to RGC's Geotechnical Report, which tells us that 
final assessment of land stability beneath the buildings will not be assessed until after foundation excavation and 
construction are completed . What if the land were then judged unstab le? Plan B? Given the trout hatchery's ze ro 
tolerance for damage to its sole water supply, the risk to this unique natural treasure if the land is rezoned and this 
development proceeds should be rated extremely high not low, as LG would have us believe. 
As I stated in my previous letter, I believe it is primarily Council's responsibility, not the developers, to protect the 
springs and hatchery, as such Lark Group's applicat ion for rezoning should be refused as incompatible with this site. 

Eric Tait 
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January 9, 2017 

To Mayor and Council, 

Please add this letter to your file for the public hearing on the subject property: 

Action 
File: _____ ~-~ 
Acknowledged: _..,.1 [-+~-
Copy to: 
__ Mayor 
~Council 
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Reading File: 
13610 Banks Crescent, Summerland BC: Rezoning and Development Proposal -. -.Ag~nda I tem:~ 

As a Summerland home owner, I do not believe this development w ill be detrimental to th~\rfo'Pour~- -
3

-·-' 

home. Nevertheless, I would like to express my opinions on the project. 

There is no doubt, Summerland needs jobs and this development would bring constructionC£1WPWJ~~tfY: ---~-
care jobs along with other career opportunities. As well, the extra tax dollars would benefit the long· 

term goals of the community. However, there are so many serious issues regarding this development 

that at this time, it ought to be voted down. 

Developing in a gully with "Red" zone areas all around, environmental issues and lack of infrastructure 

should be enough to discourage any council. In fact, during my terms on council, I voted against 

development in this area for exactly these reasons. 

Residents will be told that the developer will pick up the costs for building the new roads, sidewalks, 

sewer, water, and electrical expansion and that may be true. Still, the long-term repair and maintenance 

costs, will be shared by all Summerland residents, forever. 

A shuttle will help move the facilities residents around the community but this development is too far to 

be considered in the core of summerland. Very few if any will be able to walk up into the downtown 

area to enjoy the shopping, social and recreational opportunities. Even getting out and walking the 

steep hills will be difficult for most seniors living in the facility. 

While this land in not in the ALR it is still currently used for agricultural purposes so it does seem odd to 
many of us that it is okay to suddenly turn this land into high-rise concrete buildings. I understand how 

many of the councillors must feel looking at the limited tax dollars you have available to manage 

Summerland. 

Wouldn't it be better to develop from the core of our community outward using the infrastructure we 

already have in place? wouldn't it be better to build this type of development where people can enjoy 

the easy access to shopping, recreation, and the library, just to name a few? 

You have been given the "okay" to keep the schools open for now but if you don't encourage more 

families into town, eventually the schools w ill close. Wouldn't it be better to build more family housing 
in the core of town? 

This development is a good one. However, until land is available closer to the downtown core, it should 
be deferred into the future. 

Janice Perrino, 

Summerland's Mayor, 2008 - 2014 

Residence: 13810 Gillespie Road, Summerland, BC VOH lZl ______ _, 



Karen Jones 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Dear Mayor anJ Council. 

Eric Tait 
--~~~~~~~~ 

January 6, 2017 2:10 PM 
Mayor and Council 
13610 Banks Crescent Development 
The Globe and Mail B.C. town residents worry seniors' community could threaten 
natural springs.pdf 

I was r~cently conttlcted by Mark I lume ofihc Globe and Mail and asked for my comments on the proposed Banks Crescent 
Development. I have attached, f()r your information. his article. published December 21st. 
As will be obvious, I oppose lhi.s development. i believe it will do ilTevocable damage to the springs which supply the trout 
hatchery. Given the hatchery's "zero tolerance" for increased turbidity or pollution. the consequences would tie catastrophic. and a 
resource which generntes $I 00,000,000 annually for the Okanagan through the stocking of 300 lakes would be lost. 
Kirk Fishier's glib ::issurancc that Lark Group has a "hydrologiciil survey" which shows the project can be built with no damage to the 
spring.s is highly misleading. I assume he is referring to Piteau Associates Report which, in fact, gives no suc.h assurance. It is, ai 
best. a hypothetical, based on unproven assumptions and extremely limited projections. furthermore .• MDM Groundwali:r's 
Preliminary Report raises serious rnncems iibout possible contamination to which, as yet, I have seen no response. In fairness to 
Piteau, they (unlike fisher) acknowledge the limitations of their report by simply refusing to wan-anty it and distancing themselves 
from any claim for damages. should a third party choose to act on it. This disclaimer would, of course, include those claiming 
damages from that lhird party. 
Third pany in such a claim would not only bt> Lark Group but iilso, quite possibly, Council for lack of due· diligence and common 
sense by rezoning the land and allowing the development to proceed.I say this because due diligence requires more than simply 
accepting the developer's claims at face value when there is clear evidence to the contrary, and common sense would decree that you 
can nor place a massive nine story structure in an unstable zone, on top of an uncharted water course, within merrcs of ics surface 
springs. 1hcn introduce the pollution that goes with six hundred people and their vehicles, and rcasonahly cxpc1.:1 there will be lero 
etlect on those springs for the entire life of the complex. 
I attended a Lark Group Open House at which they and their local booster presented themselves as philanthropi:;L:; bearing 
Summcrlunders a gift. Pure PT Barnum! They arc a C1>rporatio11 whose sole rea::K>n for being here i:' pn>fit. Damage to tht: h11tchery 
or adjacent prop1:rties would simply be "collateral", a cost of doing business, to be dealt with by their lawyers, or kid.cd down io the 
care-less sub-contractor who accidentally dumped his "Lemon Creek'' load in the wrong place. Dottom line, I.ark Gr<>up's mandate is 
to make money, not protect the environment; that buck stops with you, our elected C<>uncil. It's your mandate is to protect this 
u11iquc, invaluable asset, not theirs, so if the springs arc damaged and the hatchery is lost the resp(msibiliiy will be yours, not Lark 
Group\. Your legacy will be that of the greedy foolish farmer who killed the golden goose for one of its eggs. 
/\s a lin:il <:(lmmcnt, I am both surpri>ed and disappointed that not one of you has taken 1h0 time It) visit lhc hatchtiry and disrnss with 
staffthdr 00111.:L>ms ahuut the springs. Had you done so perhaps you would have a brttcr und~rstanding Mwhy Lark (iroup's 
assurance> that tht're will be n0 dmnage to the springs has no credibility whatsoevrr. 
And. if you dli make a visit. why not then walk up Solly Road to Tim Hortons to Lest the Mayor's surreal assertilin that it l'Ould 
simultaneou~ly function as a "healthy living" corridor and a truck rouK by simply adding some !)idt'walks and rem(lving sPmt> 
sign:;. As you n~gotiate each steep, blind curve. try lo imagine a cement truck or loaded flatbt-d truck coming at you down the icy hill. 
and imjoyll! 
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THE GLOBE AND MAIL 

B.C. tovvn resitients vvorry seniors' conu11unity could threaten 
natural springs 
Ry MArlK HUME 

Some residents of Summerland. B. C .. fear that runoff from the planned community could pollute 
tho natural springs ancl cause the province's oldest trout hatchery to shut down 

If a developer wanted to find an ideal communi1y in which to build a residence for seniors. it would be hard pressed to 
find one better than Summerland. 

Blessed with a perfect climate and gorgeous views of Okanagan Lake. the small town has neatly groomed public 
parks. swimming beaches and hiking trails. It is surrounded by a pastoral landscape of orchards and vineyards. 

Business Vancouver recently chose Summerland. located between the cities of Penticton and Kelowna, as one of the 
top five places to retire in British Columbia. No wonder then that Lark Group, a Surrey-based developer, chose a site 
near the waterfront in Summerland for a proposed, 376-unit. $125-rnillion complex for a new seniors' village. 

But the development. which would create 75 to 100 jobs and bring the town $400,000 in annual taxes. is running into 
a lot of opposition from local residents who apparently aren't quite ready for a seniors home - or at least, not this one. 
not there. 

"Sheck." Is tne word Eric Tait uses to describe how he and many of his neighbours feel about the proposal to build the 
five-storey complex in Lower Town, a residential area about ttlree l<ilometres from the town's centre. The site is a 
14-acre parcel of tanct cuppea in a small basin known as Bristow Valley, which is backed by steep clay banks. It 
currently has a vineyard on it, is surrounded by important wildlife habitat, and sits atop natural springs, which supply 
the nearby Summerland Trout Hatchery with a steady flow of cold. clean water. 

"There is strong, strong opposition to this," Mr. Tai t said of the proposal, which is currently before Summerland council, 
with public meetings planned for January. 

But isn't housing seniors a vital service in any community, especially in an aging community where half the 11,000 
population is 55 or older? 

"Of course. yes. I believe this is necessary," Mr. Tait said. "If you want to build this facility for that, yes. we'd love to 
have it - but not in that location or on that scale." 

Mr. Tait said a key concern is that run-off from the site could pollute the springs with oil or sediment and cause the 

2017-01-05. 9:IO PM 
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oldest trout hatchery in B.C. to shut down. 

"We think the hatchery will not survive the development," he said. 

Hatchery manager Kyle Girgan declined to comment on the development, but did say that without pure water flowing 
from the springs t1is hatchery would be out of business. 

"In terms of rearing fish, it's absolutely perfect," he said of the spring water. The hatchery started operations in 1918 
and produces one million trout a year for stocking in 300 Okanagan lakes. 

There are other fears. as the public comments posted on the District of Summer1and website make clear. People 
expressed concern about increased traffic. the loss of agricultural land, the impact of having up to 600 new residents 
in a small town and about wildlife displacement. 

"We are shocked and dismayed to hear that you would even consider rezoning the Bristow Valley for development," 
Diane Ambery wrote to council. "It is a stunning vista and home to deer, bear. marmots and other wild creatures." 

"This valley is one of the last pristine natural beauty areas teft in Lower Town," Arend and Josefa Dronkers wrote. 

Others said the location Is wrong because it is too far from the shopping district for seniors to walk and they urged 
councll to relocate the faclllty closer to the town core. 

Kirk Fisher, senior vice-president of Lark Group, which hopes to get permi1s to build the facility, said he's noted the 
concerns, but believes 1he project will find broad acceptance once people know more about it. 

"That's why we have public information meetings because you get scared of these things until you really understand 
[the details]," he said. "Of all the seniors' communities that we've built people are always concerned to begin with and 
then after they hear all of the data and all of the information they are in support usually." 

He said a hydrological assessment shows construction can 1ake place without harming the springs and precautions 
will be taken to prevent environmental damage to the surrounding landscape. 

Mr. Fisher thinks the project is not only in the right town, but in the right place. 

"Our experience from building seniors villages is that while people do need to go into town every once in a While ... 
they more need to see distant, beautiful nature. That's what makes them healthy.N he said. "They don't want to live in a 
town and not have a preny view." 

However. Mr. Tait says opposition is growing. 

"Everyone will be there," he said of the public meetings planned by council. 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 

From: Linda Tynan 
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Sent: January 13, 2017 2:19 PM Completed by:_~--
To: 'Aart & Jos Oronkers' ; Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca> 
Cc: Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill 
<rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot <tboot@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson <ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Doug 
Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca> 

Subject: RE: Public Information Presentation afld Q&A Session January 19 

Hello Jos and Aart, 

Thanks for this email and for your inquiries. 

In regards to your comments regarding the compilation of the feedback - please be assured that it is our intention to 
record all of the questions posed at the Q&A session (Thursday, January 19) and to include the responses to those 
questions in that record. There is no intent to leave any of the questions out through summarization. All information 

received is considered pertinent. At the open house on Monday, those attending will be encouraged to write their 
comments down - council will receive a copy of all of the written comments as well as responses to any o f the questions 
posed. ~ 

The District has scheduled the open house and Q&A session in an attempt to give both public and council an opportunity 
to have their outstand ing questions relating to the development answered. We have scheduled these different formats 
(open house/Q&A) in an attempt to ensure that any questions that exist about the development application are 
addressed. It is recognized that the formal public hearing (mandatory by legislation) does not allow public's questions to 
be answered and discussed, therefore these sessions have been scheduled to ensure that all questions can be raised and 
responded to. Public will also have the opportunity to provide their opinion at that Public hearing at the end of the 
consultation process. 

On January 19th, it is e)(pected that the questions and subsequent discussion w ill revolve around mainly technical and 
legislative issues. Although they will not be on the stage answering specific questions, council will be in attendance - at 
this point of the process, it is imperative that council has the opportunity to listen to a II comments, concerns, questions, 
e><planations, etc. and has access to all the written material that is received by the District. 

local government legislation states that council must consider every application for a zoning amendment that is 
received by the municipality. Council should be keeping an open mind until the conclusion of the public hearing when 
they will publicly debate the proposal keeping in mind all of the input they received during the entire process. The 
purpose of these sessions are to provide facts and clarification a bout the development proposal. All of the senior staff 
involved in processing this application will be available on stage to answer questions that arise regarding the proposal. 
The Mayor will also be on the stage as there m ight be questions regarding council's process that will best be answered 



by him on behalf of council. Questions that relate to personal opinions of council are not really appropriate as they 

should still be in the proce>s of forming their opinions. 

Questions that are posed during the session may prompt more questions from council and they may direct staff to 
provide more information if they deem it necessary. 

If you have further questions or would l ike clarity on any of my comments, please do not hesitate to contact me via 
email or by phone at 250-404-4043. 

Regards, Linda 

Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 

From: Aart & Jos Dronkers L 
Sent: January 12, 2017 11:23 AM 

To: Peter Waterman <pwat~'rrna n@sumrnerland.ca>; Linda Tynan <ltvnan@ summerla ncl .~> 
Cc: Erin Trainer <etratner@c.urrnnerl~nd.ca>; Janet Peake <ineoke@surnrnerl~nctca>; Richard Barkwill 
<rl>c1rl<wi!!@~.umnwrland .Cil>; Toni Boot <tboot.@surnrnerlancl.ca>; Erin Carlson <ecarlson@suintnarland.ca>; Doug 
Holmes <dholme~@l'.iumrnerlantJ.c.a> 

Subject: Public Information Presentation and Q&A Session January 19 

Dear Mayor Watennan, Dear CAO, 

We learned yesterday that for the planned meeting of January 19 only Mayor Peter Waterman will be answering 
questions moderated by CAO Linda Tynan. Please let us know why our council members are not included in 
this process. We feel strong that they should participate in the Q&A session to ensure that their opinions are 
heard and the process is inclusive and unbiased. l"urthermore, we kindly ask your help to ensure that the staff 

who will be compiling the feedback are fully informed on the development from all angles so rhat they are able 
to extract all the concerns and not miss pertinent information . 

We look forward to your response. Thank you kindly . 

Sincerely, 

Jos & Aart Dronkers 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Linda Tynan 
Friday, January 13, 2017 2:07 PM 

Aart & Jos Dronkers; Karen Jones 
Cc: Peter Waterman; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; 

Doug Holmes 
Subject: RE: Public Input regarding Rezoning of Banks Crescent- PLEASE UPDATE and NOT 

LEAVE LETTERS OUT 

Hello, 
Thanks your for your email and for bringing this issue to our attention. 
I checked with District staff - and they recognized that they had inadvertently missed your letter and other 
letters in the latest update to the file. This has been corrected and procedures put in place to ensure that all 
letters are included in future updates. 

I apologize for this oversight. It is our sincere intent t o include all correspondence and information received on 

this application in the file which council will rely on in their considerations. Action 
Linda. 

Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 

-----Original Message-----
From: Aart & Jos Dronkers [mailto 
Sent : January 12, 2017 11:46 AM --------J 
To: Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca>; Karen Jones <kjones@summerland.ca> 

File: 
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Copy to: 
_ Mayor 
_ Council 
VCAO 
.z·councIT Correspondence 
_ Reaiing File: 
_ Agenda Item: f H 
Referred to 

Cc: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake 
<jpeake@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot Completed by: 
<tboot@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson <ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes -----
<dholmes@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Public Input regarding Rezoning of Banks Crescent- PLEASE UPDATE and NOT LEAVE LEITERS OUT 

Dear Linda, Dear Karen, 

I just noticed that the posting ofthe Public Input received regard ing the Reioning of 13610 Banks Crescent 
seems incomplete and, worse, my last letter seems to have disappeared. It was there before in chronological 
order of the letters post ed. It may be there somewhere, but I did not find it. This letter contains critica l 
information about the aquifer water-flow system. Please find my letter attached. As you will agree, it is very 
critical that all feedback is posted on the website to ful ly inform whoever is interested. 

I would appreciate if you could repost my letter as soon as possible. 
Thank you kindly. 

Sincerely, 
Aart Dronkers 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Linda Tynan 
Friday, January 13, 2017 2:43 PM 
Rita Connacher 

Cc: Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Karen Jones; Peter Waterman; 
Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot 

Subject: RE: Jan 19 Public Info session Q & A 

Yes, the development application will be included as an agenda item on the January 23rd council meeting. At that time 
council will be able to discuss what the next steps in the process should be. 

It will depend a little on the outcome of the public meetings on Monday (16th) and Thursday (19t0}. The intent is to be 
able to provide a comprehensive document which includes all the questions and responses arising from the meetings -
however, there may not be enough time between Thursday and Monday to complete this depending on the nature of 
the questions posed and how much follow up is required to provide answers to any questions that can't be answered 
immediately. As soon as the document is complete, it will be provided to council and posted to the website. 

Council will also need to det ermine whether there has been sufficient opportunity for public consultation and if they are 
ready to proceed t o the pub lic hearing. They will assess whether we have been able to provide t hem with a complete 
record of correspondence received by then. 

Hopefully that helps. 

Linda. 

Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 

From: Rita connacher 
Sent: January 13, 2017 2:06 PM 
To: Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca> 

Action 
File: ____ _,_..,...,___,...-

Acknowledged: ti I 3 / 1 7 CAO 
Copy to: 
_ Mayor 

Council 
..k::'CAO 
_ Council Correspondence 
_ Reading File: 
_Agenda Item: 
Refened to 

Cc: Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson <ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Erin"'Trainer 
<etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca>; Karen Jones <kjones@se-~----,-___,~,....'f.-:a_>_; ~=-Pe'""'t=e-r-. -...21\ 
Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot 
<tboot@summerland.ca> 
Subject: RE: Jan 19 Public Info session Q & A 

Hi again, 
Yes, thank you lincla. this was clear. I understand that council will publicly debate the issue after the public 
IH~tlring. Wt1en w ill staff IJe prf"senting the "summary" of public input to council? In the article in t11e Penticton Hera ld 
yesterday, you sta ted t hat you would be presenting something to council on Jan 23 <i nd tha t there would be discussion 
then. Can you ple<ise cla rify? 
1 ha n ~ <, , 

I ~ ita 

From: Linda Tynan [mailto:ltynarn.msummerland.ca] 
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 1:57 PM 
To: Rita Connacher 
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Cc: Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Karen Jones; Peter Waterman; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot 
Subject: RE: Jan 19 Public Info session Q & A 

Hello again, 
Just for clarity as I don't think I was clear in my email (after re-reading it) ... Council will be in attendance to listen to the 
Q&A's and perhaps follow up with more questions, but the plan is not to have each councillor on the stage answering 
questions relating to their own personal opinions on the development. The Mayor will be on the stage, along with senior 
staff, to address questions that related to the process and plans for next steps in that process. 
After the process is complete and the public hearing concluded, council will publicly debate the application, keeping in 
consideration all of the information they have received. At that time, they will discuss their opinion, perspectives, etc. 

Sorry if I wasn't completely clear in the first email. 

Linda 

Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 

From: Rita Connacher [m 
--., _____ _ 

Sent: January 13, 20171:44 PM 
To: Linda Tynan drynan@summerland.ea> 
Cc: Doug Holmes <dhoii'Y)es@sui'tlmeflarid.{:a>; Erin Carlson <etarlson@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer 
<etrainer@surnrnerlanct:c(;I>; Janet Peake <lpeake@summertand.ca>; Karen Jones <kfones@summerland .. c9:>; Peter 
Waterman <Qwaterman@.sur_nmerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot 
<tboot.@sum rnerla nd .ca_> 
Subject: RE: Jan 19 Public Info session Q & A 

Dear Ms. Tynan, 
Thank you for your prornpt reply. I am happy to learn that all councilors will be in attendancP .. 
Rind rer,ards, 
Rita Connache r 

From: Linda Tynan [ruailto:..1tynan(rusummerland.Ga] 
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 1:39 PM 
To: Rita Connacher 
Cc: Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Karen Jones; Linda Tynan; Peter Waterman; Richard Barkwill; 
Toni Boot 
Subject: RE: Jan 19 Public Info session Q &. A 

Hello Ms Connacher, 

Thanks for your email and your questions regarding the January 19th Q&A session. 

It is my understanding that all of council will be in attendance at the Q&A session. The purpose of the session is to give 
the public the opportunity to ask questions regarding the proposal-to get the answers and clarification on any of the 
technical or legislative aspects of the application that they feel they have. This session is in addition to the formal public 
hearing -where the purpose is for public to express their opinion on the development application (not a Q&A). 

At this point in the process, legislation expects that council has an open mind and that they are listening to all the input 
- from various sources - that relate to the development application. It is critical that senior staff that a re responsible for 
processing the application (eg. engineering, roads, planning, etc) are available to provide accurate answers to questions 
relating to the various components of the application. These answers are not intended to provide any indication of 
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support for or against the application, but to provide clarity on the various aspects of the proposal. There may be 
questions relating to the process which can best be answered by the Mayor on behalf of council - legislative 
requirements, etc. 

It is not expected that questions will focus on council's individual perspectives on the development. We are still in the 
step of the process to hear concerns, questions, etc. and to ensure that the public has the opportunity to raise the 
questions. Once the public consultation period has concluded and a formal public hearing is held, council will debate the 
development application. At that time, they will consider all the information they have received and they will publicly 
discuss their perspectives and thoughts on the application. 

Council's responsibility is to ensure that they are reviewing all the material that is received by all parties. This includes 
reports, studies, the application itself, legislative documents, public's comments, questions, etc. This Q&A session will be 
another opportunity for council to hear the questions, consider the responses, and to determine whether further follow
up would be warranted on any of the questions raised. 

The intent of summarizing the information is not to pick what staff thinks is important and to leave out other 
information. It is important that ALL the questions that are asked at the public information session and the Q&A session 
and the responses provided are recorded and made available to council for review. some questions posed may require 
t ime to be able to fully answer. Perhaps the word "summarize" ism is leading - and I apologize for that. The intent is to 
provide council with as much complete information as possible. So, by summary- I actually meant that all the questions 
raised were recorded so that we had a complete record that council could refer to. 

If you have any further questions or would like clarity on anything in my email, please do not hesitate to contact me by 
email or call me at 250-404-4043. 

Regards, 
Linda 

Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 

From: Rita Connacher -------------------Sent: January 12, 2017 4:51 PM 
To: Linda Tynan <lt)Jnan@s~immi?rlMd .. ca> 
Cc: Mayor and Council <Ct>Lmcil@surnmerland.ca> 
Subject: Jan 19 Public Info session Q & A 

Dear Ms. Tynan, 

At the Nov 14th council meeting, the gallery was assured that they would get the opportunity to have a conversation 
with mayor AND council regarding the Luxury Condo Development at Banks Crescent. I understand that now it will only 
be the mayor and staff that will be available on Jan 191

h? Why? The mayor only has one vote on this after 
all. Councilors are also elected officials and have a responsibility to the public, don't they? 

Also, in the Penticton Herald today, you were quoted as saying that staff needs time to summarize the public input for 
council. Why? With all due respect, how does staff determine what is important and what is not? Isn't everyone's 
opinion important and valid in its entirety? 

Sincerely, 

Rita Connacher 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: inda Tynan 
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 1:07 PM 
To: Karen Walker; Mayor and Council; news@summerlandreview.com 
Subject RE: Letter to Mayor, Council and Summerland Review regarding 13610 Banks Crescent 

Hello Ms Walker, 

Thanks for your email and attached letter asking for some clarification on the upcoming Question and Answer session on 
January 19th. 

The District has scheduled the open house and Q&A session in an attempt to give both public and council an opportunity 
to have any of their questions relat ing to the development answered. We are trying to ensure that we have multiple 
opportunities to ensure that any questions that exist about the development application are addressed. It is recognized 
that the formal public hearing which is mandatory does not allow public's questions to be answered and discussed, 
therefore these sessions have been scheduled to ensure that all questions can be raised and responded to. 

On January 191h, it is expected that the questions and subsequent discussion will revolve a round mainly technical and 
legislative issues. Council will be in attendance - at this point of the process, it is imperative that council has the 

opportunity to listen t o all comments, concerns, questions, explanat ions, etc. and has access to all the written material 
that is received by the District. 

Local government legislation states that council must consider every application for a zoning amendment that is 
received by the municipality. Council should be keeping an open mind until the conclusion of the public hearing when 
they will publicly debate the proposa l keeping in mind all of the input they received during the entire process. The 
purpose of these sessions are to provide facts and clarification about the development proposal. All of the senior staff 
involved in processing this appl ication will be available on stage to answer questions that arise regarding the proposal. 
The Mayor will also be on the stage as there might be questions regarding council's process that will best be answered 
by him on behalf of council. Questions that relate to personal opinions of council are not really appropriate as they 
should still be in the process of forming their opinions. 

Questions that are posed during the session may prompt more questions from council and they may direct staff to 

provide more information if they deem it necessary. 

I do understand your concern regarding the manner in which information is summarized. In development applications 
such as this one, staff are required to ensure that council has complete information to ensure that they can make an 
informed decision. The intent of documenting the information resulting from the Q&A session is to have a record of the 
questions asked - and responses given - for those unable to attend the meeting and for council's reference as they 
review all the material received. All questions w ill be recorded as asked -the answ ers w ill be based on the facts of the 
process. The written record will be as complete as possible rather than a short summary. 

If you have further questions or would like more clarification on any of my comments, please do not hesitate to contact 
me directly. I can be reached via email or by phone at 250-404-4043. 

Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 

From: Karen Walker [mailto:.._ ___ ~1--~ 
sent: January 12, 2017 4:53 PM 
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To: Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca>; Mayor and Council <council@summerland.ca>; 
news@summerlandreview.com 

Subject: letter to Mayor, Council and Summerland Review regarding 13610 Banks Crescent 

Dear Mayor, Council and Summerland Review, 
Please see attached documents pertaining to 13610 Banks Crescent 
My home phone number is 
Kind Regards. 
Karen Walker 
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January 12, 2017 

 

District of Summerland 
Mayor, Council & Chief Administrative Officer 
 
Dear Sirs and Madams, 
 
Re:  Public information Q & A regarding 13610 Banks Crescent 
 
At the November 14, 2016 Council Meeting, the railroading of the Banks Crescent by‐law change was 
stalled by Ms. Peake when she wisely recommended that further information and public input was 
required before Council would make any decisions to move forward on this issue. 
 
The public was assured that there would be the opportunity to ask questions and have dialogue with 
Mayor and Council alike.  Indeed, I think that the Councilors were under the same impression, given the 
attached response by Ms. Boot to Mr. Workun. 
 
Why is it that only the Mayor will be available on January 19th?  
  
Who made this decision?   
 
How will we have the opportunity to have a conversation with Councilors?  
  
How are we assured that the information presented on January 19th will be NOT be summarized and 
diluted in a manner that shows dispassion about this subject?  
 
Kind regards, 
Karen Walker 
Summerland 



Action 
File: __ _...g.LJQ~N~K-'-S ...... -~· -Karen Jones 

Toni Boot Copy to: 
November 17, 2016 11:31 AM _ MCayor_

1 ounct 

From: 
Sent: 

Rodney Workun - C 
Doug H~lmes (Home~; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake~r;~cc,reBtIBSplWfence 
Tynan; RJChard Barkw1ll Reading File: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Icasa Resort Development on Banks =Agenda Item: ___ _ 

Referred to 

Hel lo ~~odnev . -·-------F-~ Completed by: _ _ ____ _ 
firstly, Council has not made the decision to proceed with the lcas;:i development. At our Monday eveninp, rner·t .~t : . a 

resolution was carried (a lthough not unanimously supported) to proceed in January to an Information Session ( ·r 

Sessions) prior to , potentially, moving to PutJlic Hearing. 

The Information Session(s) will give all of us (residents and Council alike ) the oppor tun ity to learn more about the 
proposed development and ask questions. It will also be a chance for us on Council to hear from residents and engage 

(sornething th at is not possible at a Public Hearing, w he re dialogue is not permitted, i.e. Council can onlv rece ive 
con1ments and concerns). 

I would suggest your best opti on is to make sure you all attend the District Information Session(s) t\ND any the Lark 

Ciroup may host. I can11ot speak for the rest of Council, but I will make every effo1·t to attend each and every session 

Councill r:n Toni Boot 

From: Rodney Workun [mailto:n -
Sent: November 17, 2016 11:17 AM 
To: Aart Dronkers < 

Cc: "Mary & Ken MacDonald , Claudia Klann 
& Bob Walker" (k i) 

1) 

ai l> 

t), Frank Font ( 
; Mary-Anne Macdonald <m-

.net>; Kamala Young <k 1>; Peter Waterman 

<), Karen 

<tbomayor@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca>; 

Toni Boot <tboot@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca>; Julia & Vince Law i>; Rita & 
Stuart Connacher < t>; Aart Dronkers <s n>; Orville & Barbara Robson 

>; Valli and Mike Scheuring :i>; Dick Ortner< Connie 
Denesiuk", Brian Wilkey ( ), Gena & Shane Lowe (y :), Diane Colman & Jeff 

Ambery < ) <cdenesiuk@shaw.ca> 

Subject: lcasa Resort Development on Banks 

i 1:1\ 11q2 never heu1 ill\·f)h°C' in :m issue like this bcl(wc r·rn 1wl. suri..' o r· our opliuns. 
( ' m1 soin~~on1..: pl v:1:;t: ;Hhi :-;l' m e ul'lhc oplions \\C have lo ovcrtu n1 the ( \lttncih 1.kci'.'in11 l 1) pnicc,:d \\it.h llii s 

dc·1 clopnll::11l':' 
\lthnu[.'.h it c1,,c:-;i1'i look li.l\Ut'~1bk tlial \\C 1night t_:on\ incc Counclllors to 1·c'. vcrsc their tkci·;itHlS 
.\re\\\: dS :1 grrnq1 :1bk tu block the Rc/(rning (if this .\g1icultun: I .and Pacbg,:':' 
f.', thl'l"l' unvlhing do he done that can f;~,rcc the council lo clrnngl' their \Olc'.1 
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Tricia Ma ea 

From: 
Siant: 
To: 

Subject: 

Hello Ms Smith, 

Li"lda Tynan 
Fridzy, Jznuzry 13, 2017 9,50 AM 
D!ANA SMITH; Peter Waterman; Toni 3oot; Doug Holmes,· :<aren Jones; Richa;d Ba;kwill; 
Erin Tra:net; Janet Peake; Errn Carlson; f\.1ayor and Cou;icil 
P.E: 136iC Banks Crescent Deve:opment 

Thank you for your email and vour thoughts regarding the process for the upcoming public Information sessions. 

For clarity, the summary report of the Qand A session wlll not be the only· document that council sees and relies on Jn 
consideration of the application, Eai::h piece of correspondence received is being collated. Council receives a copy of al! 
correspondence when received and that correspondence is also put into a master document. All material ls also being 
posted on the website. All the reports, studies, etc received in relation to the application is a!so part of the record and 
will be part of the material considered by council. A full printed set of all material relating to the development is 
available for review in municipal hall. 

Tile purpose of recording the questions and responses provided at the session is to ensure that the information is 
available for anyone that is not able to come to the session and also to have a record that may be referred to. There may 
be technical questions posed that require follow up by the Distflct and that follow up will also be made public. 

lt Is my understanding that council will all be in attendance at the session to hear the questions asked; however, the 
lntent is really to focus on the concerns and questions of the public; not to discuss council's opinions on the application. 
It Is appropriate for council to discuss their opinions, thoughts, concerns, etc. during their debate of the issue at the 
conclusion of the process. 

Legislation requires that all appl!cations received by the District must be considered by council. All relevant issues must 
be identified and professional information p(Ovided to address such issues so that council can make an informed 
decision. Q and A sessions such as the scheduled on the 19:ti gives the public the opportunity to raise questions that they 
may have and for the District to provide the Information that they have to answer the question to date. As mentioned, 
some of the questions may require follow up, 

As you are aware, there will also be a formal pub!ic hearing following the open house and Q&A sessions. A public 
hearing is required by legislation - it is an opportunity for the public to provide their opinions on a development 
application. Unfortunately, a tormal public hearing does not give the opportunity for response to concerns, therefore 
these Q and A .sessions have been scheduled to ensure that questions can be asked and answers provided. 

Questions at these sessions really should focus on the application for development and the process In place for 
consideration. At this tlme, the opinions of Mayor and council should not be a focus of the questions. Council must keep 
an open mind during the process- they must listen and review all input and material received. 

I understand your concern about the need for accuracy fn the summary report. District staff will be recording the 
questions posed at the meetings and will also be recording the answers provided during the session. It is not staffs role 
to be either 1n favour or against any development application - but rather to ensure that alt the relevant issues are 
identified and adequate answers provided. The report will not contain opinions or any persona! thoughts- it will be a 
summary to technical questions asked. The document will be prepared by District staff, initially reviewed by senior 
managers to ensure that all answers are complete (ie. some questions may require further response fo!!O\\'ing the 
meeting}, and I will provide a final review the docun1ent prior to distribution. 
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I hope that has answered your concerns. Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have f u rther questions or to 
contact me directly (250-404-4043) if you require further clarification. 

Regards, Linda . 

Linda Tynan 

Chief Administrative Officer 

From: DIANA SMITH [ 

Sent: January 12, 2017 5:23 PM 

To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot <tboot@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes 

<dholmes@summerland.ca>; Karen Jones <kjones@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwilt@summerland.ca>; 

Erin Tra iner <etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland .ca>; Erin Carlson 

<ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Mayor and Council <council@summerland.ca>; Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca> 

Subject: 13610 Banks Crescent Development 

To the Summerland Council and CAO 
At the November 14, 2016 meeting you stated that the public information sessions for the Rezoning and OCP 
amendment of 1361 O Banks Crescent would be attended by Council (not just the mayor) who would be available to 
comment on any questions, concerns that 1he public may have. 
We have subsequently been told that only the Mayor would be answering questions on January 19th. We also been told 
that at the January 16th open house 'staff will be there to answer questions and that council members and the developer 
may or may not be in attendance. 

We elected you the council to ALL be involved in any significant proposals, changes to the development and character of 
Summerland not just the mayor 
to be the spokesperson. We as residents need to hear all of councils views and opinions and they need to personally hear 
the residents of Summerland's views and opinions and tllerefore ask that they be available to listen and speak during the 
answer and question forum on January 19th. 

At the January 9th Council meeting a motion was passed to delay the public hearing on the 26th to allow time for 'staff' to 
create a summary report recording ALL questions asked by the public with a reply to each. This will then become a 
document of record. Will this summary report be the only document the councillors will see and make recommendation 
from or will they also have access to the original documents/emails etc.? 
Who will review the summary report and make sure items have not been missed or issues distilled, misunderstood or 
recorded incorrectly, and who is qualified to do so? 

Sincerely 
Diana Smith 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

mcarsonnn . < 
January 12, 2017 12:20 PM 
Peter Waterman 
Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; Doug Holmes; Janet Peake; Erin Trainer 
OPPOSED TO MIS-PLACED PROPOSAL on BANKS 

I reside in Lower Summerland & my home was the former home of the BLEWETT family. 

I had the pleasure of meeting Dorothy Blewett & she told me the many springs of lower Summerland change 
their course. 

Even if a Hydrologist report exists which warrants its findings the future courses of these underground streams 
is anyone's guess. 

ALSO PLEASE BEAR IN MIND CLEAN WATER JS BECOMING SCARCE AROUND THE WORLD. The 
fishl!ry/hatchery should NOT BE jeopordizcd. 

Also, there are many RED ZOl\TES around the "amphitheatre' of BANKS SENIORS HOUSING LARGE 
DEVELOPMENT proposal. 

Shopping, recreation and HEAL TH CENTRE/doctors clinics are NOT in this proposed area. District s/b 
encouragi ng pedestrian fri~ndly development in Dl core. PS WHAT ABOUf SUBSIDIZED LOW COST 
tlOUSfNG? 

many thanks, 
Mark carson 
15010 KATO Str 
S ummerland BC 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
To: 
Subject 

Peter Waterman 
Dan O'Sullivan 
RE: Trout Hatchery water source 

Mr. O'Sullivan- I appreciate your concerns. The District is aware of the importance of this issue and discussions and 
meetings will continue to take place with Freshwater Fisheries and the Trout Hatchery to ensure protection of this 
resource. Staff and Council will be considering all concerns that have been presented to us. During the consultation 
sessions on January 16th and 19th we will be receiving and responding to quest ions. In addition, we will have a public 
hearing at a later date to be specified once information from the public consultation sessions has been collated . 

Regards, 

Peter Waterman I Mayor 

Facebook: facebook.com/Summerland BC 
Twitter: twitter.com/SummerlandBC 

-----Origina l Message----
From: Dan O'Sullivan 

~...,...,....,,.,...,....--

Sent: January 11, 2017 6:41 PM 
To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Trout Hatchery water source 

Mr. Mayor, 

I just read an article about the plan to re zone and build above the Trout Hatchery. What are your plans if they ruin the 
spring that supplies the hatchery water? 
I grew up in S'land and return to visit a few times a year. Surely there is another place to put this development. 

Because if you wreck the spring, the hatchery is done ! It ca n't be replaced. Plus the 300 lakes that they stock with fish ! 
All in the name of tax dollars. 

Shame on you for even considering this. 
Dan O'Sullivan Jr 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Tricia Mayea 

Subject: FW: Q and A Meeting Jan 19th (Banks Cres) 

----Original Message----
From: Linda Tynan 
Sent: January 13, 2017 8:42 AM 

----To: 'Tyler C.' ; Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer 
<etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill 
<rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot <tboot@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson <ecarlson@summerland.ca>; 
Doug Holmes <dholm es@summerland.ca> 
Subject: RE: Q and A Meet ing Jan 19th (Banks Cres) 

Hello Tyler and Jenny, 

Thanks for your email and input. 

The intent of the Q and A meeting scheduled for January 19th is to give the public the opportunity t o ask 
questions regarding the development application. Questions raised by the community do form a very 
important part of the consideration for the project . Some questions may require follow up after the meeting 
if a point/issue is raised that has not yet been explored. For clarification, I expect that all of council will be in 
attendance at the session; it was not the intent to only have the Mayor attend the meeting. 

In the format that we have set up for the meeting, District staff from all departments will be on the stage and 
questions will primarily be directed to them depending on the area questioned (ie. engineering, roads, 
specifics of the application, etc). The Mayor will also be on the stage and will answer questions regarding 
process, timelines, etc. 

All the quest ions asked at the meeting together with the responses wi 11 be col lated into a document and made 
available to council and the public. In addition to the summary of the meeting, all correspondence received 
regard ing this application together with reports and other materials relating to the subject is being collated 
and council will ensure all of It is reviewed prior to the public hearing and further debate. 

If you have any further questions regarding the process for public input and the upcoming sessions, please do 
not hesitat e t o contact me directly. 

Regards, Linda 

Linda Tynan, BBA, CPA, CGA 
Chief Administrative Officer 
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-----Origina I M essage-----
From: Tyler C. [mailto---·---~-

Sent: January 12, 2017 9:42 PM 
To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake 
<jpeake@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot 
<tboot@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson <ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes 
<dholmes@summerland.ca> 
Cc: Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Q and A M eeting Jan 19th (Banks Cres) 

Dear Mayor and Council. 

We are writing this email in concern as we have recently learned the format of the Q and A meeting scheduled 
for Jan 19th, re the re-zoning application for the Banks Cr es development. We are of the understanding that 
only the mayor will be listening to the concerns and questions of the citizens. 

We feel that it is imperative to have all voting council members attend this meeting as it is their duty t o listen 
and understand the concerns of the citizens and give fair due process to both sides of every issue put before 
them. 

Sincerely, 

Tyler and Jenny Chick 

Sent from my iPad 
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Karen Jones 

From: Donna Wahl I ------Sent: January 11, 2017 2:21 PM 
To: Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Peter Waterman; Richard Barkwill; 

Toni Boot 
Subject: Land Development options ... 

Dear Mayor and Council Members, 

Regarding t he proposed development in Lower Town, I believe part of the issue is that t he Lark Group currently owns 
the acreage on Banks Crescent. I also understand that the Lari< Group is promoting this proposed development as high
end luxury living for seniors to age in place. With these things in m ind, I reel l must ask the following questions -
Do we need more senior facilities if one whole wing of our existing senior's village is empty? 

Can our seniors afford high-end luxury living, especially when strata fees will probably be a few hundred dollars 
monthly? 
Who currently owns the Warton Street block with the o ld library and the land that was Kelly Care? 
Who currently owns the old packing house on Jubilee Terrace? 
Who currently owns the land that the old RCMP bui lding was on? 
Who currently owns the empty old warehouse on the waterfront by the tennis courts? 

If any of these properties or other vacant properties are counci l owned, could council propose some kind of ' land swap' 
with the Lark Group so that they can develop one of those existing empty parcels of land. This would then give the city 
ownership of the Banks Crescent vineyard which could be preserved as a vineyard or, alternatively it could be turned 
into beautiful park land with bicycle and walking paths. 
Summerland is particularly unique as it is a small town, yet can offer everything that tourists want in the way of outdoor 
activities. Why not focus on how to bring revenue into existing businesses such as wineries, hotels, bed & breakfasts 
and restaurants? 

Sincerely, 
Donna Wahl 
Resident concerned for the future of Summerland 

Action 
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To: Mayor Peter Waterman and Summerland Council, 
_Reading File: ~ t...l 
_Agenda Item: .........a..L_r_ r_ 
RefemdD 

Dear friends, 

I'm writing to express some reservations about the proposed devel=~nh[ow;r J41\ 
Town. 

Location, Location, Location: 

I'm concerned about the location of the project. When we have land uptown that was 
considered for such a development before, why don't we use the existing land which is ideal 
for residents and businesses? 

As a resident of Angus Place, I greatly appreciate its location. We are very close to 
all amenities, - Doctors, drugstores, uptown stores (which we need to use or we will lose 
them} thrift shops, clothing stores, hardware store, beauty shops, dentists, swimming pool, 
restaurants, Library, Arts Center, Theatre, churches, schools (where Interaction between 
young and old is easily accommodated) and food stores. All of these things are within 
walking distance. Walking to them is pretty well all on level ground which accommodates 
people who like to walk either independently, or with canes or walkers. I like the idea of 
being close to the High School and have taken in many of their shows and activities. Again, 
the High School is within easy walking distance. 

The independence that the uptown location offers is very valuable to all concerned. 
We then don't need extra buses. That means that people will walk, thus using fewer gas
guzzling vehicles. Surely that's an advantage in itself. Many community activities are easily 
accessible, so the need for in-house programs is greatly reduced. 

I am in favour of sensible development. I value new ideas and would welcome a 
wonder1ul new Seniors Residence. I think it should be in a sensible place - uptown 
Summerland ! 

Thank you for the consider.able work you do to make Summerland a place where we 
love to live! 

Yo~s for sensib~e ~velopment, 

;7 //!l/t/ , ~~ 
Marj Plltt(resident of Angus Place. 



Tricia Mayea 

From: Lisa Jaager < ____________ _, ... 

Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 4:46 PM 
To: Peter Waterman; Mayor and Council 
Cc: Karen Jones 
Subject; Support for Banks Crescent Development 

Hello Summerland Mayor and Council, 

Shawn and I moved here 22 years ago because we wanted to start our life together in a family-friendly small town with 
good schools, a hospital, grocery stores and a decent liquor store (it really was on the list©). We felt Summerland met 
all our needs and was poised to grow ... on the cusp of being the next great place. 

Well, we were wrong about quite a few things (not the liquor store ... we seem to do that well!). The hospital closed, the 
school district was amalgamated and this past year taught us even the actua I bricks and mortar schools are not safe. And 
we have not grown, or embraced our potential, or changed, or accepted new thoughts and directions. Our young people 
continue to leave, our businesses continue to struggle, our Main Street has lost its lustre and we continue to say "no" to 
opportunities. Summerland seems to revel in saying "no". 

We have sa id "no" to several world class development options that would bring families to our town, support local 
businesses, provide short and long term skilled employment, expand our volunteer pool and increase our tax base. We 
have said "no" to land swaps, tall buildings, small buildings, prisons, combined emergency services, flat land 
development and hillside development. We almost said "no" to a sewer system! Really. 

Now, I would, given the opportunity again, prefer to bring families to Summerland over retired folks (even though SS+ is 
creeping up on us) because they, the younger people, bring in more dollars ... they spend more, need more and fill our 
schools and parks with energy and action. 

That said, I am saying "yes" to the Banks Crescent development opportunity. I am saying "yes" to optimism, new 
ideas, new people, quality concepts, well researched plans, infrastructure upgrades and an increased tax base. 

And, let's remember pretty much every single one of us in Sum mer land lives on a former orchard or on a clay hillside. It 
was how this town was built. 

Respectfully, Lisa Jaager Action 
File: 1· . L 1j 1 ::;>(-
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Dear Editor 

RECEIVED 
JAN 1 6 2017 

~1~•11~1 flt ff.,mm9rJond 

I agree w ith the two editorials that were written in the Summerland Review by 

Janice Perrino and the other by Dave Courtemanche regarding the proposed new 

development for seniors at Banks Cres. Council must reconsider this project, not 

only, for the reasons already mentioned in these editorials but for the need to fill 
basic needs of a senior to live a fulfilling life and not just a waiting place to die. 

It's almost an abuse to seniors to even consider this location. The topography of 

the land is outrageous and the distance to the pleasant amenities offered in 
Summerland. Council should be thinking about the effect this will have on the 

businesses in the town center. I'm told there is approximately 7000 seniors living 
in the district Summerland. Most of the business in the community comes from 

these seniors. There will be a lot more in the future. Why does Council not 

consider an older person an asset? I'm beginning to feel there's age 
discrimination in this town. 

You haven't considered the psychological effects on a senior tucked away in a 

very deep gully who can't even use a scooter to get up the hill because it will be 

too steep. There's no way they will be able to socialize with their friends at the 

local watering hole or shop for their basic needs. No! the shuttle will not be 

sufficient. Who likes to stand and wait in the heat or cold for shuttle to come by 

or live in a place that you can't enjoy the beautiful sunrise with a cup of coffee. 

Come on now council ! We are here to enjoy our lives. To participate in all the 
interesting programs and to be active till the day we die. Stop discriminating 

against the older person because one day you will be there as well. 

This is written by a very duress senior that can't believe what Council is 

considering. 

A citizen of Summerland .. .Albertine Meyer 
Action 
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January 11, 2017 

Dear Mayor and Councillors, 

RECEIVED 
JAN f 6 2017 

l)k;lrl,..; nf <;:1 
.... :.u"'", "' .. ,wumP-r.lo;id 

Councillor Erin Carlson, Councillor Toni Boot, Councillor Doug Holmes, Mayor Peter 
Waterman, Councillor Richard Barkwill. Councillor Erin Trainer, and Councillor Janet Peake. 

Banks Crescent proposal 

M husband and I are neighbours of the Banks Crescent project called !CASA and are in favour of 
this proposal. 

It is sad to say a few of our neighbours are bullying this town by passing a petition and 
signatures page to sign based on false and non-fact information. We have been on the iCASA 

website as well as the District website. This information we believe is factual backed by 
legitimate professionals. 

We went to the District website and counted the letters that are against the project. The letters 
are high majority our neighbours, many of the same people over and over again writing the 
same complaints. 

We and a few others are speaking for many more that feel intimidated to come forward. I hope 
you are taking this in consideration. We trust our counsellors and mayor that you will not be 
intimidated by a few neighbours and tell you how to do your job. 

This is an amazing gift for Summeriand, we need jobs for our young people and new business 
including Seniors housing. We do not want to lose this project to another city. 

We are old and wise and we know this is a great movement for Summerland. 

"Residents neighbouring to Banks Crescent" (wish to 5tay anonymous) 
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District of Summerland, 
Mayor and Council 

Dear Mayor and Councillors; 

Re: 13610 Banks Crescent Development (iCasa Resort Condo Development) 

Action 
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I am writing to join the chorus of voices in opposition to this development. When we moved to the Qlom111Bt.eltlby: --~l)"f-'-JM~-,. ~ 
years ago we made a conscious decision to avoid either of the Kelowna(s) or Penticton as a place to settle precisely 
because the nature and character of developments in those locations did not lend themselves to our chosen 
lifestyle. Summerland fit the bill perfectly. The small town, rural, agricultural character of the town felt perfect. 
Big box developments were not prominent. Residential areas were surrounded by orchards and vineyards. Lots of 
parks and trails were easily accessible to enjoy outdoor physical activities. The single family residential 
developments were generally not monoculture developments, were architecturally diverse, and were on large lots 
where one did not inadvertently hear neighbour's barbeque discussions but still had the feel and security of living 
in a neighbourhood where people were friendly and interacted freely. 

The task force that developed Summerland's Community Cultural Plan nailed these values perfectly. We were very 
satisfied and felt secure that council would respect these values when making decisions on development projects. 
Briefly, these values and principles included, among others: 

• Protect and preserve farmland; 
• Respect the character of the community, and; 
• Maintain the quality of life. 

Similar articulations of these values are repeated in the Official Community Plan, were evident in the latest council 
election campaign and are supported by at least one of the Advisory Committees. 

With such extensive community support it seems strange then that the first major development that comes along, 
post election, Summerland District staff recommend supporting a "big box", high density condo development 
smack dab on top of productive farmland in the middle of a unique, large lot, single family residential 
neighbourhood whose architecture spans the gamut from 100 year old homes to ultra-modern designs. Are all 
the reports and recommendations that are developed over many hours and the efforts of volunteers on these 
various committees to be just set aside? Is the fate of these reports to be the same as many in government where 
they are simply set on a shelf to collect dust? 

The Banks Crescent Development is a huge big box condo development that is being marketed as a resort 
community. It consists primarily of three up to 7 story boxes with up to 3 stories of underground parking, plus 
several other smaller ancillary buildings, to be e><cavated and constructed right on top of the aquifer supplying 
water to our historic fish hatchery. The number of condo units are advertised to be somewhere around 380 
individual units, housing somewhere around 600 individuals with somewhere around a further 100 staff employed 
at various activities around the development. Overall density is e><pected to be somewhere along the lines of 
Vancouver's West end. The traffic along a quiet residential street that presently experiences around 50 trips per 
day (my estimate) is forecast to increase by over 1600 trips per day (Watt traffic study}. This is a significant change 
and does not respect the existing character of our neighbourhood at all. 

Much has been made about this land not being considered farmland within the context of the Agricultural Land 
Reserve (ALR). This council was elected with a vigorous mandate to protect and preserve farmland. Is there some 
distinction between land within the ALR, whether or not it has ever been or ever will be actively farmed, and land 
that is actively farmed and has been for many years and is not, for whatever bureaucratic reason, included within 
the ALR? To me actively farmed land is farmland which will likely be able to continue producing food for the 
foreseeable future. 



Much has also been made about the financial windfall that this development will produce for the District's bank 
account. It has been put forward that an increase in taxes of around $400,000 per year will accrue to the District 
as a result of this development. This so called windfall must be taken with a grain of salt. 

• First, this is a gross number and does not reflect District costs associated with this development. These 
costs will include Increased road and sidewalk maintenance resulting from additional sidewalks and 
widened roads along with traffic increases, especially during construction. Add to this, increased costs of 
chemicals and pumping tor the water and sewage t reatment systems, possible increased costs for the 
provision of electrical services and over the longer term a need to advance capital e><penditures sooner 
than otherwise required to increase capacities of the water, sewer and power systems. 

• Second, it could well be the better part of a decade before the full value of the taxes are realized, since 
construction will only proceed as fast as pre-sales of condo units permit, but costs will start to be incurred 
immediately. 

Since municipalities are not "for profit" entities with tax rates and fees set mainly to cover costs over a reasonable 
timeframe, at best this is likely a breakeven proposition. 

For these reasons I am philosophically against this particular development. We have been referred to as NIMBYs 
for opposing this development. Fair enough! I accept this with a certain amount of pride in trying to save the 
character of our neighbourhood. I'll even go one further, big box condo developments of this scale and magnitude 
has no place anywhere in Summerland. The right place for this scale of development is in the larger centres where 
adequate infrastructure and support services exist. 

I am not anti-development. I am all for the scale of developments that we have seen so far in this record breaking 
building permit year in Summerland. The value of building permits issued this past year is proof that Summerland 
is not anti-development. I fully support the developments of agri-business. agri-tech and sales and support 
industries for the agriculture sector. I also support development of the wineries, breweries, light manufacturing 
and light industries and tourism developments commensurate with the values that Summerlanders have 
articulated so well and defended so vigorously. 

I could even support the smaller St. Elizabeth porticn of the Banks Crescent development that is dedicated for the 
senior's assisted living facility with two provisions; 

1. That existing seniors assisted living facilities already existing within Summerland are fully utilized, and 
2. That properly qualified staff can be attracted and retained to operate such as facility. 

My understanding from tho>e in care-giving business is that #1 does not apply at this time and that #2 is easier said 
than done. 

In closing, I sincerely hope that council will make the right decision on the OCP amendment and rezoning proposal 
for this Banks Crescent condo development and continue to support the values we in Summerland are so 
passionate about by voting against the rezoning application. 

Yours truly, 

Stuart Connacher 
14010 Latimer Avenue, 
Summerland, BC -----
Cc: Summertand Review 



Tricia Mayea 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

FW: Connecting the dots .... Re: Summerland Hatchery 
Summerland Hatch Jan 11 .png 

From: Rick Simpson _______ ;] 
Sent: January 12, 2017 3:59 PM 
To: Peter Waterman <gwaterman @sutninerJa_nd .. c•P 
Subject: Connecting the dots .... Re: Summerland Hatchery 

Connecting the dots 

Please share 

Thank you 

Goml Fi.<h ing .. Tight l .i11"s and. ,Consi:ni~ Our Wat;,r.< 

Yours t\•il in ton;;erntion for our children's children's ch ildren for seven gener~tions 

Rick 

Rick Simpson, BA 
R.L. Simpson & Associates 
405~38 Pundosy Street KeJownu Bt·itish Columbiu, Canltdu VtV tR7 

: ..J 
tllifiill1} ~ riAA-smufuTu7_g1i£3ML9119. 
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A Symbiotic relationship 

After attending ".i Casa Resort Living" presentation and reading the Letters to the Editor it appears 
most agree it is an excellent project for Summerland but not in this location. So I ask-if not in this 
location where can it be built? ALR Land is sacred, mountain tops are too expensive and "not in my 
back yard" takes care of any other land that may be left. Many in Summerland would also say "we 
don't need any development" we like the small rown feeling. 

I believe the present council is obligated to support this development because of the historic symbiotic 
relationship that exists between development and fanning. Without development there would be very 
little farming in Summerland. Farmers will not be able to afford to farm. 

In their promo they state the District of Summerland would receive $400,000 annually in property tax 
revenue. Compare this to the Farm Tax collected. 

What is important to note is of all the taxes collected the DOS retains approximately 50%. for a total 
oI $7801201.11. Added to this are the User fees to maintain and upgrade our vast infrastrucru.Action 
Taken from 2016 Annual Budget Municipal Port.ion . 
Municipal Tax Residential -------------------$6303425.2 
Municipal Tax Farm-------------------------- $477314 

User Charges. 

Domestic Water Rates. 

Compare the water rates for Residential and Irrigation. 
Residential rates-----------------------------$2,303425.2 
Irrigation rates ---------------------------------$500.896 
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Summerland has a huge infrastruclure to maintain for its population. Lets compare Surnmerland to 
Penticton. Summerland has 165 km of roads but maintains 320. 175 km of water lines, 70 km of sewer 
lines with a population approximately 11000. If Surnmerland put all its roads end to end they would 
stretch to Revelstoke. 

Penticton has 232 km of roads, 206 km of water lines, 153 km of sewer lines with a population of 
approximately 33,000. 

Summerland has a total area of 7 ,264 hectares with 2860.7 (35 % ) designated Agricultural Reserve. 
Penticton has a total area of 4,447 hectares with 841 {19%) designated Agricnlrural Reserve. 

Summerland is an anomaly - of the 553 farms in Sumrnerland 54 % are under 5 acres and 96% are 
under 10 acres. 

All this adds up to a whopping tax increase in the future if we don't attract projects like "i .Casa 
Resort." We already had a 15% increase in residential and irrigation water .from a pro agricultural 
council? Past decisions are starting to haunt Summerland's furure. 

Lloyd Christopherson 



Tricia Mayea 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Dear Mr. Wilkey, 

Linda Tynan 
Sunday, January 15, 2017 8:46 PM 
Brian Wilkey; Peter Waterman; Toni Boot; Doug Holmes; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Erin 
Carlson; Mayor and Council; Richard Barkwill; Karen Jones 
RE: 13610 Banks: Concerns re Objectivity of the District, and a new proposal to consider 

Thank you for your thoughts and input into the proposed Banks/Bristow development. Your email, along with all of the 
correspondence received rer;arding this application will be considered by council as they work towards forming their 

opinions on the proposal. 

I arn sorry that you feel that I may be giving direction to staff and elected official.~ that it is rnost important thClt this 

project be approved. I can assure you that this is not the case at all. As CAO, my role is to ensure that our procedures for 
processing applications are followed so that council receives all information which is pertinent to the application . This 

includes all correspondence received from the public, reports/studies etc related to the application, correspondence 
frorn the- property owner, etc. I agree with you that a factor such as revenue generated from a project is only one of 
many components that council must consider in a large development application such as this. Over the past few months, 

development services staff have been compiling the information from the applicants and determining what additional 
material is requirPd before the application can be considen:d further. Once all of the materiill is received, public 
consu lta lion is rnrn ple>te dnrl il pub Ii c hearing has occurred -- it is Mayor and co u nci I who wi I I de bJ te the proposa I based 

on a 11 of the fa eta rs rind u ltirnate ly d eterrn i ne whether the a ppli cation wi 11 be a pp roved or not. 

Local government legislntion rPquires council to consider all applications made to amend the zoning bylaw. This is 
specified in Section 460 of the Local Government Act. In order for council to adequately consider an application made by 
a property owner to determine whether they are in support of it or not, they must have access to all of the information. 
Gathering this inform;ition is the process that is currently underway. Public consultation, such as the open house on 
Monday night and the Question and Answer session on Thursday night is part of that process. When statf answers the 
questions th at are asked at those sessions, those answers wil I be based on the facts of the a ppl ica tio ri rat her than C\ ny 

pe rso 11<1 I viewpoints on the merits of the application. 

The District has not considered a different proposal at this time because we have an active applic:ition from the Bristow 
ldnd owners. As outlined above, when an application is received - it miist be considered by Mayor and council to 
determine whether it will be denied or approved . Th;it is a right provided to thP property owner by legislation. Having 
said th;:it ·· nll ideas and suggestions such as yours can be valuable for council to consider and as stated at the beginning, 
will be included in the materia l relevant to the application. 

If yuu have any questions regarding my comments, please do not hesitate to contact me directly via em<1il or ph~ne at 

1.so-404-4043. Action 
RF1ga rd 5, Linda 

Linda M Tynan, BBA, CPA, CA 
Chief Administrative Officer 
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From: Brian Wilkey .• 
Sent: Saturday, January 14, 2017 5:03 PM 
To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot 
<tboot@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet 

Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson <ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Mayor and Council 
<council@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Karen Jones <kjones@summerland.ca> 
Cc: 'Brian W ilkey' _______ _ 

Subject: 13610 Banks: Concerns re Objectivity of the District, and a new proposal to consider 

January 14, 2017 

Dear Mayor, CAO, and Council: 

I have serious concerns over the objectivity of District staff and Management re the handling of the information about the 

Banks/Bristow proposal. It is clear to me that our CAO is in charge here and it appears she is focused primarily on revenue 
for the District, taxes and building permit revenue. Yes that is her job to take in as much revenue as she can to run the 

district, but I am gravely concerned that she may be unknowingly giving direction, to staff and elected officials that it is 
most important that this project be approved because the district desperately needs the revenue. As a result, other 

significant issues a bout the risks of the project could be getting downplayed. Are the Mayor and staff really being objective 

about this proposal and seriously looking at all the data that is being presented or are their minds made up already and it 

is all about the revenue, revenue, revenue? It is a very real concern for many of us in Summerland. 

It is not all about the revenue. There are many factors to consider. The risks to a disastrous event happening once 

construction starts is too high to even consider moving forward with this project in this location. 

• Events that will happen, such as property values in the area going down significantly, noise from the area during 
and after construction, Solly Road deteriorating over time due to the increased heavy traffic, the densification for 

that area will be at least 60 times higher than any other area of lower town, and there will be increased 

infrastructure support costs over time that the citizens of Summerland will have to pay for with their tax dollars. 

·• Events that have a high likelihood of happening to some degree are: units will remain empty, units may not all 

get built and left in half construction mode, the strata changes the use of the buildings in the future to air B&B or 
other such uses. 

• Events that if they do happen will have catastrophic consequences, red zone collapses and houses at the top of 

the ridge fall into the bowl inju ring someone or worse, water supply for the hatchery gets impacted and hatchery 

closes, storm water gets into hatchery water supply and the hatchery closes. 

Has the District considered a different proposal? 

Why doesn't the Town consider offering a land swap to current Bristow land owners for land uptown and let the developer 

build this market condo development and seniors complex in the right location (Construction costs will be a lot less uptown 

too), and The District can lease out the Bristow bowl for continued agricultural use. If the land values are not even between 

the two properties, the District could allow the current Bristow land owner free use of the bowl for a specific number of 

years to continue growing grapes. This way there would be no capital outlay for the district to purchase the Bristow bowl, 

and the entire swap would be a win win for everyone. No zoning changes would be required, no construction in the Bristow 

bowl, but the District would still get the revenue for the build uptown, and all the proposed jobs that are going to be 

created would still be available. Has this ever been considered? 

Thank you 

Sincerely 

Brian Wilkey 

2 



Brian W Wilkey 
Wilkey Consultfng (1996) l td. 
250-494· 7094 (llome Office) 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: Tricia Mayea 

Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 8:37 AM 
To: 

___ 1 ____ _ 

Subject: FW: Summerland Contact Us submissio n 

Thank you for the email regarding the proposed Banks Crescent. Council will receive it in 
correspondence and it will form part of the Public Hearing. Just a reminder that information sessions are 
being held Jan. 16th 3:30 - 7:30pm at the Arena Banquet Room and Jan. 19th 7pm at Centre Stage Theatre 
(detai ls in the newsletter and on our website). 

Tricia Mayea 
Manager of Legislative Services 
District o f Summerla nd 
250-404-4057 
ww w.StJ fnrnerland .ca 

From: c,u 1w11eirl<1ndol fit i<tlwe bsi l e@grn<i ii.Wm [mail to:sun1mt>rl;J11cloffieialwebsite@g·mai Lcmn] 
Sent: January 15, 2017 7:30 PM 
To: General Information Website <i11fo@!iurnn1erland.ca> 

Subject: Summerland Contact Us submission 

Name: 

Email: 

Phone: 

Address: 

City: 

Postal Code: 

Contact Me 
by: 

Doug Morrison 

189 Piper Crescent 

Nanaimo 

[X) Email 

Department : Administration 

comments: 

Come on folks what are you thinking. How could you consider development in t he watershed of the 
Summerland hatchery? Think of all the tourism that is based on fishing in t he lakes stocked by that 
Hatchery. If t he hatchery water supply is effected and the stocking program is lost what will the impact 
be on the whole 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tricia Mayea 
Monday, January 16, 2017 9:09 AM 
'summerlandofficia lwebsite@gmaii.com' 
RE: Summerland Contact Us submission 

Thank you for the email regarding the proposed Banks Crescent development. Council will receive it in 
correspondence and it will form part of the Public Hearing. Just a reminder that information sessions are 
being held Jan . 16th 3:30 - 7:30pm at the Arena Banquet Room and fan. 19th 7pm at Centre Stage Theatre 
(details in the newsletter and on our website). 

Tricia Mayea 
Ma nag er of Legislative Services 
District of Summerland 
250-404-4057 
www . .summerland.ca Action 
From: summerlandofficialwebsite@gmail.com [mailto:summerlandofficialwebsite@gmail.comf lle: - l ~ 
Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2017 1:36 PM Acknowledged: 1 1~ ·I 1 1 
To: Mayor and Council <council@summerland.ca> Copy to: 
Subject: Summerland Contact Us submission - Mayor 

Council 

Name: 

Email : 
Phone: 

Address: 

City: 

Postal Code: 

Contact Me 
by; 

2332 75th Ave 

Grand Forks --[X] Email 

VCAO 
\/'Council Conespondence 

- Rttading File: 
= Agenda Item: e H 
Referred to 

Department: Council 

Comments: 

As a long time Okanagan resident, I am quite familiar with the area of the proposed multi-family 
seniors development on Banks Crescent. My only concern is it's effect on the ground water and 
possible adverse effects to the Summerland Trout Hatchery's water usage. I believe this can be 
alleviated if it is addressed from the beginning of the development process. I have no object ion to the 
development itself as long as steps are taken to ensure pure water for the hatchery. Summerland is 
well aware of water issues with their own reservoir problems over the years. Lets not have the same 
issues with the hatchery. The developer should be made to do whatever is required to ensure the 
pristine quality of this water source for all contingencies due to this project. Thank you so much. 



January 17 , 2017 

Mayor and Counci l 

RECEIVED 
JAN 1 7 2017 

P~lrto! or Summ rland 

I wish to pass on to you, my thoughts r egarding the 
"Proposed Development at 1 3610 Banks Crescent " 

I cannot support t his proposal i n any way , shap e or form 
due t o knowi ng the history of the "clay banks " in this 
area. We are alwn.ys seeing small slides, not only here in 
Sununerland but also i n various areas along the highway t o 
Pen t icton . Indeed, we did have a slide i n Lower Town t hat 
took ou t a home and resulted in the dcuth of the homeowner 
who was in his home at the t ime the slide came down. In 
fac t , there are t wo (2} vacant stores still stand ing t hat 
were right next to where the slide came down. Those stores 
are i n the "red zone" and cannot be used n ow. 

Tuscan Terrace homes , ove r looki ng Peach Orchard Park, are 
currently beir.g reinforced due to, as I have been giv en t o 
understand, the balcony(s ) arc coming off and other 
problems . Is this not a warning o f wha t could happen wi th 
t his proposed project? 

Currently this property is being used for a vineyard. The 
root s ystem of the grapes could well be helping to hold the 
soi l i n place , but when they are gone - ??? Also, should 
you approve this project - what about all of the vibration 
from the machinery and equipment working on the clay bank 
and/or excavating the area? 

The r oad (s) in t he area are not wide enough to handle 
additional traffic and, at the same time , see sidewalks 
installed . People need to get out and walk for exercise , 
but this is not an area conducive to walkinq due to t he 
narrow r oads and steep hi lls , et c . 

A p r o jec t , like this, i s needed up town on the old Kelly 
Care properly. This property is an eyesore with all of the 
weeds that grow there now and vehicles parked "wily nilly" 
during t he summer . 

Thi s proj e ct is saying that t hey will have their own 
Pharmacy - NO. We have three Pharmacies in town and we need 
to support them, not l ose them. 



They want to have their own "high end" restaurant. We 
already have Zias Restaurant. Let's support it, not lose 
it. 

A movie theatre is also proposed - again, we have the 
theatre attached to the High School. Why can't they use it 
and keep it open - not be an exclusive group. We NEED 
SUPPORT - not exclusivity that will not keep the 
business/shopping area open. 

If this proposal were built in the downtown core, the 
residents could walk to the Library and help keep it open. 
We have, unfortunately, lost the Bulk Food store that 
people could walk to - is that what we want to see take 
place with other business outlets in the downtown core????? 
Stores are closing because there is no support and senior 
residents and others are being forced to travel to 
Penticton to get the necessities of life? We need to look 
seriously at how this proposal will ultimately affect the 
overall health of Surnrnerland and its citizens - both young 
and old alike. 

We are currently seeing a potential problem with not enough 
Doctors in Surnrnerland for the current population. This 
proposal, adding how many more people that will ultimately 
require a physician, could be an issue that would affect 
all of the people in this community. Until we can get 
enough Doctors and clinics for our current citizens, we 
need to apply the brakes to a huge proposal such as this. 

Should this proposal be approved, be built and then - OOPS! 
A slide takes place resulting in how many deaths and 
injuries - who would ultimately be blamed? What about 
insurance coverage and/or compensation? Would the Municipal 
council of the day have to face "the music" and take part 
of the blame for this decision having been made? Could 
there be a lawsuit over a situation such as this? I feel 
that ~due diligence" needs to be applied and the proposal 
be turned down now and not wish that it had been. 

Since.rely 

/J '1 ;:] '\ .u /--<"""' 
/~ .. -·· 
Ruth···M~~nin 
Concerned Citizen 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

Rita Connacher > 

Monday, January 16, 2017 4:13 PM 
Mayor and Council 
Linda Tynan 
Today's Open House - re Banks Crescent 

Follow up 
Flagged 

I just got home from the City's hosted open house. What a bunch of crap! This was another sales opportunity for the 
developers, at tax payers expense! 

This was supposed to be an impartial, display of Information. It Is not. It is a sham and an endorsement of Lark. I asked 
Ms. Tynan why the developers were allowed to set up shop at this event and she said that it's a public event and that 
maybe they could provide information. I strongly disagree. The developers had several opportunities a I ready to 
misguide the public. This event was to be by the District for the District. 

I have rarely been so angry and frustrated in my life, to the point of tears. I have absolutely no trust in this council and 
the integrity of senior staff. I'm extremely worried about my home and feel defeated by my Council. 

Rita Connacher 
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Tricia May ea 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

DIANA SMITH 1> 

Monday, January 16, 2017 4:55 PM 

Peter Waterman; Linda Tynan; Toni Boot; Richard Barkwill; Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; 
Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Karen Jones 
13610 Banks Open House Today 

Follow up 
Flagged 

How appalling and disingenuous to have allowed both the developer and owner to be at the Open House today. 

At the November 14th council meeting you the council suggested that Lark and the Town should have independent open 
house sessions to get impartial feedback from Summerland residents. 

This open house today was a regurgitation of all Lark's promotional information from their open house in December and a 
blatant support from Town Council to try and sway the residents on this development. 

There was no new information, some conflicting information and an obvious bias with the presence of the developer. To 
say that they were there to answer questions slanted towards their needs is not being impartial. 

Town Council should be embarrassed to put on such a sham of being impartial instead of waiting to listen to ALL public 
input 
The platform of transparency this council was elected on is obviously not in play 

I am extremely concerned about the safety and future viability of my property if this is allowed to proceed and have 
absolutely no faith that this council will make an impartial decision 

Shame on you! 
Diana Smith 

1 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: Brian Wilkey < 

Sent: Monday, January 16, 2017 7:16 PM 
To: Peter Waterman; Linda Tynan; Toni Boot; Doug Holmes; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Eri n 

Carlson; Mayor and Council; Richard Barkwil l; Karen Jones 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 

January 16, 2017 

'Brian Wilkey' 
Bristow Project Open House January 16, 2017 

Follow up 

Flagged 

Dear Mayor, Town Council and CAO. 

Shame on you District of Summerland! Elected officials and senior staff. 

I was shocked at The District of Summerland Open House today allowing displays from the Lark Group. I knew that the 

Lark Group and the land owner would be present, but for the District to allow them to have several displays in place, 

simply allowed them another opportunity to market t o the cit izens of Summerland, and sent a clear message to the 

residents of Summerland. It is very evident to me now that the District has already formed some type of partnership with 

the La rk group and is doing everything in its power to get this project approved. And oh by the way District of Summerland, 

let's ca ll this project what it really is, this is a condo development, for sale and for lease, (280 units at least) with a few 

memory care units thrown in so Lark can sell it as a health complex for seniors. 

Is there anything that can be done to have the District look at this project in an Objective manner? From what I have seen 

t o date, 1 think not. If you approve the rezoning of this land and you allow the Lark group to proceed, what is going to 

happen when something on this build goes very wrong? It is not a matter of if, but a matter of when something wil l go 

wrong, because it will. Who will be liable? I would hope that elected officials who vot ed for this project could be held 

accountable. I would like to suggest our elected officials go back and re-read their own elect ion material they distributed 

last election to get themselves voted in. Are t hey following their own election promises? I thi nk not ! 

Thank you 

Brian Wilkey 

1 
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Rudi van den Broek, BSC, MPA, EDAC 
GI I t I 

January 16, ZO 17 

District of Summerlilnd 

To Whom It May Concern: 
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l wrik hi you a:> an intern~ted party to the proposed developn1ent of:.:i Seniors Hub in Lower Town Surnrner lancl. 
;,1111 an interested pi:'lrty for ;:i number of reasons - I am a biologist by training as well as a public a<lrninistrntor 
( lrnving "vnrkec.J for various lc:vcls of government for nvcr 25 year~). I om also a co nsult<rnt to the Lark c;roup 
having ;1dvist:cl the111 i 11 tlte clcvl'loprnent of thousands of senior.:;' re~ i dences and/or I ong terrn care beds. I am C.:J 

prnfesstonal project rn<rnager and hc;:i l tile<m~ consultant- over my can!er, I have h~lpcd pl;rn or deliver ovf~r $!i 

uiJlint l in SOUa] infrc1strUL'tUrl?. 

In f,1ct, !..irk Group is currently being chosen across Canada to bring national and int<~rnatinna l best pract ict'S to 
build Seniors Huhs in RC, J\lbcrta, Ontario, Newfoundland, BC cind the Man times. 

I am trained not only as a binlogist and publtc administr::itor but also els a11 evidence basc~d dt->signer - my 
cel' tific:ation is in EviJet1C:('-based DesignAccn~ditation (EOAC). In this fie ld, te<ims use fo (;t.s and real world 
d ernons trdl·ed evidence to rn<th! better design clec.isio11s aboti t projects. M~-ikin_g decisiom hased 0 11 facts improvc~s 

dcsirnl:ll<> \Jlltcome~. The propo::-cd development i.s h<1scd on evirh~nce hased design which JemonstratP.s that i t will 
improve the quality ot'life for its residents, will reduce their use of the ht::~ilth care syst<:m (fre<:ing it up for oth<:!rs) 
~llld will bring prnvidt- high qual ity rnvi ronnwnts which will be s afer an d more appropriatL'. 

As an e11v ironmentalist a11d biologist, I note too th;it a comµar.t set of buildings on the disturbed, vinryartl portion 
of the st Le will imnrove the ecology of the circa i1nd will preserve tht steep slopes and ciwironmentJJly valu;1ble 
60%i oftlu· !:iite. Grupe vi11es arc not n;~tive to the Okanag;m. Compact hou~ing improves the quality of ecosystem 
hy incn•asing green ~.p41n~ and the proptJSt'<l design relics on native species that ;ire suited to the \·Veatlwr. 

Beyond the outstanding quality (world d<t~;s i11 many ways), tlw proposed development will also be goC1d for arc;:i 
by creating j ol.>~. i1nprnvi 11g access to st?rviws .rnd im proving the hatch c~ry. 

/\s you consider this matter, I urg<' yuu to consider : 

1 J The pro posed developnwnt will likely he the Jargest employer in town which is important when 
Su in merl<md is aging, the poµu l<:1tion b shrinl<iug and tlw. nu m bcr of young adults is tlccl in i 11g ( Stc1tistics 
Cmr.Klal. 

21 Sc\l(Jols are under pres.<.ure due to declinin~ enrnlrnent - note the recc11t: pressure to close Trout Creek 
EleJTit-!ntary. 

~~) New 1ohs ;rnd 11cw younger ad Lt It:.> are necessary to nrnkt! the community sustainable and to inrreasc· t l1e 

number of shoppers in DowntfJwn - exactly the ones that will be employed. 
-1) Nol cvc1·yo1ie w<1nts or can ;ifford a single family house - tht• trend worldwide i.s to build multi unit 

Llwell ings to allow fo r helter effidency, reduced footprints a nd to increase green spact:. 

5) The proposed clevelopmen twill meet or exceed all safety and bu ilding requirements, 

6.J The proposed dc~velopn1enl will improve the fi.sh hatch ery anJ reduce the use of irrig:1tiu11 ;Jnd pesticide . .;. 



7) Only 4 0°/iJ of the site will be built on - leaving @60% preserved ;:ts green sp;:ice. 

These an; <ill facts. There are many rumours floating around that are based 011 conjecture or fear of the unknown. 

Th is is not the 1N;1 y to build a community, to create jobs, to protect the work of the h<:1tchery, or to preserve the 

environment. A focus on quality, high standards and pro<1ctive action will bui!d a sustainable Summerlaml with 

thriving retail <111d improve the world class hatchery. 

A few years ago I had the honour of leading a team that developed the Royal JuhileE~ Patient Care Centre - <1 500 

bed, elder friendly inpatient building. The rezoning raised some concerns with our neighbours there also. lam 

happy lo .say that a few years later the Patient Care Centre is an asset to the community, is supported by its 

ucighbours and hcis received national and internation01l recognition. This experience makes me confident tb;.:iJ the 

smne will happen in Summcrland. 

As an evidence-based design accredited consultant, I encourage you to make your dccisi ons \Jased on tacts, cincl 

trust to your staff ;md your processes. Ensure that there arc plans to proactively mitigating all risks while huilcling 

a positive vision for what SummerLmd can be. 

Sincerely, 

H.udi van den Broek 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 
Sent: 
To; 
Subject: 

Dear Mayor and Council. 

Marilyn Hansen "--------
Tuesday, January 17, 2017 10:33 PM 
Mayor and Council 
The Banks Development 

I went to the op~n house Monday evening to carefully look at the Banks Development Plan. The displays were wcll
presented. But I have several serious concerns: 

'.) Location: It's not the right spot for a seniors' centre. Access is steep and far from amenities. That access road is 
slippery in winter even if it's widened. The red zone is all around. How will a large development affect drainage in the red 
zone? This type of dewlopmenl should be on nat land closer to the town's centre so that inhabitants can easily walk to 
services. 

2.) The spring~ tlmt supply the fish hatchery lie underneath this property. The fish hatchery is a$ I 00,000,000 business 
supplying lakes in BC. If 1he:>e springs are compromised, there will be no remc_diatiull. Tire J1!1'nt'10Sed buiMc1· c;amm11 p.rove 
that the sprin_gs wiJLnot be adverse.I~ atiec.ted. Bu.ildi.ng thete is too riskx to threaten the fish hatch.er<. Again. the 
proposal is in a ba<l location. 

3.). Construc.ti<in: wood frame. six storeys high. We do not have a tire department capacity to fight a fire of that height. T he 
Banks development is a money-making business. They would have to pay for increased fire-fighting capacity. 

4.). Would sewer capacity have to be increa.,ed? Who would pay for this? The developer should. 

I strongly feel that this development should be in another location. and the developer should p:iy all extra costs for road
widening, sidewalks, sewer. fire-fighting equipment, water delivery .... and anything dse the council considers necessary. Tax 
payers should not have to subsidize this development. 

from Marilyn I lanscn. 76 1 I Oak A venue, Summcrland. BC, VOH-1 Z9, -
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

To Mayor and Council 

Tom Matthews .._~~~~~~~~~~_,> 
Wednesday, January 18, 2017 10:12 AM 

Karen Jones 

ICASA Resort Living 

This notice from The Summerland Waterfront Resort and Spa is in support of the ICASA Resort Living development 
We see this development as being beneficial to the Resort 
Residents at ICASA will no doubt have friends and family visiting year round that will require temporary accommodation 
which would be beneficial to our business and other businesses in the community particularly the off season 

We also do not see any significant draw backs of the development 
Sincerely 
Tom Matthews 

Tom Matthews 
General Manager 
Summerland Waterfront Resort & Spa 
13011 Lakeshore Drive South 
Summerland BC VOH 1Z1 
ph 250-494-8180 ext 4000 
fx 250-494-8190 
W\VW.summerlandresoJthotel.com 

Carmela Select 4 ~;tnr ri1ting. Hotel Association of Canada :.i ( ir:.:c11 J;.:;·, i<.1rin1:· 
This document has been sent to you by email for your convenience. Please consider the environment before 
printing. 
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Leah Schmidt 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Diemut Beck 
January 17, 2017 8:03 PM 
General Information Website 
RE; Senior's Housing Development Proposed 

Dear District of Summerland Councillors 

I am opposed to the proposed senior's housing development at Bank's Crescent on the basis it fails to meet 
the four pillars of sustainability, environmental, social, economic and cultural. 

Environmental Piltar (Environmental Responsibili ty) : 

• Energy, Air and Cl imate Change 
• Water 
• Solid Waste 
• Natural Areas 
• land Use and Built Environment 

The proposed senior's housing development does not meet the environmental pillar guidelines. Removal of 
an agricultural enterprise, which is beneficial to the climate and replacing it with a carbon intensive structure, 
has a negative impact on climate change. Additionally, the potential impact of this development on the 
downstream community and environment should be enough to reject this development application. Storm 
water management for the development will consist of dry wells, that will leach contaminants from parking 
areas and landscaping, into the water table. These contaminants will not only pollute the downstream Fish 
Hatchery, but will contribute to the harmful pollutants entering Okanagan lake. The consolidation of the land 
during and after construct ion, could lead to the spring, vital to the Fish Hatchery, being altered or negatively 
impacted. As it stands now, the agricultural property has a surrounding natural area, that acts as a wildlife 
corridor and habitat. The development will have serious implications to the wildlife diversity, access to 
adjacent wildlife corridors and the loss of vital breeding habitat. This development is an inappropriate land 
use, within the boundaries of the District of Summerland. 

Social Pillar (Social Equity); 

• Education and Learn ing 
• Health and Wellness 
• Food and Nutrition 
• Poverty and Homelessness 
• Comfort, Safety and Inclusion 

The proposed senior's housing development fails in the social pillar as it does not address education, learning, 
poverty, homelessness and inclusion. This type of development is a 'for profit' operation and the residents are 
required to contribute significant financial resources to reside there. There are no 'low income' senior's rooms 
included in the development. Removal of a parcel of la rid from the agricultural land base, does not meet the 
requirement of food security. 



Economic Pillar (Economic Health): 

• Economic Development 
• Community Economic Development 
• Labour Market Development 
• Infrastructure 
• Tourism 
• Agriculture 

While the proposed senior's housing development appears to provide economic development by means of 
development fees, taxable land base, short term construction jobs and low wage care aide jobs, it fails to 
address the cost of infrastructure development. Road, sewer, water and hydro upgrades will ultimately be 
borne by the tax payers of Summer!and. The development does nothing to promote tourlsm or bolster the 
agriculture sector, but rather detracts from them. Tourists come to Summerland for the agricultural setting 
and the adjacent Okanagan Lake. This development removes an active and viable agricultural enterprise and 
replaces it with monolithic building complex. 

Cultural Pillar: (Cultural Vitality): 

• Arts, Creativity and Entertalnment 
• History and Heritage 
• Active Citizenship 
• Diversity 

The proposed senior's housing development fails in the cultural pillar because the proposed locatlon creates a 
physical isolationism for the seniors. Residents need to be enabled to contribute to the social capital and 
cultural fabric of a community. This can only be achieved when seniors complexes are located close to the 
downtown core. 

Communities that strive to balance the four pilfars of sustainability, create vibrant and resilient places that are 
attractive to investors in industry, business and tourism and thus create employment opportunities, expand 
the tax base and add rea! wealth of community. 
While this development may create short term high paying during the construction phase, most jobs will likely 
go to people residing outside of the community of Summerland. Once operational, the senior's complex will 
only provide employment for a minimum number of low paid, permanent staff, \Vhile the municipality may 
benefit from development cost charges and a future tax base, the development will ultimately download 
infrastructure cost upgrades to the taxpayers {le: sewer, water, road upgrades, etc.). A community focused on 
sustainable development must focus on creating a dens1fied downtown core, in order to reduce the impact of 
urban sprawl on municipal infrastructure and the fragmenting or removal of vita! agricultural lands. 

I urge Counsel to reject the proposed senior1s housing development at Bank's Crescent, on the basis that the 
equal balancing of the four p!Hars of sustainabillty have not been met. I strongly urge the Council to promote 
the vacant land, on the corner of Kelly and Wharton, to the developer, as solution for a future senlor1s 
complex and a best fit for the community of Summerland, 

Sincerely, 

l 



Richard Marsden 
5316 Beaver Street 
Summerland, BC 

lf;ll This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 

L.::::'...J www.avast.com 
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January 18, 2017 

Dear Editor, 

Re: the deveJopment of Banks Crescent senior housing Development. 

RECEr\/?~1 
JAN f 8 2017 

.,.)WffY4'w 
J. ''~ ~~' • J'~ ~.UIJICTl'"rk:;r:•4 

I fully agree with the sentiments expressed by Orv and Barbara Robson and Joan Hrncirik published 

in the Summerland Review Thursday, December 22, 2016. This project is probably very good but I 

believe it should be situated in land west of Summerland. 

The spring is a geological wonder which I believe no one, no matter how well educated, can fully 

understand. It can be destroyed easily and never replaced. Please reconsider the Jocation. 

I would like to remind our council one of the items on their election platform was to preserve farm 

land. l don't believe size should influence the decision. I would hope they would add important places, 

such as the spring, to this consideration. 
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January 20, 2017 

Mayor Waterman and Council Members, 

Regarding the 13610 Banks Crescent Jan 19th Public Information Presentation and Q&A session: 

Last night we heard a lot of talk about how the municipality needs to expand its tax base, and we heard some 

vague numbers around how much tax revenue this development would generate. 

Personally, I would prefer this piece of property to remain as agricultural land forever but I recognize that 

through the hard efforts of various groups and committees' studying the future of Summerland, this land has 

been designated for medium density development within the Official Community Plan, and I respect their efforts 

and insights. 

I believe that an important consideration of the tax value of this development has to include what the tax value 

of the property would be if it was developed within the spirit of the OCP rather than amending the OCP to 

upgrade the designation from Medium Density to High Density. 

Predictably, less Property Tax would be generated, but the social and environmental impact would also be much 

less and maybe this is a fair compromise. 

Additionally, hard to factor in accurately, but important to consider is the tax benefit to all of Summerland by 

opening up this land to a development that would welcome a moderate number of young families rather than a 

high number of seniors. 

Not to pick on seniors, but young families spend a lot more money! They will be shopping locally for groceries, 
bikes for their kids, meal at restaurants, home repair supplies, etc. In contrast, seniors by & large tend to 
carefully guard their remaining finances to ensure they have enough to "see them out". Seniors would make 
trips to the in-house coffee shop and hair salon, but this would do nothing to support Summerland's city centre 
retail core. Now try to factor into your tax revenue equation the tax value of a robust town centre! 

Also, last night we heard repeatedly that the studies submitted to-date should be considered preliminary and 
not definitive; further studies on virtually all areas of concern are required. This stands in stark contrast to the 
message from the developers at open houses and through flyers, where they have provided "facts to 
misconceptions," such as stating that the fish hatchery will not be affected, traffic studies have shown no 
problems, and the development is consistent with the OCP. None of these statements are actual facts; all these 
topics still require more studies, yet the developer continues to chant this erroneous mantra presumably 
because they think they can dupe the good citizens of Summerland into believing them. I would certainly 
recommend that someone on council or staff take the developer aside and advise them to stop making these 
misrepresentations as all they are doing is fueling the fires of discontent! 

In closing, thank you for the opportunity to present our many concerns yesterday. It was a stressful evening for 
us all and I look forward to future constructive dialogue. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Courtemanche 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: Tricia Mayea 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 11 :03 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Summerland Contact Us submission 

Good morning Mr. Rasmussen, 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the proposed development on Banks Crescent. 

Council will receive it in correspondence and it will form part of the Public Hearing. 

Tricia Mayea 
Manager of legislative Services 
District of Summerland 
250-404-4057 
www.surnmerland.ca 

From: summerlandoffidalwebsite@gmail.com [mailto:summerlandofficialwebsite@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 9:42 AM 
To: Mayor and Council <council@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Summerland Contact Us submission 

Name: john rasmussen 
Email : 

Phone: -Address: 12591 taylor Place 

City: summerland 
Postal Code: vOh 1z8 

Contact Me 
by: 

Department: 

[X] Email 

Council 

Comments: 

I just wanted to mention my support for the new seniors development. Are there issues, certainly but 
all of these can be mitigated by proper planing. The increased tax revenue, jobs (short and long term) 
and a new seniors residence, is beneficial for all of us. Please do not be swayed by the organized 
NIMBY protests. 
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Michael and Valli Scheuring 
101-6114 Faircrest Street, Summerland, BC, VOH !Zl 

RECEIVED 
JAN 2 0 2017 
./ rif 3ummerlnna,. 

- .. --·-----·------····--··-·--·---·--------
To: 
Mayor of Summerland 
Council Members 

Dear Mayor, dear Members of Council, 

We are very disturbed with regard to the plans of the Lang family to change their 
vineyard below Solly Road into a very high density senior living complex. We are 
opposing this plan for the following reasons: 

1) It would be absolute extreme to re-zone agricultural land to not only residential 
one family homes but to a project of five to six storey high buildings which would 
create an island in Summerland with the highest density in our community. The 
Lang family and their developer spoke about three hundred units which means 
approximately 600 inhabitants and up to 200 service, maintenance and support 
staff. 

2) Traffic on Solly Road would increase more than three fold as all these residents 
have no services down in the ravine/valley which means they will have to travel 
this road into town. During the 3-5 year construction the truck and heavy 
machinery traffic would be impossible to cope. It would disrupt the usual traffic 
of cars, bicycles and people walking Solly Rd as well as adjacent side roads. The 
sharp corner to Bristow Rd. would become unmanageable for residents of 
Faircrest Street and Bristow Rd. I would also like to point out that there is a no 
truck traffic sign on Solly Rd and this is for a reason. Accidents would become 
unavoidable and the air and noise pollution for the established residents 
unacceptable. 

3) The construction of five to six storey buildings would harshly disrupt the peace 
and comfort of living for all existing residents in this part of lower town. The 
influx of up to 800 people would upset the entire area. High density projects in 
our opinion should be centered around downtown in order to revive our 
commercial sector. 

4) Summerland has no fire fighting equipment for five to six storey high buildings. 
The existing tax payers would have to pay for new fire trucks in order so that this 
private project would be safe in an emergency. Ambulance service would be 
struggling with the concentration of 600 seniors in this small space. New residents 
to Summerland struggle for 5-6 years to finally find a family physician. Where 
would 600 more senior residents find family physicians as well as appropriate 
health care? 



5) The fresh water supply for the fish hatchery would be in jeopardy with this high 
density plan so close to their facility. 

6) There are already 13 retirement resorts similar to the proposed project, but smaller 
in size, in the area between Kelowna and Penticton. In our opinion this is not an 
appropriate location for senior citizens as they would be trapped in this valley and 
only had the opportunity to leave on scheduled bus trips. It is always delightful to 
see senior, still independent, walking or driving around Penticton being able to 
shop, dine etc. where they wish instead of being dependent on the restaurant 
which this development would provide for them. We urge the council members to 
think of how they would feel in their later years to be confined in this valley away 
from downtown shopping, dining, doctors and various other services. 

7) The Lang family and their developers presented this new development as though 
it was a gift to Summerland seniors. In truth it is pure greed to achieve maximum 
return for a vineyard at the expense of the residents living close by right now. The 
company pamphlet and the invitation for the information meeting was very 
deceiving and manipulative. The talk was about a breath taking 14 acre parcel 
designed to reduce local impact, keeping the serenity of the location, minimal 
impact on traffic to the adjacent street net work and minimal obstruction of 
neighbouring views. Does the mayor and council really agree with this? 

Thank you very much for considering our points of opposition to this development 
project. 
Best regards, 
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January 20, 2017 

Mayor Waterman and Council Members, 

Rega rd in g the 13610 Ban ks Crescent Jan 19th Pub I ic Information Presentation and Q&A session: 

Last night we heard a lot of talk about how the municipality needs to expand its tax base, and we heard some 

vague numbers around how much tax revenue this development would generate. 

Personally, I wou Id prefer this piece of property to remain as agricultural land forever but I recognize that 

through the hard efforts of various groups and committees' studying the future of Summerla nd, this land has 

been designated for medium density development within the Official Community Plan, and I respect their efforts 

and insights. 

I believe that an important consideration of the tax value of this development has to include what the tax value 

of the property would be if it was developed within the spirit of the OCP rather than amending the OCP to 

upgrade the designation from Medium Density to High Density. 

Predictably, less Property Tax would be generated, but the social and environmental impact would also be much 

less and maybe this is a fair compromise. 

Additionally, hard to factor in accurately, but important to consider is the tax benefit to all of Summerland by 

opening up th is land to a development that would welcome a moderate number of young families rather than a 

high number of seniors. 

Not to pick on seniors, but young families spend a lot more money! They will be shopping locally for groceries, 
bikes for their kids, meal at restaurants, home repair supplies, etc. In contrast, seniors by & large tend to 
carefully guard their remaining finances to ensure they have enough to "see them out". Seniors would make 
trips to the in-house coffee shop and hair salon, but this would do nothing to support Summerland's city centre 
retail core. Now try to factor into your tax revenue equation the tax value of a robust town centre! 

Also, last night we heard repeatedly that the studies submitted to-date should be considered preliminary and 
not definitive; further studies on virtually al I areas of concern are required. This stands in stark contrast to the 
message from the developers at open houses and through flyers, where they have provided "facts to 
misconceptions," such as stating that the fish hatchery will not be affected, traffic studies have shown no 
problems, and the development is consistent with the OCP. None of these statements are actual facts; all these 
topics still require more studies, yet the developer continues to chant this erroneous mantra presumably 
because they think they can dupe the good citizens of Summerland into believing them. I would certainly 
recommend that someone on council or staff take the developer aside and advise them to stop making these 
mis representations as a 11 they a re doing is fue Ii ng the fires of discontent! A. 

In closing, thank you for the opportunity to present our many concerns yesterday. It was a stressfu~~fnl9or 
us all and I look forward to future constructive dialogue. File:---------
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Mayor and Council members: 

rt 

January 13, 2017 7:31 AM 

Peter Waterma n; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barl<will; Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; 

Doug Holmes 
question and answer session january 19th, 2017 

Regarding the question and answer session on January 19th,2017 I suggest that ALL members of council should be 

present. This w ill help eliminate any concerns of misinterpretation of both the questions and answers when council 
deliberates on January 23. 

Mary-Anne MacDonald 
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Karen Jones 

From~ 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Donna Wahl > 
January 12, 2017 10:06 PM 
Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Peter Waterman; Richard Barkwill; 
Toni Boot 
FW: Public info session 

Dear Mayor and elected Council officials. 

I was upset to hear recently that elected Cl)uncil members will not be available during the public Q & A session 
regarding the proposed development on Banks Cres. lhal is slaled for January 19'11

• 

Mr. Waterman - my question is why not? Do you plan on taking all questions and concerns to council yourself? 
If so, doesn't that put ycrnr personal bias onto this whole decision of re-zoning land from Agriculture to High 
Density Living? 

We all know how you feel about it. Why not let Council members hear for themselves how the rest of the 
residents of Summcrland feel about it? This is supposed to be a fair dedsion based on majority opinion. Have 
you so quickly forgotten the very reasons why you were voted in? 

Donna Wahl 
Now a VERY concerned resident. 

From: Rita Connacher V 
Sent: January 12, 2011 4:5/ PM 
To: Mary-MacDonald; David Courtemanche; Doug Wahl; 'Aart Dronkers'; 'Christophe Pelletier'; Barbara Robson; 

; 'Jenny Chick'; Orville & Barbara Robson; 'Tyler Chick'; DIANA SMITH; 'Karen & Bob Walker' 
Subject: RE: Public info session 

Hi Guy~, 

KM en Walker h<is kindly agreed to send the attached lett12 r to Linda, council and to the editor. Another letter of n1i 11e is 
bHng published in the paper next wcel< so we thought it would have !non~ effrct if it was sent from ~omeo11c who 
tia~;n't w1iltr>11 hefore. 

BUT, I did just s~nd this to Lincia with cc to council. Same message, different words ... 

l\eep up 1he pres5urn fullcs. Or a~ our goorl neighbour once sa id ''Let's make some noise! ". 
f~i t~i 

Dear Ms. Tynan, 

At the Nov 141
h council meeting, the gallery was assured that they would get the opportunity to have a conversation 

with mayor AND council regarding the luxury Condo Development at Banks Crescent. I understand that now it will only 
be the mayor and staff that will be available on Jan 19th? Why? The mayor only has one vote on this after 
all. Councilors are also elected officials and have a responsibility to the public, don't they? 
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Also, in the Penticton Herald today, you were quoted as saying that staff needs time to summarize the public input for 
council. Why? With all due respect, how does staff determine what is important and what is not? Isn' t everyone's 
opinion important and valid in its entirety? 

Sincerely, 

Rita Connacher 
Summerland, BC 

From: Rita Connacher 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 11:48 AM 
To: 'Mary-MacDonald'; David Courtemanche; Doug Wahl; 'Aart Dronkers'; 'Christophe Pelletier'; Barbara Robson; 

; 'Jenny Chick'; Orville & Barbara Robson; 'Tyler Chick'; DIANA SMITH; 'Karen & Bob Walker' ______ .,,... 
Subject: Public info session 

Sencl1 ng this tad ti y if rh er 4:
1 s no objection ... 

T h.:.nk.,, 
Rita 

CompJad by. ___,gP-t-· _-__ : 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc 

Subject: 

Aart & Jos Dronkers "'-----=-.,; 
January 21, 2017 12:28 PM 
Peter Waterman; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin Carlso n; 

Doug Holmes; Linda Tynan 
dan.ashton@bcliberaI.com; kyle .g i rgan@gofishbc.com; stacy.webb@gofishbc.com; 

editor@pentictonherald.ca; editor@pentictonwesternnews.com; 
news@summerlandreview.com 

The letter accompanying my questions at the Q&A Session January 19, 2017 

Dear Mayor Waterman, Dear Council Members, Dear CAO, 

Please find below the letter I wrote. with more details regarding my questions during the Q&A Session January 
19, 2017. Hopefully you will find it interesting and pertinent. There is one thing that is not mentioned but is 
important nonetheless: Once the buildings would be completed and something would happen to the aquifer, a 
c.:hange in flow, increased turbidity, etc, will it not be near to impossible to do any research as to what has 
caus~d or is causing these changes? Would the buildings and developed surroundings nol inhibit 
c:ompn:hensive li..1lure work? 

January 19 meeting Q&A Regarding Bristow Development Proposal 

Dear Mayor, Dear Council Members, Dear Staff Members, 

I would like to ask you about 3 topics of major concern: 

1. The aquifer for Shaughnessy Springs and thus the Hatchery 

2. The Soil Stability and Bearing Capacity at the proposed Site 

3. The Slope Stability of the Red Zones surrounding the site 

Rather than raise too many questions with you, I have decided to give you the key information and then focu s 
on a few key questions at the end. 

1 . The aquifer. The aquifer feeding the Shaughnessy Springs is an artesian aquifer. An artesian aquifer is a 

water bearing layer confined by an overlying impermeable layer, kept under pressure. This is why the 

Shaughnessy Springs have a more or less constant flow ("'2800 liters/min). Th is aquifer is believed to be 

f ed by mainly 2 creeks, Prairie Creek and Eneas Creek. Whether the aquifer is one connected aquifer or 

consists of several water bearing bodies is, as far as I know, unknown. The aquifer is updip from 

Shaughnessy Springs under the proposed Site} although the exact location and depth of the aquifer is 

unknown . Piteau engineering has estimated a depth to aquifer in their report} but this is speculative and 

no more than an estimate. None of the wells drilled} except the 2 deepest and closest to the Shaughnessy 

Springs, have encountered the water-table at a depths of about 30 m bgs (27-3Sm}, although moist was 

encountered in most of the wells at shallower depths. Key for the existence of the Hatchery is to ensure 

that the water-ftow is undisturbed and consistent in quality. This means not only the aquifer itself, but as 

much the impermeable layer that keeps the aq ui fer from discharging to the surface. So even if the aquifer 
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is 20m from the bottom of the parkade (Piteau's estimate), the impermeable layer will be shallower and 

more at risk. 

An interesting recent phenomenon is worth mentioning: Several years ago an empty lot at the end of 

Morrow Av was very wet, with a puddle and a spring on it, likely fed by an (artesian) aquifer uphill. Water 

flooded and flowed down Morrow Avenue. The lot has been for sale for many years. Then they build on 

the hill above the lot and the well stopped about 3 years ago and now the lot is dry. Then about a year 

ago, 2 new wells (water outlets) popped up further downdip along Morrow Avenue near the Summer Gate 

Winery. Although there is never any clear proof, this may be another example that artesian aquifers are 

under pressure and in many ways unpredictable. If you disturb the flow system it will find a new outlet 

somewhere and ruin the land and/or cause landslides. This process may happen rather suddenly or take a 

lot of time. This can also happen in the Bristow Valley. 

A different but also important risk element could be the design of the elevators in the complex. I have not 

been able to find out which type of elevators are planned. For a 6 story building it may need to be a 

conventional hydraulic or roped hydraulic elevator, both of which require a pit below the floor of the 

elevator, i.e. deeper than the parkade, and consequently would pose additional risk for the aquifer 

system. If they can build the lift system on top of the buildings, the buildings will become higher again 

than presently presented! Also, hydraulic fluids may get into run-off and eventually contaminate the water 

source. 

Any disturbance in the integrity of the overburden of the aquifer, such as cracks, faults or deformation 
like tilting or folding, will influence the water flow and in the worst case cause breakthrough and 
discharge of water to the surface. If that happens it will cause subsidence, slumping, sliding etc, with all 
the devastating consequences for the complex itself as much as for the surrounding cliffs. This process 
can be sudden or can take years to show itself. Also, changes in water quality at Shaughnessy Springs 
could have dire consequence for the hatchery. Run-off from high density development can contaminate 
the source water and cause increased turbidity. With the limited knowledge we have on what the depth 
to aquifer and overlying confinement is, we and our municipality are facing a risk we cannot afford to 
toke. 

2. Soil Stability in the Site area. Standard Penetration Testing (SPT) was done to estimate the relative density 
of the soil at the proposed Site (basically you hammer a cylinder in the ground and measure how many 
blows you need to penetrate one foot). Of the 8 holes, 7 were tested with SPT down to ""lOm, and the 
values range from <10-30. Two tests were higher, up to 40, but this is mainly where, I understand, they hit 
a rock in a gravel layer. In my interpretation, following SPT standards, the largely loosely to un
consolidated sediments would be defined as loose to compact. Rock Glen engineering states that based 
on the test-drilling and SPT information the silts have relative densities in the firm to very stiff range, with 
values of 50-lOOKpa. Interestingly, the unit Kpa is not a unit of relative density (which has no unit and is 
expressed in%). Kpa is a unit expressing pressure per area (in this case probably Bearing Capacity). 
Generally values of 50-lOOKpa define Bearing Capacities of Very Soft Clays & Silts to Firm Clays & Medium 
Dense Sands, which would be in line with the SPT values! So, given these data there is risk/or subsidence 
on this site. Furthermore if water gets into the system and saturates the surficial sediments the chance 
of subsidence and slumping will be much higher. 
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3_ Slope Stability. Slope stability is a real issue in Summerland, The cliffs surrounding the Site are mainly 
glacial lacustrine and fluvial silts and tills, largely unconsolidated sediments, that can slump and slide 
easily. This ls why they are designated red.zone areas, 

There are many landslides recorded in Summerland ii could find 9 +the recent one in Peachland) and,,, 
they are still happening, among them: 

• The well~known Perpetual Slide in Paradise Flats and Trout Creek Canyon, which started in 1914 

and was stlll recorded in 2012 ! 
• On Walter Road about 20 years ago a vineyard lost 1~2 acres of land that slid down the cliff toward 

the highway because of a water leak 
• Lakeshore Drive slide in September 92 that took out a garage on the lake slde, coming across the 

road, and leaving over 4 feet deep of silt on the road. 

• A more surprising and less known one is the home on 6119 Solly Road that dropped some 6~12 

inches in 1998 because of a water leak on Latimer Av. Some $200,000 !n repair costs. 

• The Bob Campbell Vineyard on 6902/04 Switchback Rd 10 years ago lost a lot of land after a major 
landslide down the cliff caused by heavy rainfall 

• The worst case happened in September 1970 when a large silt bluff slumped and flowed down as a 

dry cohesion-less mass at the far end of Falrcrest St directly on the south flank of the Bristow 

Valley. It destroyed a small motel, killed 1 mon and hospitalized his wife. Again the conclusion 

was that irrigation water saturated the sediments over time to a level where shear stress could not 

hold them In place. 

• Tuscan Terrace is a major recent one and instability and repair is still ongoing today. 

• The most recent one happened between Summerland and Peachland, said to be due to a water 

leak. 

I would like to quote a paragraph from the Ministry of Energy & Mines website about landslides: 

What causes Landslides? 

Many factors contribute to the instabillty of slopes, among them the configuration of the slope, the 
geometry of the slope, and ground-water conditions. 

Landslides can be triggered by gradual processes such as weathering, or by external mechanisms 
including: 

• Undercutting of a slope by stream erosion, wove action, glaciers, or human activity such as 
road building, 

• Shocks or vibrations caused by earthquakes or construction activity, 

• Loading on upper slapes? 

• Intense or prolonged rainfall, rapid snowmelt, or sharp fluctuations in ground-water levels, 
etc 

Ground water flow systems as well as undermining of slopes exert critical influence on shear strength 
of the sediments and thus slope stab!lity. Once the stress equilibrium ls disrupted, sliding and slumping 
occurs, 

Therefore, heavy building activity and excavation right next to the red zone steep slope areas will pose a 
high risk far slope stability and hence slumping. If build Ing activity and, over time, the weight of the 
structure itself would disrupt the aquifer and overburden and artesian water would discharge, the 
building site as well as the steep cliffs adjacent to the site may start moving downslope. All homes on 
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top of the bluffs surrounding the Bristow Valley proposed building site are vulnerable for this situation. 
There was an incident in Williams Lake in 1992 that may serve as an example for the homes surrounding 
Bristow Valley. A building was an the edge of a major slope failure and had cons;derable damage from 
undercutting of the slope area (courtesy of the Ministry of Health). 

Furthermore, what is truly troubling and very misleading vis~a~vis the public are statements from the lark 

Group representatives, In a recent radio intervlevJ I heard, quote, "we are 100% confident that all 

hydrogeology and erosion concerns have been mitigated", and in their January brochure I read "The fish 

Hatchery and Aquifer wiU not be impacted" ... and further in the brochure ... quote "for these reasons the 

aqulfer and the hatchery are entirely safe and will remain undlsturbed!", 

How can that be? •.. no actual work has been done to mitigate any of these concerns and there are no 
statements of certainty and/or proof in the engineering reports! Some of the statements in the reports 

pertaining to these concerns are as follows: elevated turbidity is a moderate risk; risk anticipated to be 
limited; risk considered law; heavy truck traffic combined with exposed 50ils presents a risk to water quality 
within the Shaughnessy Springs; mobilized sediments could potentially increase turbidity. 

Furthermore the disclaimer at the bottom of the report reads: Any use that a third party makes af this 
report, or any reliance on or decisions based upon it are the responsibility of such third parties, Piteau 
accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions or actions 
made based on this repott. Although these disclaimers are common practice, in this particular case it will 

open up a large pot of worms if something goes wrong in Bristow Valley during and/or after construction, 

even many years later, How does our mayor and council plan to assume any potential liability that could occur 

through damage to bordering homes and the Fish Hatchery? And are you willing to take this risk? 

So, my questions to you, dear Mayor, Dear Council, Dear Staff is 

• What is your own interpretation of the Engineering Reports. Is there risk or no risk? 

• Are you willing to take this risk and why? 

• How does our mayor and council plan to assume any potential liability that could occur through damage 

to bordering homes and the Fish Hatchery? 

• Are you willing to be responsibility for any damages and in the worst case loss of life? 

Aart J. Dronkers 

Summerland 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

cottrells < a> 
January 20. 2017 5:02 PM 
Peter Waterman; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; 
Doug Holmes 
Britow valley Development 

To Mayor and Councilors 

I attended the Q and A session on Thursday night and have some comments before you vote on this on 
Monday. 

The sheer size of this project as presently conceived is undoubtedly going to lead to major traffic concerns 
which have not been addressed to anyway near a satisfactory state. To house that number of people in a 
contained area, with narrow roads leading to and from the bottom of the valley, will lead to problems and 
accidents, I am certain. 

The other major problem I have is with the possible effect on the Shaughnessy Springs water supply to the fish 
hatchery. At the moment, the only information I have seen on this is a report from the developer's consultant 
saying essentially 'things are peachy here folks'. Due diligence calls for a much greater level of confidence that 
there is in fact a very low probability of a problem here. 

I would have much less problem w ith this project if it was t o be scaled bad< to say 3 levels of housing and one 
level of parking. This would have the effect of lowering traffic levels and require far less in the way of deep 
pile foundation intrusion into the silt overlay of the aquifer. Fewer major modifications to infrastructure 
supply (power, water, sewer etc.} would then be needed. This would be fewer dollars in the developers' 
pocket, but the town is not here to ensure they get exactly what they want. 
My guess is that many of the immediate neighbors would be able to cope more easily with a downsized 
project. 

I wish you well in your deliberations. 

Tony Cottrell 
4811 Croil Ave 
ph ._ ___ _ 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Subject: 

Peter Waterman 
FW: seniors housing 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Norah Keating <norah.1-.caLinl!(({)ualhcrta.ca> 
Date: Tue, Jan JO, 2017 at 4:05 AM 

Subject: sen iors h~using ------
To: Erin Carlson 

Hi Erin 

T've taken a very brief look at the proposal. http://www.summl'rland.ca/planning-building/hanks-crescc:nl 

There are some questions that I'd want to pose or ask council to consider before making a final decision. J 
realize that some of these may be answe.red in the documents on the website . Apologies ifl missed them. 

1. How did they dete.rmine the balance of 'market', ' independent living' and 'assisted living' ? How are each 
of these defined? There is a preponderance of market housing. I wonder what the municipality thinks about 
where. the greatest housing need is among older people who might be living in Summerland or wish to move 
there. One of the big issues in Canada around seniors housing is access to affordable supportive housing with 
service. Is 'independent living• the same as ' market' exce,pt that IL is subsidized? 

2. for years the.re has been discussion of a 'continuum of care' in which people can move from independent 
li ving to receiving some services at home to nursing home. The concept of assisted Ii ving came into vogue a 
decade o r more ago when there was an idea that there was a group of people who just needed a bit of assistance 
such has having housing with meals provided. It turns out that for most people with chronic health problems, 
assisted living works only for a short time and then higher levels of care are necessary. What provision will be 
made for such high levels of care that likely will he needed by those who move into assisted living? Does 
Summcrlond have the capacity to accommodate more nursing home residents? 

3. The Heath Tech company that is associated with the ICare group sounds rather flaky to me, promoting ideas 
that as far as l know have little evidence of usefulness. 

4. St Elizabeth's Health Care. You mentioned that this is the service delivery organization. I've heard of them 
::ind generally like what l hear. The. not-for-profit sector in delivery of home care and related services has a 
fairly good reputation across lhe country. The questions I would have are: 

a. Do they have any track .record in Summerland? When I looked at their website, it seems like 
they are hased in Ontario. That's where I know them from. ALL of the johs posled on their 
website arc Ontario jobs. Hiring people locally will be good for the Summerland economy. Will 
they compete with other organizations that already exist here? How are home care and other 
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services funded? Are their exclusive contracts to a particular service provider? My experience 
with competitive processes for home care delivery (Ontario and Alberta) is that contracts are 
tendered and providers may change regularly. Last year a provider in Edmonton secured a home 
care contract and was unable to deliver promised services. What safeguards will be in place to 
ensure good quality and consistent services. 

b. Who will be charged with providing supportive services once the building is completed? 

Hope that this helps a bit. I'm off to the UK tomorrow and will be back in Summerland on Jan 25. 

AU the best 

Norah 

Norah C Keating, PhD, FCAHS 

Director. The Global Social Initiative on Ageing (GSIA). International Association of Gerontology and Geria.trics 
Professor of Rural Ageing , Centre for Innovative Ageing , Swansea University. UK 

Co-director , Research on Aging, Policies and Practice (RAPP), University of Alberta, Canada 

Extraordinary Professor, Africa Unit tor Transdisciplinary Health Research (AUTHeRJ, North-West University South 
Africa 

norab_~eating@ualbert;:i CJ 

~ · Keatinq@swansea.ac Uk 

Mobile (Canada) +1 780 904-8117 

Mobile (UK): +44 (0)7428 053651 
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Tricia Mayea 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Erin Carlson 
Thursday, January 19, 2017 8:30 AM 
Linda Tynan; Tricia Mayea 

Subject: Fwd: Public Q & A session tomorrow 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Donna Wahl < -------Date: January 18, 2017 at 7:12:17 PM PST 
To: Doug Holmes <dholmeslfilsummerland.ca>, Erin Carlson <ecar lsonrllJ.summcrland . <.:~1>, Erin 
Trainer <c<11·~.1j11c;rfr:Usurnmcrland.L:a>~ Janet Peake <.U1eukcQt)summe1'larid.ca>, Peter Waterman 
<mavorr.aisunm1crJand. Cfl>, Robert Bark will <rbark wi 11 Gilsumm.1.: rlan(Lca>, Toni· Boot 
<tbootri'.iJ,stunmerland.ca> 
Subject: Public Q & A session tomorrow 

Dear Mayor and elected Council Officials, 
Again, the email below, originally sent on January 12ch 2017, has neither been 

answered nor posted on the website. I hope it will be and I hope that all the 

members of council will be at tomorrow evening's Public Question and Answer 
session as I believe you need to hear the public's concerns or questions for 
yourself to make a truly informed decision. 
Sincerely, 
Donna Wahl 

From: Donna Wahl t] 
Sent: January 12, 2017 10:06 PM 
To: Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Peter 
Waterman; Robert Barkwill; Toni Boot 
Subject: FW: Public info session 

Dear Mayor and elected Council officials, 

I was upset to hear recently that elected council members will not be available 
during the public Q & A session regarding the proposed development on Banks 
Cres. that is slated for January 19th. 



Mayor Waterman- my question is why not? Do you plan on taking all questions 
and concerns to counci1 yourself? If so, doesn't that put your personal bias onto 
this whole decision of re-zoning land from Agriculture to High Density Living? 

We all know how you feel about it. Why not let Council members hear for 
themselves how the rest of the residents of Summerland feel about it? This is 
supposed to be a fair decision based on majority opinion. Have you so quickly 
forgotten the very reasons why you were voted in? 

Donna Wahl 
Now a VERY concerned resident. 
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Karen Jones 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Drew Kuchta > 

January 23, 2017 2:32 PM 
Peter Waterman; Mayor and Council 
Input: Rezoning 13610 Banks Crescent 

Dear Mayor Waterman, Councillors Trainer, Peake, Barkwill, Boot, Carlson, Holmes, 

Re: OCP Rezoning application for 13610 Banks Crescent 

I write today lo offer my thoughts and, ultimately, call to reject the proposal before you. I have reviewed the 
two videos posted by Summerland Council on the municipal website, and reviewed the extensive 
correspondence attached to this file, and will address those briefly, but I believe a more fundamental framework 
for viewing this application has not been cohesively voiced to date. 

I support densification. as it represents the most efficient use of space for habitation within our limited available 
lands. Over 30% of Summerland's land is zoned in the ALR, with a large proportion of the. remaining lands 
being mountainside where a project of this scale would encounter far greater engineering costs. Those costs 
would necessarily increase the finished per-unit price such that it would narrow the field of prospective buyers 
or, possibly, affect the viability of the entire project. Wilh that in mind, in our case it mu:>t be prelerable to 
build high befi.>re we build wide, in order to gain the greatest use from a given parcel ofland. 

This is particularly relevant to me as my wife and I. both in our 30's, have lived in Summerland for 4 years and 
this past summer purchased our first home in town. Having recently been through the process of searching for 
a home that we could afford, I regret to say that Summcrland had limited options for homes in our price 
range. In fact, we had no less than 5 failed bids before a successful 6th attempt, such was the competition for 
houses at what are considered to be entry-level prices. Had we been willing to relocate to Penticton our options 
were far more plentiful, and we know personally three couples who've moved to this valley from Vancouver (as 
we did) who looked to Summcrland but opted otherwise because of the lack of available dwellings. We're all 
young(ish) couples who are looking to set down roots, start a family, or continue the families we already have. 

I th ink that this age range is exactly what Summerland should be attracting. We bring long-term contributions 
fo the ta;.: base, we se~k to rai~e children in loeal schools which we've watched nearly close, we are in an 
expanding phase of lifo as our careers mature and we look to trade-up irl prop~rty, and w~ seek to be active 
members of this community. This isn't to the exclusion of :>eniors, who by all means bring contribution to their 
communities. rather this point is to emphasise what has not been brought up: that our greatest success will come 
from mixed housing. and a diverse range of inhabitants. 

This project simply does not address those needs, selling vacation units and a senior's ghetto with proposed 
walkways up to town that fow people, seniors or otherwise, would opt for. Where are the townhomes or 
rowhouses? The range of bachelor, single-, double-, and triple-bedroom units? Rooftop gard<:'n 
spac~? Playgrounds on site? These kinds of places attract a wide range of people with a wide range of 
incomes., provide more options for trading-up, and allow for low-inc-0me subsidised housing to factor into our 
community. 

In short, the vision for this project is narrow in scope and limited in practice. And I very much wish to see 
vision re1lected in the decision-making process for this project. as with the mentioned limited lands available to 
us we have limited opportunities, and while that docs mean fewer options for invesiment in Summerland, more 



so J think it calls for a deep vi sion in seeing which investments will bring the greatest long term benefit to our 
community. 

I reject the lure of jobs as put forih by the developer, both in construction and in the long term, as the former 
they acknowledge would be drawn from around the valley, and the latter, 75-1 00 fte j obs, is a guess based on a 
best-case scenario. I don't budget on guesswork, and I urge you to devalue these figures in your deliberations. 

I reject the use of teleconference care for seniors; this practice is in place in remote communities where access 
is limited, but it is not a practice that delivers the best outcomes for patient care. All patients meet the greatest 
success through continuity of care, with a dedicated doctor steering management of an individual's treatments, 
and in this case that need for care would fo ll to local doctors who are already unavailable to meet the entire 
needs of the community. 

l echo concerns already voiced regarding groundwater interference for the hatchery, as groundwater courses are 
kno-v.111 to change over time and these changes can not be adequately predicted. 

l do not share the concerns for roadway suitability as l fee] these have been addressed in the developer's 
presentat ion to counc il. Likewise I do not share concerns regarding red zone hillside collapse, as p resumably 
the cost of remediation would remain with the developer. The height of the buildings docs not enter into my 
co nee ms. 

With the above arguemencs in mind, l urge you to please n~ject this proposal as it is before you. 

Best Regards, 

Andrew Kuchta 
105 t 2 Jubilee Road West 
VOH IZO 

-----'11 
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Karen Jones 

From: Eric Ta it < > 
--~~~~~~-

Sent: January 24, 2017 11:21 AM 
To: Mayor and Council 
Subject: iCasa Resort 

Good morning Everyone. 
I have several questions arising from last night's Council M eeting, and will address them to specific Councillors, though 
others may wish to comment. 

Councillor Carson, 
When I asked you for examples of "fake science", you pointed to the web site Summerlanders for Sensible 
Development. Could you be more specific and identify actual examples of what you meant by "fake science"? 

Councillor Barkwill, 
Some people interpreted your comments on the Trout Hatchery Letter as a veiled attempt to prevent its public release. 
I am sure they were wrong, and you are fully committed to openness and tran sparency. Which is why I would like you 
to explain what you meant when you said Counci l has received many other documents which have not been posted. 
Were you referring to the iCasa Resort Application? It was my understanding that all documents within the limits of 
FOIP were being posted on the Town website. 

Councillor Holmes, 
I contacted the Freshwater Fishery Associati on and was told their letter was intended not only for distribution to all 
Councillors, but also as a document received to be posted on the website. I am therefore surprised that some 
councillors had not read it. given its importance. I am also confused as to why CEO Tynan did not make this clear when 
the quest ion arose. 

M ayor Waterman, 
At the Q and A Meeting, a representative of one of the orga nizations present offered to provide an independent 
assessment of the risk to the hatchery water supply. Will Council be accepting the offer? 

Thank you in advance for your attention to these matters. 

Eric Tait 
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Karen Jones 

From: Brian Wilkey I 
Sent: January 24, 2017 10:02 AM 
To: Peter Waterman; Linda Tynan; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin 

Carlson; Doug Holmes 
Cc: 'Brian Wilkey' 
Subject Council Decision Making re Bristow proposal 

January 24, 2017, Bristow Project , 13610 Banks 

Dear Mayor and Councilors 

There are well educated, informed town people who are practically screaming at Council that this project is too large a 
project for this location. The risks are too many and too high. 

• The Fish Hatchery 

• Red Zone 

• Environmentally sensitive areas 

• Roads 

• Traffic (40 times the traffic that is on these roads today) 

• Densification (60 times what Lower town is now) 
Just to name a few, there are many more 
This group of concerned citizen has been presenting fact after fact that seems to simply be ignored. 

It appears many of you have already made up your mind to approve this project. 

This council is behaving just like the preceding council with the land swap proposal in that they believe this development 
is in the best interests of the town but they are not listening to the people. The difference this t ime is that the next council 
will be unable to rescind the development because it will already be started. 

Peter Waterman said in November on CHBC news that although he was in favour of this development 'ultimately the 
community will decide'. 

The Community has spoken over and over again to no avail. You are not listening to your constituents. 
If this project goes ahead, the negative impact to residents of Summerland in general and Lower town in particular will 
have long lasting effects that cannot be reversed. The people ofSummerland who are opposed to this project are petrified, 
and I mean petrified because they know and understand the negative impact it will have on them and all others in the 
area. This is what you have created council by showing such strong support for this project. 

Thank you 
Brian Wil key 

Brian W. Wilkey 

Wilkey Con suiting (1996) Ltd 
250-494-7094 (Home Office) 
250-488-8905 (ceU) 
hWJ1d f{l"'t L~"11~IHl:_ 11r~ 
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Karen Jones 

From: Ken Zagrodney < :al --------Sent: January 24, 2017 4:25 PM 
To: Peter Waterman 
Subject: iCasa Resort Development 

Your Worship Mayor Peter Waterman and Summerland council members, 

I would like to offer my support for the proposed iCasa resort development. I have been a business owner in 
Summerland for the last twenty-five years. and have w itnessed numerous changes in town that have significantly reduced 
employment opportunities for residents. The most notable are the closure of our hospital and the packing house, just to 
name a few. 

Being in the health care business, I am acutely aware of the limited number of beds and the backlog of housing 
opportunities for seniors. The proposed development not only fills this desperate need for seniors, it has the potential to 
be the largest employer in Summerland in both the construction and operational stages. This positive economic impact is 
a welcome change for Summerland, and is sorely needed. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Ken Zagrodney, DC 
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Karen Jones 

From; 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Karen Jones 
January 25, 20;;::1...,7_1~2,.,,,:1,..9 .-...P..-M...._ ___ _, 
Donna WAHL ________ _ 

RE: Land Development options ... 
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District of Summerland 

From: Donna Wahl I, __________ _ 

Sent: January 11, 2017 2;21 PM 
To: Doug Holmes <dlholme..s@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson <ecarfson@summertaod"c_a>; Erin Trainer 
<,etrairner@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake <ID.ea_ke@summerland.ca_>; Peter Waterman <pw_aterman@1surnmerland.ca>; 
Richard Barkwill <rbarkwiU@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot <tboot@summerl;md._ca_> 
Subject: Land Development options ... 

Dear Mayor and Council Members, 

Regarding the proposed development in Lower Town, I believe part of the issue is that the Lark Group currently owns 
the acreage on Banks Crescent. I also understand that the Lark Group Is promoting this proposed development as high
end luxury living for seniors to age in place. With these things in mind, I feel I must ask the following questions -
Do we need more senior facilities if one whole wing of our existing senior's village is empty? The District generally 
doesn't weigh in on market issues, such as whether there are enough restaurants, or coffee shops or apartment 
buildings. Generally the market place determines demand. The District is charged with determining whether a 
proposed change in land use is suitable given current policy in the OCP, community input and council's strategic plan. 
Can our seniors afford high-end lw<Ury living, especially when strata fees will probably be a few hundred dollars 
monthly? This is a market condition. Whether there is a demand for this product is usually determined by the 
developer. I suspect they would not be pursuing this proposal If they didn' t believe there was a market. 
Who currently owns the Warton Street block with the old library and the land that was Kelly Care? The District owns 5 
of the 8 properties in the Wharton St block. The private properties include Parkdale Place, the seniors activity centre 
and the badminton hall. 
Who currently owns the o ld packing house on Jubilee Terrace? This property is owned by the BC Fruits Coop. 
Who currently owns the land that the old RCMP building was on? This property was recently sold to a private 
individua I. 
Who currently owns the empty old warehouse on the waterfront by the tennis courts? This property is owned by a 
private individual. 

If any of these properties or other vacant properties are council owned, could council propose some kind of 'land swap' 
with the lark Group so that they can develop one of those existing empty parcels of land. This would then give the city 
ownership of the Banks Crescent vineyard which could be preserved as a vineyard or, alternatively it could be turned 
into beautiful park land with bicycle and walking paths. This idea has not been proposed. 
Summerland is particularly unique as it is a small town, yet can offer everything that tourists want in the way of outdoor 
activities. Why not focus on how to bring revenue into existing businesses such as wineries, hotels, bed & breakfasts 
and restaurants? The District and the Summerland Chamber of Commerce are continually pursuing ways to bring 
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revenue into existing businesses. It is generally believed that increasing population is one way to increase the potential 
for additional business. 

Sincerely, 
Donna Wahl 
Resident concerned for the future of Summerland 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Mayor Waterman, 

Eric Tait 
January 25, 2017 3:06 PM 
Mayor and Council 
Trout Hatchery Letter 

Having read t he letter from the Freshwater Fishery I have a simple question. 
Given that Council's position on the iCasa Resort Development application is that the application will not proceed if the 
Trout Hatchery is not in agreement, and given that the Hatchery has stated that it will not agree unless the developer 
can provide a cont ingency water supply, and given that no such contingency supply exists, and given that, even if it did it 
would be subject to the same risk as Shaughnessy Springs, why then, at Monday's Council Meeting was Council Staff 
instructed to continue spending time, money and energy on the application. 

It is my understanding that this letter has been in your hands since before the Q and A session, yet the impression 
given both then and at the Council Meeting was that discussions between the Hatchery and the developer were on 
going and Hatchery concerns were being addressed. In fact, the letter states clearly that this is not the case, and the 
Fishery wil l only deal with the District and not the developer. It also dimisses the developers m itigation proposals as 
inadequate. 
It is also my understanding that the letter was sent for dist ribution to all Councillors, yet some had not read or even 
received it. Given its importance to the application I am very surprized by t his, and wonder why this letter was not 

presented as an agenda item in place of a highly misleading Staff M emo wh ich suggests a solution favourable to the 
developer and the Hatchery might be possible. It clearly isn't to anyone reading the letter. 

Due diligence has been done, so why is Council continuing with this charade? 

Eric Tait 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject 

Good morning Everyone. 

Eric Tait ~ 

January 24, 2017 11:21 AM 
Mayor and Council 
iCasa Resort 

-

I have several questions arising from last night's Council M eeting, and will address them t o specific Councillors, t hough 
others may w ish to comment. 

Councillor Carson, 

When I asked you for examples of "fa ke science", you pointed to the web site Summerlanders for Sensible 

Development. Could you be more specific and identify actua l examples of what you meant by "fake science"? 

Councillor Barkwill, 

Some people interpreted your comments on the Trout Hatchery Letter as a veiled attempt to prevent its public release. 

I am sure they were wrong, and you are fully committed to openness and transparency. Which is why I would like you 

to explain what you meant when you said Council has received many other documents which have not been posted. 

Were you refe rring to the iCasa Resort Application? It was my understanding t hat all documents within the limits of 

FOIP were being posted on the Town web.site . 

Counci llor Holmes, 

I contacted t he Freshwater Fishery Association and was told their letter was intended not only for distribution to all 

Councillors, but also as a document received to be posted on the website. I am therefore surprised that some 

council lors had not read it, given its importance. I am also confused as to why CEO Tynan did not make this clear when 
the quest ion arose. 

M ayor Waterman, 

At the Q and A Meeting, a representative of one of the organizations present offered to provide an independent 

asse ssment of the risk to the hatche ry water supply. Will Council be accepting the offer? 

Thank you in advance for your attention to these matters. 

Eric Tait 

Action 
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January 30, 2017 

Dear Mayor and Council 

Re: Condo development at Sanks Crescent 

RECEIVED 
JAN 3 O zc:7 

jJ_IaWut_ur ~wumc1Jonq 

I am 89 years old. I moved to Summerland about 4 years ago to be with my daughter and son-in-law. 
am relatively active and enjoy helping with the garden and preserving fruits and vegetables and 
spending time with my new neighbors who have become friends. But I understand that our 
neighborhood is about to change and I am not in favor of it, at all. 

I moved from Vancouver and one of the key reasons was to get away from the noise and the traffic. 
When I came to visit with my daughter, I felt at home here, safe. I enjoy the country feel of Summerland 
and really enjoy being so close to the orchards and being able to walk around the town core. I know my 
neighbors and we all look out for each other. Who will be moving in to this big complex? I am very 
afraid that my safe, peaceful setting will be threatened and my last years will be spent with construction 
and traffic noise. 

The other fear that I have about the proposed development is the pressure that it will put on our 
medical services. I am already having difficulty getting an appointment with my doctor. I often have to 
book two to three weeks in advance and then, more often than not, I still have to see his locum rather 
than him. But I feel lucky right now to at least have a doctor. 

I understand that seniors at that facility will have access to telephone help. But with that many people, 
they will eventually need to visit doctors, especially as they age. As I said, I'm 89 and I notice that I need 
a doctor more rather than less, and more urgently. A telephone call for medical attention just doesn't 
work. 

Please consider the elderly as you make this decision. The impact of this huge development is very 
stressful and really threatens our healthcare. I am really afraid and sad that this is happening here, in 
Summerland, at this stage of my life. 

Yours truly, 

Gilda Pucci 
Summerland Action 
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Dear Editor: 

RECEIVED 
JAN 3 0 2017 

. P~tdot ot Surnm~rlrmrJ 

After attending the meeting at Center Stage Theatre on Thursday, January 19th I 

walked away in dismay with the reply by a Councilor repetitively saying they need 

more information to reply or make a decision. I ask myself from whom do they 
need more information? Many qualified people gave their analysis of the Banks 

Crescent Development, the devastation of the fish hatchery to the unstable red 

area land. The traffic congestion in the community. The effect on the downtown 

core businesses. The effect on the life style of the people living near the site. 

If the Council decides they need more information from the developer they will 
not be properly informed. It will be a biased report from the Lark Group. Council 

must employ an independent group of professionals for a non - biased report on 

the effect this development may have on the fish hatchery, the environment, and 

the effect it will have on the people in the community. 

I congratulate the two Council members who voted against this project at their 

last board meeting, Councilor Boot and Holmes. 

Now I have a question for the rest of the Council members 

Why is it taking so long for the Council to negate this decision? 

Does not the destruction to the environment override the benefit offered? 

Do we not leave anything for the future generation? 

Is the Council being given a sales pitch they feel they can't refuse by Lark 

Development? 

Or is a perk offered to them by the developer that we the public don't know 

about? 

In my opinion, the best decision is to find a better location in Summerland and 

build a smaller complex. This will not negate employment. Action 
So Council you were voted in by the people so let's work for the people.Ae:--=---=-----

~ed: __ _ 

Albertine Meyer 

Copyto: 
_Mayor 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Janet Peake 
January 30, 2017 9:57 AM 
Karen Jones 

Subject Brian Wilkey--FW: Bristow project, 13610 Banks Crescent 

Action 
Hi Karen, 

May I have a copy of this letter as well. 

Thanks again. 

Janet 

From: Brian Wilkey 
Sent: January 29, 2017 12:06 PM 
To: Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca> 
Cc: 'Brian Wilkey' 

--~~~~~~~ 

Subject: Bristow project, 13610 Banks Crescent 

January 29, 2017 

File: ______ _ 
Acknowledged: _ __ _ 
Copy to: 
_ Mayor 
_ Council 
_ CAO 
_Ltouncll Correspondence 
_ Reading File: 
_Agenda llem: Ah 
Refermd to Jl l=' .. 

Dear Janet. Please let me introduce myself. My name is Brian Wilkey and I live on the corner of Solly Road and Latimer. I 

have a few points I would like to present to you about the Bristow proposal. 

I would like to begin by stating I believe this project of 390 units is too big a project for this location and it is certainly not 

the correct location for seniors. There have been many studies published that state that seniors need to be part of the 
community, close to stores that they can walk to and interact with others, not off in an isolated location. Seniors living in 
this complex will have a difficult t ime climbing out of the bowl and walking to town. 

The risks of allowing this project to proceed must be strongly stated and considered. 

• The aquifer running underneath the ground through this piece of property may get disturbed 

• The Hatchery water supply, quality and quantity issues 

• Possible Red Zone issues 

• Traffic and the impact to local residents when vehicle traffic will increase possibly 40 times over what it is today 

• Impact to our Infrastructure, roads, water, sewer, power. Solly and Latimer roads will have to be widened and 

improved to be able to carry the increased traffic load. Not an easy task if even possible. 

• There will be additional infrastructure upkeep costs over the upcoming years that the District will have to pay for, 
and ultimately the taxpayers. These costs need to be included in the benefits calculations for the project 

• Densification. This complex will be up to 60 times as dense a population as the rest of lower town. How can 
anyone think this project fits into that space, or anywhere in lower town? 

I am not sure if you are aware that in Vancouver, they are dealing with a breached aquifer issue. This has been going on 
for over a year, they have lost over a billion litres of good drinking water, and the costs to repair the aquifer will be over 
three (3) million that the city is having to pay at this time. When one of these aquifer's gets disturbed, it seems you never 

know what might happen. 
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It is so obvious to myself and many others that this project should not proceed at this location for many reasons, but no 

one appears to be listening. I understand that the District needs the tax revenue, but in my mind, there is much more to 
this project than revenue. 

You have been a very successful politician for many years and I am sure you know the importance of listening to your 

constituents, particularly on an issue the size of this Bristow project. 

There does not appear to be a lot of support for this project in the community, yet the District keeps moving forward 
toward approval. 

My only request of you is that you read all the material that has been submitted, the emails to council, the written in 
questions, and the letters in the papers, and make the best informed decision you can. 

Thank you very much Janet for taking the time to read my email. If there is any information or data I can find for you, or 
any questions you might have of me, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely 

Brian Wilkey 

Brian W. Wilkey 

Wilkey Consulting (1996) Ltd. 
) 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Dear Council, 

DIANA SMITH 

January 29, 2017 9:32 AM 
Toni Boot; Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Richard Barkwill; Janet Peake; Linda 

Tynan; Peter Waterman; Karen Jones; Tricia Mayea 
Aquifer Breach in Vancouver 

As you know the BC Freshwater Fisheries has stated their concerns of risk to the Shaughnessy Springs aquifer 
for their water source to the trout hatchery. Any disturbance to aquifers has risk and can be difficult to 
contain if breached as is illustrated in the situation in Vancouver that has been ongoing since September 25th 
2015. 

March 1.0th 2016 Vancouver Sun "For more than six months, millions of liters of water a day have been flowing 
out of the ground at 7084 Beechwood St. onto public property, prompting concerns about erosion and the 
possibility of a very large sinkhole that could affect several homes. Despite efforts by the homeowner and 
consultations with hydrogeologists to halt the breach, the leak has only increased in volume from 800,000 
liters a day to more than two ml/lion liters. It is now so serious that the city has issued evacuation alerts for 
homeowners on either side of the property and says as many as a dozen homes could be ordered evacuated. 1111 

In this case the aquifer is about 20 metres beneath the surface, which complicates the repair because there 
isn't much ground to work with." 
Vancouver Sun August 2016 Update By the time crews are ready to cap the out-of-control, breached 
aquifer in Vancouver's West Side, as many as 365 days and estimated 615 million litres of groundwater 
could have gone down the drain. It has cost the city an estimated $2. 7 million, and counting. 
The Province January 1st 2017 - More than one billion litres of water have spurted from a $3 million residential 
lot on the west side of Vancouver. Staff plan to use legal mechanisms to recoup the costs from the property 
owner. 

No one can be sure what could happen once drilling starts on this development but is Council willing to take 

the risk and imposed potential liability issues and costs for the residents of Summerland? 

Action 
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District of Summerland 

1 3 211 Henry Avenue 

Summerland, BC 

VOH 1ZO 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

Box 11a1 Action 
Summerland,~~ -------VOH 1 ZO Acknowledged: ___ _ 
3 1 January ~~y,;to: 

_ Mayor 
_Council 
-PAO 
_LCouncll Correspondence 
_Reading File: 
_Agenda Item:-.. _ _ 
Referred to f P~ 

Completed ~y: - -+f....--
I write to encourage you to discourage the proposed development on Bristow Road. 

Despite the developer's spin of senior's housing, the reality is that it's primarily lake view condos. 

Lark Group's wishful-thinking science cannot predict ~hat slope stability or artesian water 

flow or quality will not be affected during construction or after . 

There are far too many risks to allow this project to be built in Bristow Valley. 

Permanent risks of negatively and/ or perhaps disastrously affecting the integrity of all 

surroundng neighbourhoods and of the job-bearing trout hatchery will remain forever. 

Another risk is the possibility that your tenure as Mayor and Council may become tainted 

by a made-in-Summerland Skaha Lake Park debacle. You have heard from many of your 

constituents and they expect a reasoned decision reflective of their concerns. 

No one is blind to the prospect and benefit of adding a significant tax base to our local 

economy. If Lark Group is truly committed to the business of providing senior's housing, then 

wouldn't the win-win path be to help them understand the specific needs of that target group 

and to secure a more appropriate location for their project? 

I respectfully request that my letter be added to the correspondence of your next 

sdleduled meeting. 

Yours truly, 

Pati Hill 

c. Summerland Review & Penticton Herald 



Letter to Summerland Mayor and Councillors 

January 31, 2017 

I have heard a few comments on the iCASA Living Resort. If I may share my thoughts directing to a few of these 

comments. 

The first comment I heard was "only a few of the residents would receive any kind of assistance of care" and "this 

is just going to be a bunch of condos". Well, in my experience, history of working in health care/seniors housing 

and implementing a "health and wellness hub" these comments are incorrect. ALL the residents of iCASA Living 

Resort wil l have the opportunity to enjoy ALL the care components that Saint Elisabeth Health Care will deliver. 

For an example, AM/PM care, bathing assistance, medication reminders, mobility assistance, 24/7 monitoring, etc. 

Did you know that Saint Elizabeth is planning to have a local home care base? This means all of Summerland and 

area can receive the same care components (noted above) as iCASA residents receive. As for the "just condos" 

please visit the website, wwwicasaliving.ca we are more than "j ust condos". 

Another comment that crossed my path. "In Summerland, there is no place for our families or young people to 

live". Fair enough, my experience is when a new build of seniors housing development emerges, following will 

occur: 

• Roughly 20% of local housing will enter real-estate or rental market. We are building 380 suites. 

• Families will move into town due to creation of job training and marketing of jobs. 

• The trend that I have experienced, is these seniors who move to their new senior's community may tend 

to rent their home, many seniors are house rich and enjoy using the extra income for travel, recreational 

activities, etc. 

Yet another comment cent ers around wages of our employment classifications at iCASA Living Resort. Again, in my 

experience and history working in this field. Employees are well paid with excellent benefits. We will need RN's, 

LPN's, Registered Care Aids, Multi-Service worker, Culinary servers, Cooks, Assistant Cooks, Housekeepers, 

Management personal, Office personal and OMP (maintenance personal). I think that's it, excuse me if I missed a 

couple of classifications. Let's not forget t he sub contractors that will be part of our structure. 

Will there be a "spin off" jobs for local business owners? In my experience town business owners, will see and 

increase of revenue and will need to hire staff. 

Last thought to talk, iCASA Living Resort as a commercial enterprise. Like other senior's communities, the iCASA 

Living Resort will have amenities for their residents and guests. Their will be a small theater (possible seating for 

20 residents). Movie travelogues and educational training sessions are commonly enjoyed. Yes, we may have a 

"pop corn and movie night". We will have a hair dressing studio used primary for the Independent/Assisted 

living/Memory Care/Complex Care residences. We hope to have a Kindergarten/Pre-school program intergrading 

seniors with youth. The residents that live in the purchased A and B side of iCASA (as well as building C -

Independent/Assisted) will enjoy t raveling to Summerland town to purchase their goods. 

Thank you for allowing me to share my thoughts, 

Gary Tamblyn CEO/Owner 

New Essence Healthcare Management services Ltd. 

Yi.~"!.'!:!. : .i f...il ~i;l).i.Y i!)g ~£ 
\~·w ':' ti-. 11 , ·;di ! 1\. H• ·111 ~111<11;• 'Jn1•nt n 1!n 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Kathryn Mccourt 
February 2, 2017 2:10 PM 
Mayor and Counci l 
Evaluat ing the Banks Cres. Dev't Proposal 
iCasa Brochure Alternative Facts.pdf 

l)ca r Mayor Waterman and Councillors. 

Action 
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r m sure you have more ihan enough information with which to evaluate Lark ' s proposal fo r seniors· ousing. 
but l thought these requirements for an environmental assessment espoused by Ecoj ust ice were relevant to your 
considerations: 

Review panels need enough information during (not after) an environmenta l assessment 
to decide whether projects wi ll likely have significant environmental effects. 

Neither review panels nor the courts should accept resource companies' vague 
assurances that any serious effects can be addressed at some later stage. 

If proponents refuse to provide adequate information, it is perfectly reasonable for review 
panels to decide that environmental effects can't be properly managed. In fact , review 
panels are obliged to err on the side of caution; that's what precautionary decision-making 
is all about. 

- See more at: http://www.ecojustice.ca/importance-environmental-
assessments/?utm medium=email&utm source=engagingnetworks&utm campaign=201 
7 01 31 bn&utm content=2017.01.31 +New+Prosperity+mine+hearing#sthash.wSOosly8 
.dpuf 

I have also high lighted points in Lark's brochure that alarmed me. It's my bel ief that anyone who states 
1:alcgorically that the ir project wil l not harm groundwater is overstating their case. We know breathtakingly 
litlle about groundwater and usuall y only find out whether harm will be do ne allcr it has been done. And a 
project that takes up almost ha! f of a site is almost certain to disturb the "natural topography". 

Wish ing you well in your de liberati ons, 

Kathryn tv1cCourt 
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About iCasa Resort Living 
The icasa Resort Living In Summerland is a 38~unit 

state-of-th~art, age in place community providing 

best In class market housing, independent living and 

assisted care units. 

icasa is situated in an ideal location that offers 

spectacular views of Okana~n Lake, walking trails, 

In-house fine dining. and a host of recreational, social, 

and health and wellness amenities, garden plots for 

vegetables, communal kitchen, and many other benefits 

seniors look for in a retirement community. 

Scheduled shuttle service is provided to residents to all 

Summerland destinations, creating a safe, peaceful, 

and well-connected community. 

Saint Elizabeth Is a world-class healthcare service 

provider dedicated to the health of people and 

communities. They also plan on offering their home 

care health services to seniors living m Summertand so 

they can live at home longer. 

Summerland's Seniors Population Growing 
The population of Summerland Is growing and aging. 

with seniors making up 27 per cent This demographic 

will only grow especially with Summerland being voted 

one of the Top 5 Retirement Towns In British Columbia. 

Where will these seniors go and who will look after 
them? 

The residents of Summerland deserve to have a high 

quality, purpose built neighbourhood that provides best 

in class homes for seniors where they can age in place. 

World-Class Development Best Practices 
Every aspect of the proposed project has been 

designed based on the best scientific and professional 

engineering practices. It meets and exceeds all 

requirements and codes including traffic, safety, fire 

prevention, environmental preservation, and those 

required by the District. 

Here are FACTS to misconceptions: 
The Fish Hatchery and Aquifer wlll not be impacted. 

We have been working with a local fisheries expert and 

hydrogeologlst. and we are In ongoing consultations 

with the fish hatchery to improve their infrastructure. 

Excavation shallow enough to leave at least 24 metres 

of undisturbed ground between the buildings and the 

underground aquifer. with only one of the three parking 
levels underground. 

The development will only take up approximately 6 

acres of the 14.5 acre site, preserving the natural 
topography. 

This natural landscaped area will provide areas tor local 

species to live and, overall, there will be improvements 

in the ecosystem due to the reduction in the use of 

pesticides and ferti lizers. 

For these reasons the aquifer and the hatchery are 

entirely safe and will remain undisturbed. 

Make Well-Informed Decisions 
Traffic concerns are addressed In consultation with traffic 

engJneers, and at the peak, the delay will be 3 seconds at 

the intersection (vs. 2.2 seconds now). Traffic will only be 

at 8% of the intersection's capacity. 

The location is consistent with the District of 

Summerland's Official Community Plan (OCP) which 

designates this area, currently an isolated vineyard, for 

residential development 

The site is not within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). 

We have consciously located the buildings in the 

proposed development so they do not block neighbours' 
views. 

.. 

..~· 

The Interior Health Authority is not opposed to the project. 

They support the proposed pedestrian routes to provide 

seniors with improved streetscapes, and use the shuttle 

transportation provided. They are also in favour of food 

security. icasa provides garden space for residents to 

grow food, and a communal kitchen, which will support 

food security. 



Karen Jones 

From: Marilyn Hansen 
Sent: January 30, 2017 3:52 PM 

To: Peter Waterman; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; 

Doug Holmes; Linda Tynan 

Subject: Banks development 

My yesterday's copy of the Penticton Herald had about a third of a page of coloured ad for the Banks development, as if it 
were already approved. It is upsetting to many Summerland residents that this housing development has already passed second 
reading. Some of you councillors claimed that you don't have enough information. What else do you need? I was at the large 
Centre Stage meeting where lots of questions were asked. If you got the feeling that most of our town is against the 
development at the proposed Banks location, you would be right. 

A very crucial part in the decision is concerning the spring supplying water for the Fish Hatchery. This Shaughnessy spring is 
underneath the property where the development would be. How would covering a large portion of the property with buildings 
and digging into the soi l for underground parking affect runoff? There is NO POSSIBLE WAY that the developer can prove 
BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT that the spring would be unaffected. The Fish Hatchery is a $100 mi llion dollar 
business supplying 300 lakes, a business that we should NOT jeopardize just for the sake of a developer. You heard all this 
information at the meeting. 

Make no mistake: The Banks development is about building condos, not about making a seniors' residence as they are 
presently advertising. It's in the wrong place for a seniors' residence anyway, far from the centre of town with steep 
access. Also, how would it be fair to chop off the front lawns of the Latimer Street residents just to provide a wider access road 
so that the developer can stash in a bundle? Any one of you would be furious to lose part of your property in that way and then 
have to deal with increased traffic on this narrow road. That was all explained, too. 

Were you listening to the fact that there already was one slide on that Banks property? The red zone is all around the 
proposal. Look at how some of the land is slumping at Tuscan Terrace. If you are dreaming about extra taxes from this 
development, there would also be many extra costs that probably the taxpayers would have to bear. Could you be sued if you 
approve of this development against the wishes of the populace and then something goes wrong, such as a landslide or the 
spring getting wrecked? 

The development proposal is in the wrong place. 

From Marilyn Hansen, -
7611 Oak A venue, Summerland, BC, YOH 129 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Peter Waterman 
February 2, 2017 6:13 AM 
Marilyn Hansen 
Karen Jones; Linda Tynan 
RE: Banks development 

Hi Marilyn - I will try to address your concerns. Re Banks Crescent. A property owner has a right to seek a zoning 
change for their property. Council or staff does not choose the property. Once the owner does so, the process begins. 

I believe your next concern essentially revolved around residential lot sizes. We have four, RSD1 - 460 square meters, 
RSD1i 360 square meters, RSD2 650 square meters and RSD3 at 1000 square meters or one quarter of an acre. If the 
request for subdivision does not involve a change from the existing zoning and if there are no variances required, the 
planner can move forward. If the request does require rezoning or there are variances required, it must come before 
council. 
As far as the amount of space around a house, green or otherwise is concerned, this is dependent on the required set 
backs for the building from property lines. In addition, there are specific height restrictions. 

These are two examples of either ensuring due process which is the property owners right to receive, or that planning 
and OCP changes follow council's direction. 
It is absolutely inappropriate and unacceptable for you to attack our staff in this manner. You are entitled to your 
opinion, but it is the council of the day that sets the direction for staff to follow. 

This correspondence of course forms part of the public record. 

Regards, 
Peter 

Peter Waterman I Mayor 

Ph: 250 404-4042 Fax : 250 494-1415 
DISTRICT Of 

S U M M E R LA N D PO Box 159, 13211 Henry Avenue 
.-.. --.._ .. _..J."""""'-~ ..__,___._._ Summerland BC VOH lZO 

www.summerland.ca 

Facebook: f_gcebook . comL~ummetl!Jnd~~ 

Twitter: twlttcr.com/SummerlandBC 

From: Marilyn Hansen Q 

Sent: January 30, 2017 4:30 PM 
To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Banks development 

Hi, Peter, 
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There' s just as much community anger over the location of the Banks development, as there was over the agricultural land 
swap that sunk the past council. I personally am not against development, but it has to be in the right place. We have not had 
good planning in this town for quite a while. I hope that our new planner will be better than our retiring one. 
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Have you looked at the hodgepodge new housing behind Powell Beach? That could have been a 
channing development. Instead, it's UGLY!!!! There's almost no green space, and the trees that were supposed to be kept, 
were ripped out. There was a covenant on that property to keep many of the trees, but the developer didn't follow the rules. 

Now we have another gigantic house on Nixon in Trout Creek. The owners built up the property so that there's a little hill, and 
the monstrosity towers over every other home in the area. It ' s our understanding that another gigantic house is going to be built 
next to the first one. What is happening to the rules about green space? The first monster home, has a narrow plastic lawn: not 
exactly eco-friendly. 

A while ago, I went to the development proposal hearing of Hunters Hill. Afterwards, I spoke to Ian Mcintosh. He said: "I 
want to cram as many houses as I can into Trout Creek." He actually did use exactly those words. I asked him why, imagining 
that because he grew up in Trout Creek, he might care about good planning here. We had had a meeting of Trout Creek 
res idents at the school some years before and voted on lot size. In general, residents wanted the lot size to be at least I /4 acre 
except for those on the lakefront that were already too small. Ian, by himself apparently, reduced the lot size to I /6th acre, and 
now it looks as if it's being reduced further. 

Our town is basically quite attractive. Are we going to become UGLY like Langley, or are we going to have good planning in 
the right places? 

Marilyn Hansen 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Good Morning llo, 

Peter Waterman 
February 2, 2017 6:42 AM 
Ilo Kitson 
Karen Jones 
RE: Banks Development 

Thank you and I appreciate your e-mail, I will try to address your concerns. 
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I would hope that your faith in council is restored or continues. I assure you this is not another "ALR fiasco" I, Council 
and staff have taken great care to ensure a good full process. 

The property owner has made an application for a rezoning and it is council's duty to ensure due process. 

This property is not in the ALR, but comes under our zoning as Agricultural. The red zone areas do not include the 
vineyard area where the building site might be. The red zones are to the western and southern edges of the property. 
The northern edge is not classified as red zone but there are slope stability issues right below the clay banks. 

The water quality for the hatchery is a major concern of mine and council. The hydrologists report from the developer 
has had a review done by a consultant hired by the Fresh Water Fisheries Society, that report outlined a number of 
concerns that are being examined. As you know all of these reports are up on our website. 
This is normal process, although we chose to slow things down after first reading to ensure we and the public had 
sufficient information. This is in line with this council's desire to allow for good public participation. 

As far as other locations are concerned such as Wharton street, we have had several proposals in the past, which have 
not come to frui t ion. 

In reference to attractiveness, design guidelines do have to be followed. 
As you know house and property values have been going up steadily for years and are well beyond council's control. 

Of course this correspondence forms part of the public record. 
Regards, 

Peter Waterman I Mayor 

Ph: 250 404-4042 Fax: 250 494-1415 
PO Box 159, 13211 Henry Avenue 
Summerland BC VOH 1ZO 
www.summerland.ca 

Facebook: facebook.com/SummerlandBC 
Twitter: twitter.com/SummerlandBC 

-----Original Message----
From: llo Kitson r 

~~~~~~~~--' 

Sent: January 31, 2017 10:26 AM 
To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Banks Development 



Dear Peter 
I have had great faith in this council and when I heard that they were considering allowing this development I was very 

taken aback. I believe That this could result in another ALR fiasco. The fact that the council is even considering this 
leaves me speechless. Not only is this in the red zone, but also apparently it could seriously compromised the water 
source for the fish hatchery and possibly it could tota lly disrupt the water source. 
Of course there will be more development but why could not there be another seniors residence where Parkdale place 
or as it became Kelly care was once located. That would be an ideal spot for seniors as it was right across from the park 
and also those who are able could walk around the town. I have often wondered why that space was not utilized in that 
same manner. Perhaps you could give me an explanation.? 
Thank you for reading this email Peter 
Sincerely 
Ilo Kitson 

PS I have noticed that as we have more development it also becomes more expensive for people to live here, but what 
is worse, the development is allowed without any thought to any attractiveness. I guess what I am saying is that it 
would be nice to have a real town planner who would see that the town developed in a most attractive way. 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Right Honorable Mayor 

Jackie and Frank Font 
February 1, 2017 3:57 PM 
Peter Waterman 
Re: Banks Crescent Development 
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I am a concerned Summerland resident of the proposed luxury condominium development above & would 
respectfully ask you to consider the below listed items when assessing the developers application. 

Risk- To health & safety of the present residents or future workers in the event of a catastrophic landslide 
during construction. 

Risk- Of undermining existing adjacent properties & homes. 

Risk- Of adversely effecting the existing aquifier to the Fish/Trout Hatchery. 

Risk- To 300 lakes currently stocked by the Hatchery. 

Risk- Of compromising $100 million revenue from Canadian anglers & overseas fisherman who make BC a 
vacation destination. 

Risk- To the BC Tourism industry as a result of the above. 

Risk- To the downtown Summerland business community losing valuable & much needed trade due to the 
isolated location of this project. 

Risk- Of constructing a 6 or 7 storey luxury apartment development in a red zoned unstable ravine. 

Risk- Potential access problems to emergency vehicles negotiating steep & winding roads incorporating 
blind bends. 

Risk- To current residents on Solly & Latimer Avenue due to inceased traffic flows in these areas. 

Risk Of the Summerland taxpayers having to pick up the tab of repairs & maintenance to the 
proposed modifications required to the existing infrastructure. 

In my opinion, the risks indicated above are real & tangible & are a source of concern for many residents in 
our community. 

Commercial developers are not philanthropists, but are profit motivated & in my view I suspect they are more 
interested in selling lake view luxury apartments than providing amenities for seniors in Summerland. 
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Referring to these risks itemized above, it appears clear to me that there is an overwhelming argument not to 
approve this application by this developer & I suspect that the group, Summerland for Sensible Development, 
would also agree that these risks are unacceptable & threaten the ambiance & atmosphere of the Lower 
Town area, but also the sustainability of the downtown business core. 

Summerland residents have been so concerned about this development that in the last meeting, Council 
could not answer many of the queries, & have had to schedule a further meeting for the electorates concerns 
to be addressed. 

This would indicate the depth of feeling the electorate has on this subject & I would respectfully urge you & 
our Council members to reject the developers application. 

In my view, there is no guarantee that the proponents can address the electorates concerns & we should all 
keep in mind that if this project proceeds there could be irreversible effects & detrimental consequences for 
our Summerland community & possibly the British Columbia economy. 

Looking forward to your early reply, 

Yours Sincerely 
Mr & Mrs Frank Font 
Summerland 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Importance: 

mayor and Council 

February 2, 2017 3:42 PM 
Peter Waterman; Richard Barkwill; Erin Trainer; Erin Carlson; Toni Boot; Doug Holmes; 
Janet Peake 
Questions 

High 

I am confused as to what you represent. I thought you were elected on a mandate to preserve agricultural land and be 
an open and receptive council. Yet here you are contemplating the proposed land rezoning on Banks Cresto high 
density . .! did not know that Summerland was an urban centre. Spin doctors are very good at what they do. The Lark 
group is no different. In fact having attended all 3 of their presentations they have put a different twist on it each time. 
So ... Have you considered that the reports submitted by the Lark group maybe Incomplete or biased. After all they paid 
for it. Just because you have staff who has read "hundreds of reports" does it actually make them qualified? They don't 
come close to the expertise of trained professionals do they? Those individuals cost a lot of money. Prudence would 
dictate to me that an external review of these reports might be advisable in tricky situations like this one. Sometimes 
when people are eager for change things are overlooked and then who pays? 
Has anyone on council reviewed how many 55 plus developments there are already in this town? Or the number of 
care facilities? And which ones are in receivership or have empty wings? And why? Do you think it is going to be 
different with the St Elizabeth group which is yet another private enterprise? 
What was the point of revising the OCP in 2014 only to change it two years later? If council is going to change it every 
time someone with money presents a proposal such as this one what is the point of having an OCP at all? 
A major concern is the changes required to some of the traffic bylaws to accommodate this proposed development. 
Aren't bylaws in place for a reason? 
Being called NIMBYs as the mayor has been heard to say suggests there is a bias on council already and appearing to 
listen to concerned citizens and then voting for a second hearing despite a petition against the rezoning kind of makes a 
majority of you hypocrites doesn't it? It also shows a lack of respect for voting members of this community. 
And what happened to the money offered by the provincial government for affordable housing? Mr mayor you were 
approached by the provincial government to provide a piece of suitable land for such a development - it seems you 
missed the opportunity but Peachland and Penticton didn't. What is your excuse? 
Mary-Anne MacDonald 

And did you know that there appears to be another sink hole developing on the adjacent park land? 
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January 9, 2017 

Dear Mayor, Council & Staff 

I have spent several hours reviewing the Development Plan for the Luxury Condos proposed at 13610 Banks 
Crescent, specifically the drawings and project specifications. Below is a table that I created from information 
found on the District's website. Obviously there are some inconsistencies that need to be addressed and 
generally, where there are inconsistencies, there tends to be suspicion and doubt. Has anyone from Council or 
staff verified these numbers? Do we actually know what this development is? 

What I also found particularly interesting is that this is being referred to as senior's care housing while only "36 
sleeping rooms" (or 11% of the complex) are actually being dedicated to aging folks with needs. It has become 
very clear to me that this is not a senior's care facility at all, but a luxury condo development. Besides the numbers 
stated below, this is supported by the developer's initial brochure which states ''iCasa Resort Living: Luxury lake
view residences, exclusive independent living suites, and assisted living casas and memory care ... "This is further 
evidenced by their recent brochure which states "best in class market housing" and thier (non-) ads in the local 
newspapers, each targeting their marketing to healthy, well-to-do couples, not to aged seniors needing care. 

I understand the desire to offer affordable, long-term care for our growing number of seniors but this is not it. 
This is a very high-end private facility, for profit. 

Another fact that came to light after reviewing the documents and the developer's presentation is that this 
construction will take from 3 to 7 years, depending on the success of pre-sales of the condo units. That raises a 
question: What happens if, in 3 or 4 years, after clearing the vineyard, displacing wildlife, threatening the 
environment and digging huge holes in the ground, they don't have the quota required to proceed? What will we 
be left with? And who will be responsible? 

In the developer's presentation to Council, a senior VP stated that Summerland is one of the 5 most desirable 
places for people to retire. I think we can assume from this that they will market this facility outside of the 
Okanagan Valley, particularly to achieve the sales forecasts that they are anticipating. What if the strata council 
bylaws created by the new owners do not mirror our philosophies? Will these become vacation units or Air B&B 
opportunities? How does this benefit the community? 

Yes, these are "what if" questions but very valid ones that should be explored. I am not against a development for 
real seniors. I am against compromising our Official Community Plan, our Cultural Plan and our Lower Town 
Strategic Plan to accommodate a huge, for-profit capital venture by folks who have little to lose and much to gain. 

Sincerely, 
Rita Connacher, Summerland 

OCP Amendment and Rezoning of 13610 Bank Crescent 

District Developer 

Website Executive Summary 

Buildings 5 4 

Maximum storeys 6 5 

Strata units 230 145 

Individual units 100 110 

Undefined bldg E 0 0 

Care units 50 60 

TOTAL UNITS 380 315 

% care units 13% 19% 

Architect 
Dwgs& 
Specs 

5 

7 

171 

95 

35 

36 

337 

11% 
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SENT BY EMAIL: council@summerland.ca 
1 February 2017 

Attention: Summerland Mayor and Council 

Re: OCP Amendment and Rezoning of 13610 Banks Crescent 

The undersigned Summerland-based, registered professional biologists are writing to express 

our collective concern regarding the Preliminary Overview Letter of Environmental Values at 

13610 Banks Crescent, Summer/and, BC. 

Our primary concern with this Preliminary Overview Letter is that it fails to follow the District of 
Summerland's Terms of Reference {ToR) for Environmental Assessments. The ToR state that the 
first phase of an Environmental Assessment (EA) is an "Ecological Assessment Phase ... the 
intention of which is to assess both the biological conditions and physical conditions of a site." 
The ToR further states that the "Ecological Assessment Phase must be carried out in advance of 
any preliminary layout plan and prior to any preparatory site disturbances." The second phase 
of an EA, the Impact Assessment and Mitigation Phase, "is generally carried out after the 
preliminary layout plan and outlines the impact, if any, of the development footprint on 
sensitive ecosystems and recommends mitigation measures to minimize or cause no impact." 

The Preliminary Overview Letter appears to include minor components of both the Ecological 
Assessment Phase and the Impact Assessment and Mitigation Phase, but dearly does not meet 
the list of requirements that must be completed for the District of Summerland's Terms of 
Reference (ToR) for Environmental Assessments reports. 

The letter report fails to document the following (which are required as per the District's ToR): 

• Background information is not provided for the site. There is: no referencing of 
government websites or databases where information was sourced; limited referencing 
of published literature; no referencing of local experts, current and past owners, 
neighbors, and other local groups. 

• There is no list of plants or wildlife species found, methods of assessment and 
expected/potential terrestrial wildlife use. 

• There is no reference to the presence (or absence) of rare and endangered species, 
within and adjacent to the subject property. If rare and endangered species are 
suspected to potentially utilize the site, a species specific inventory must be conducted, 
in the appropriate seasons. 

• There is no indication of the presence (or absence) of habitat, including significance and 
condition, that would potentially support federally listed (endangered, threatened, 
special concern), provincially ranked (Red or Blue) or regionally significant species. 

• There is no information provided on other existing environmentally valuable resources, 
such as wildlife corridors, wildlife trees, and hibernacula. 

• There is no information on plant communities adjacent to the subject property. 



• There are no detailed contour maps and cross sections provided which are required for 
sites with slopes greater than 20%. 

While it is understood that the District requested the client provide a Preliminary Overview 
Letter from a Registered Professional Biologist, a preliminary report cannot replace a detailed 
environmental assessment. Moreover, the letter report does not adequately provide 
conclusive evidence for ESA stratification nor does it provide the necessary documentation to 
make recommendations with regards to the development footprint respectful of sensit ive 
ecosystems. This Preliminary Overview Letter provides inconclusive and incomplete 
information, and consequently does not fully and properly inform Council, staff, the developer, 
and the community. 

Concluding that the proposed development will not result in significant adverse 
environmental impacts at a local or regional level cannot be done in the absence of a detailed 
environmental assessment report. 

Based on the District of Summerland's current request to the Banks Crescent developers, we 
would understand that future developments will require a Preliminary Overview Letter, an 
Ecological Assessment Phase and a Detailed Environmental Assessment. This would mean a 
total of three environmental assessment documents for future proposed developments. If our 
understanding is correct, then we strongly encourage the District to develop a Terms of 
Reference for the Preliminary Overview Letter. 

For further correspondence with the undersigned, please email 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Scott, M.Sc. R.P.Bio. 
Dwight Shanner, B.Sc., B.Ed., R.P.Bio. 
Sharon Mansiere, M .Sc. R.P.Bio. 
Sue Salter, B.Sc. R.P.Bio. 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Dear Council, 

DIANA SMITH 

January 29, 2017 9:32 AM 
Toni Boot; Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Richard Barkwill; Janet Peake; Linda 

Tynan; Peter Waterman; Karen Jones; Tricia Mayea 
Aquifer Breach in Vancouver 

As you know the BC Freshwater Fisheries has stated their concerns of risk to the Shaughnessy Springs aquifer 
for their water source to the trout hatchery. Any disturbance to aquifers has risk and can be difficult to 
contain if breached as is illustrated in the situation in Vancouver that has been ongoing since September 25th 
2015. 

March 10th 2016 Vancouver Sun "For more than six months, millions of liters of water a day have been flowing 
out of the ground at 7084 Beechwood St. onto public property, prompting concerns about erosion and the 
possibility of a very large sinkhole that could affect several homes. Despite efforts by the homeowner and 
consultations with hydrogeologists to halt the breach, the leak has only increased in volume from 800,000 
liters a day to more than two million liters. It is now so serious that the city has issued evacuation alerts for 
homeowners on either side of the property and says as many as a dozen homes could be ordered evacuated. ,,,, 
In this case the aquifer is about 20 metres beneath the surface, which complicates the repair because there 
isn't much ground to work with.,, 
Vancouver Sun August 2016 Update By the time crews are ready to cap the out-of-control, breached 
aquifer in Vancouver's West Side, as many as 365 days and estimated 615 million litres of groundwater 
could have gone down the drain. It has cost the city an estimated $2. 7 million, and counting. 
The Province January 1st 2017 - More than one billion litres of water have spurted from a $3 million residential 
lot on the west side of Vancouver. Staff plan to use legal mechanisms to recoup the costs from the property 
owner. 

No one can be sure what could happen once drilling starts on this development but is Council willing to take 

the risk and imposed potential liability issues and costs for the residents of Summerland? 
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Mayor Waterman, Councillors and Municipal Staff: January 30, 2017 

The timeline on January 19 at Centre Stage did not allow me to ask my questions concerning the controversial 
proposal for Banks Crescent. It is not clear to me if there will be a part two for the unasked Q & A session, so I 
submit them now to be part of the official public record and await a reply. 

"My name is Barbara Robson, I live at 6708 MacDonald Place in Summerland. I am totally opposed to the 
development of ICASA's condos - "disguised as an aging in place project" on the Banks Crescent property 
presently zoned Agriculture. This proposal has changed so many times since last May, its either 6, 7, or 8 
stories, 380 units. It is simply too big and in the wrong location. 

I am a taxpayer. Yes, I am a NIMBY. To be dismissed as having no other valid opinion or concern because I 
am just one of those "NIMBY's is an insult. If you were all being honest you would be a NIMBY too if it was 
your entire neighbourhood that was being so devastated and drastically changed. I was told this was not the 
time to state my feelings about the project, but to only ask questions: I disagree - it is nearly impossible to 
separate the two but I did try: 

First: Are you & Council worried about liability - and if not - why not? I ask this because it has taken 10 
months to get our new topless glass deck enclosure thru Summerland's codes and bylaws, all due to an 
accident somewhere in Canada that has everyone questioning the safety of topless glass on decks. One of 
your own building inspectors certainly understands liability as he told us last Fall, "Face it folks, it is all about 
liability for the District of Summerland"! So, are you concerned about liability regarding landslides, sink holes 
and the impact on our local hatchery? 

Second: Keep the present zoning designation for Agriculture. While observing the Council meetings it is 
apparent to me you wish to practice due diligence in all your duties of responsibility. If you pass the rezoning 
from Agriculture to High Density Residential , I think you will be at risk to be remembered as the Council that 
made an unforgiveable error in judgement. I quote Peter Waterman in 2014 who said: "The 2008 
Agricultural Plan needs to be read carefully. A key phrase in the plan states, "The agricultural Industry 
must be reassured of the sustainability of its soils and water and protection from the urban and rural 
growth pressure." Can you come up with an alternative plan to save the 14 acres for agriculture - one that 
won't impact the hatchery or devastate the surrounding area because it is too huge? Is there a committee or 
task force that can look at alternatives? 

Third: I have lived at this address for 25 years and was told repeatedly that the designation for this "Red Zone 
High Hazard area" across the street from our home would never be developed. Now a developer and private 
land owner have picked it out as ideal and Geotech reports gave you their best guess and said it "should be 
safe because they are not building on the red zone cliffs". What exactly has changed today to make the Red 
Zone safe now? 

Fourth: Summerland Climate Action Plan 2011 states we will reduce GHG Emissions by 2020. With "on road 
transportation" traffic making up 55% of Summertand's Source of GHG Emission in 2007, the added volume of 
traffic on Solly Road and Latimer Avenue from this development will greatly add to those GHG Emissions. 
How do you plan on meeting your goals of reduction by 2020? 

Fifth: I understand an "Environmental Assessment" has been done. Who did this? Can I have a copy of this 
assessment and the report that staff prepared for Counci! regarding it and how soon can I expec! to get it? . 

J .. ..... · ;,. ;.·'<.' II & 

I look forward to your response to these questions. Thank you. 

Yours truly, 

Barbara Robson 
6708 MacDonald Place 
Summerland, BC VOH 1Z1 

RECEIVED 
JAN 3 0 2017 
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At the recent Q&A session for the Banks Cres development proposal I posed a couple of questions regarding traffic & 
roads. At the event you suggested that all questions would form part of a living document that would be visible on the 
district website, and that answers would be populated. I see the questions are available to read on the website, but 
would like to know when the answers will start to be populated. 

I am deeply co.ncerned about the roads that service this site. I live on Latimer Ave between Solly and the site and I am 
sure that this road is not up to the task of servicing the volume of resident vehicles once the project is complete, as well 
as servicing the construction phase. 

I note that Latimer is approximately 6.5 meters wide, and Solly is approximately 7 .5 meters wide. According to the 
Summerland Transportation Master Plan (2007) a Rural Local Road serving less than 1000 vehicles per day needs to be 
9.4 meters wide (without parking or sidewalk), an Urban Local Road including parking and sidewalk needs to be 16 
meters wide. Neither Solly or Latimer meets these basic requirements. In reality, both of these roads would need to be 
stepped up to the Rural or Urban Collector Road standards as they will both be handling over 1000 vehicles per day 
based on the traffic study data provided by CTQ Consultants on behalf of the developer, and verified by Watt Consulting 
Group for the District of Summerland. Both the Urban and Rural Collector Road standards are 20 meters wide; this is a 
lot wider than the current 6.5 top 7.5 meters that the roads currently are. 

So again, I am quite concerned about how the municipality is going to address this issue. The developer is on record as 
saying the roads are fine and increased traffic will have no impact! They have indicated they will widen Latimer and add 
a sidewalk, but have not indicated to what standard they will widen Latimer. The city seems to have been very quiet or 
non-committal on this point. Both Latimer and Solly will be difficult to widen as there are services and in some cases 
houses quite close to the roads; this will be very expensive and may require expropriation of at least one house if the 
road standards are to be met. 

I am concerned about how property owners are going to be compensated for loss of land or house, I am concerned 
about the cost to the tax payers of Summerland who will have to pay for these upgrades, and I am also concerned that if 
it is deemed too expensive to upgrade the roads to the Summerland Transportation Master Plan standards, the 
development may proceed with no upgrades at all. 

I need your and councils reassurance that this development cannot proceed until it is determined that the roads can 
and will be upgraded to the appropriate standards. 

Attached are my questions from the Q&A; two were asked at the event and two were submitted at the end of the 
evening; 

Also attached are some relevant excerpts from the Summerland Transportation Master Plan (2007) detailing road 
standards. 
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I look forward to your response, 

Dave Courtemanche 
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Traffic question 1: 

What engineering studies have been done to determine the suitability of upgrading Solly and Latimer from Local Road to 

Collector Road designation, and who pays for it? 

In addition to changing the designation on paperwork, there will be higher standards that these roads need to conform to: 

including thickness of asphalt; width of lanes; presence of shoulders, sidewalks and curbs, as well as rain-water run-off 

management; otherwise there will be significant damage to local infrastructure such as underground gas lines, water lines, 

the road surface itself, and adjacent properties. 

Currently Solly and Latimer have virtually no shoulders, sidewalks or curbs, and there are stretches of Solly that routinely 

washout during periods of heavy rainfall. 

When compared to "real" Collector Roads in Summerland such as Peach Orchard or Prairie Valley, Solly and Latimer Roads 

are definitely not built to the same standard and were not designed to handle the same volume of traffic. 

So again: what engineering studies have been done to determine the suitability of upgrading Solly and Latimer from Local 

Road to Collector Road designation, and who pays for it? 

Traffic question 2: 

What engineering studies have been done to support the widening of Latimer Ave? 

In the developer's Nov 9, 2016 Proposed Community Amenities document posted on the Summerland website, 

the developer proposed to both widen Latimer and add a sidewalk to Latimer. 

Note that Latimer is quite narrow at 14009 (my house) and 14013 Latimer Ave. with steep slopes on either side 

of the road. Further, there are utilities located close along the West side of the road and both the houses at 

14013 and 14009 Latimer are located quiet close to the East side of the road. 

As a further note, the stretch of Latimer at 14009 floods approximately twice a year during periods of heavy 

rainfall, in fact in the 2 and Yz years we have lived at this address I have had to prevent flooding of my house on 

more than one occasion as the road bed has filled up with water and the overflow runs into my front door. I 

routinely man the municipal storm drains with rakes and shovels to keep them clear of debris and reduce the 

flooding in this area during periods of heavy rain. I have spoken with Summerland Works Foreman David 

Sandrelli and asked about having the steep bank directly above the storm drain on the West side of Latimer Ave. 

"cut back" to allow some form of shoulder to catch the debris that flushes off the slope in periods of heavy rain, 

therefore reducing the volume of material that clogs the drain and reduce the flooding; he advised me that it 

was not possible due to utilities located at the very edge of the road. 

Is there a specific width that Latimer needs to widened to, to accommodate the projected traffic and pedestrian 

sidewalk; and what is the plan if studies determine that it is not economically feasible to widen Latimer to 

provide both the wider road and the sidewalk? 



Traffic question 3: 

Will a new traffic study be done based on the current 390 unit proposal vs the 346 units the current study is 

based on, and will a separate traffic study be done for Latimer Ave which will bear the brunt of this traffic? 

Latimer Ave from Solly Road south to Banks Cres currently services 13 houses. 

By adding 390 new homes at the end of this street the volume of traffic will go up by approximately 3,000% {!!) 

from the current estimate of 60 cars a day, to a forecasted almost 1900 cars a day. This is based on both the 

CTO and Watts Consulting data that estimated an additional 1662 cars per day for a 346 unit development; 

extrapolate that out to 390 units and add in the current 60 cars a day and it adds up to 1885 cars a day on a road 

currently handling 60 cars a day. 

The consultant's reports suggest that Local roads are expected to handle a maximum of approximately 1000 cars 

a day, these traffic studies show us heading for twice that.. .. 

This traffic volume will destroy our current neighbourhood on Latimer Ave. 

Therefore will a new traffic study be done based on the current 390 unit proposal vs. the 346 units the current 

study is based on, and will a separate traffic study be done for Latimer Ave? 

Traffic question 4: 

What assurances can the Municipality provide to homeowners with property adjacent to Solly and Latimer 

Roads that no damage will happen to private property due to the continual vibrations generated by 7 years of 

construction vehicles and dump trucks traveling along this route? 

Note that based on a land survey map that I have at my home, this part of Lower Town was originally subdivided 

back in 1957, obviously the older houses are not built to modern standards and codes and could be subject to 

shifting, cracking and other damage as they are built on loose soil and steep slopes. 

Therefore what assurances can the Municipality provide that no damage will happen to private property due to 

the continual vibrations through the 7 years of construction? 

Traffic question 5: 

Simply - is it sane, logical, and responsible to build such a large facility with only one marginal access route? 

Thinking beyond the mere "convenience" of being able to access your own property, to safety and access of 

emergency vehicles etc. 
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priority to direct access over vehicle mobility. Collector roads, typically, carry between 1,000 and 

8,000 vehicles per day and give equal priority to di rect access and vehicle mobility. Arterial roads, 

typically carry between 5,000 and 30,000 vehicles per day and give priority to vehicle mobility over 

direct access. See Table 13 for typical urban and rural road classification characteristics. 

Table 13 : Road Classificat i on Charact erist i cs 

Local Roads Collector Roads Arter ial Roads 

Rural Urban Rural Urban 

Service Traffic Traffic Traffic Traffic Traffic 

Function movement movement movement movement movement 

secondary equal to access equal to access primary primary 

Land Service/ Land access Traffic Traffic Land access Land access 

Access primary movement movement secondary secondary 

equal to access equal to access 

Typical Daily < l,000 vpd <5,000 vpd <8,000 vpd < 12,000 vpd 5,000-20,000 

Volumes vpd 

Typical Predominately All types Passenger cars All types, All types, 

Vehicle Types passenger cars and service higher higher 

vehicles percentage of percentage of 

trucks trucks 

Parking Maybe on No parking On one or No parking On one or 

both sides both sides both sides. 

May require 

restrictions in 

peak hours 

Pedestrians No special Paved Sidewalks on Paved Sidewalks on 

& Cyclists provisions shoulders both sides. shoulders both sides. 

Shared lanes Shared or bike 

for cyclists. lanes. 

Transit Generally Pennitted Pennitted Permitted Permitted. 

avoided Consider bus 

bays 

The existing road network classification map (from the 1996 OCP) was reviewed based on the existing 

traffic volumes, speeds and heavy vehicle routes and counts. The road classification system for the 
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I, I 

District currently has five types of roads - provincial highway, arterial, ma1or collector, minor 

collector and local roads, 

The road classifications were simplified to provincial highway, arterial, collector, bicycle collector 

road and local roads. The distinction between major and minor collector roads is minimal in a 

relatively small community like Summerland and therefore should be combined into one classification. 

The following changes in the road classification map are proposed: 

• Reclassify Nixon Road between Johnson Street to Thornber Street to a local. 

• Reclassify Thornber Street from Nixon Road to Highway 97 to a local. 

• Reclassify Logie Road between Jones Flat Road to Highway 97 to a local. 

• Reclassify Garnet Valley Road from Jones Flat Road to Quinpool Road to a collector, 

• Reclassify Jones Flat Road from west of Highway 97 to Garnet Valley Road to an arterial. 

• Reclassify Cartwright Avenue from Prairie Valley Road to Jones Flat Road as future arterial. 

• Add Deer Ridge connection between Henniston Drive and Cartwright Avenue as a collector road, 

• Reclassify Quinpool Road between Garnet Avenue and Rosedale A venue and Gamet Valley Road 

south of Jones Flat Road, Tingley Road and Garnet A venue to a bicycle collector road. 

Nixon Road, in Trout Creek, was reclassified as a local road due to the installation of the traffic signal 

at I-I ighway 97 /Johnson Street. The traffic signal reduces the need for a secondary collector route out 

of Trout Creek. With the future upgrading of Jones Flat Road/Highway 97 to a signalized intersection 

the need for a collector road on the east side of Highway 97 between Jones Flat Road and the Highway 

97/Rosedale Avenue signal is redundant and therefore Logie Road can be reclassified as a local road. 

Cartwright Avenue and Jones Flat Road have been upgraded to an arterial road classification. With the 

Cartwright Avenue connection between Jones Flat Road and Prairie Valley Road this route will 

provide an alternative access to the Prairie Valley Road area without having to travel through the 

downtown area. 

Quinpool Road and Garnet Valley Road will be major bicycle routes, have no on street parking and 

have areas of limited right of way. In addition vehicle function on these roads will change when the 

Deer Ridge collector road and the Cartwright A venue connectors are implemented. Therefore these 

two roads are different from the collector and local road standards and should have there own road 

classification (bicycle collector road). See Figure 6 for the road classification map. 
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Road Classification 

FIGURE 6 
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4. 5 Road Cross Sections 

A review of the existing road cross sections was undertaken. The District currently has eleven 

standard cross sections in their Subdivision and Development Servicing Dylaw No. 99-004. Road 

function should match the form of the road. Mis-matching of fonn and function can create speeding, 

collisions, and unsafe conditions for pedestrians and cyclists. For example a street classified and 

operating as local road should not have the wider road form of an arterial road. 

Existing C ross Sections (Dwg No.) Proposed Cross Sections 

Arterial (I 00-1 & -2) Arterial (Figure 7) 

Major Collector ( 100-3) Collector- urban (Figure 8) 

Minor Collector (100-4) Collector - rural (Figure 9) 

Industrial (I 00-5) Collector bicycle (Figure 10) 

Local (100-6) Local - urban (Figure 11) 

Cul-de-sac (100-7) Local- rural or hill (!\teep grade) (Figure 12) 

Expanded Comer (I 00-8) Cul-de-sac ( I 00-7) 

Local Rural ( 100-9) Expanded Comer ( I 00-8) 

Typical Boulevard Construction (( l 00-10) Multi-use Path Along Road (Figure 13) 

Lanes ( 100-11) Lanes (I 00-11) 

The following changes to the existing standard cross sections are recommended to accommodate 

pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles: 

• Updated arterial standards 

• Replacement of minor and major collector road with urban and rural collector standards 

• Addition of a bicycle collector road standard 

• Updated urban and rural local road standards 

• Addition of a multi-use path road standard 

• Removal of industrial road standard. Use collector road standards for industrial roads. 

These proposed cross sections are guidelines and exceptions may be made to the cross sections due to 

grades, availability of property and other factors. For development works and services please refer to 

the Subdivision and Development Servicing bylaw for specific requirements. 

The existing cul-de-sac, expanded comer and lane standard drawings should be retained as these are 

specialized sections and are not changed by changes in the road classifications. 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

DIANA SMITH 
January 30, 2017 6:09 PM 
Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Doug Holmes; Peter 
Waterman; Karen Jones; Linda Tynan 
Seniors and Job related questions 13610 Banks Crescent 

Dear Council, Please can you respond to me directly on the questions below. 

The few people who have shown to be in favour of this development appear to have based their support on 
the notion of it bringing jobs and seniors housing to Summerland 

So let's be factual on what the development is and what it is not. 

According to larks lcasa marketing literature it is predominantly an "all inclusive resort living" village 
consisting of 250 $400,000+ "luxury lakeview residences, and exclusive independent living suites, assisted 
living casas and memory care. A country side village with fine dining, cafe & bistro, swimming pool, concierge 
services and a performing arts venue" 

For many people seniors housing is 'affordable housing' and there can be confusion around independent 
living, assisted living and subsidized living. To clarify: Independent living individuals do not require care, they 
fund and direct their own living arrangements. Assisted living individuals may require some assistance in their 
daily routines, however assisted living is NOT subsidized living. Subsidized housing Is government funded beds 
and you must qualify to get the funding. Currently there are no funded units slated for this development. 
Why doesn't council work on attracting seniors to fill existing empty private pay assisted living and residential 
facilities such as Summerland Seniors Village? 

With currently more than 25 'overSS' communities in Summerland, and more than 8 other assisted living, 
residential care facilities do we want Summerland to become a 'seniors' destination with a new 'luxury seniors 
development', or a destination .for: young families to live in who will support our local schools and businesses? 

lark quoted in their December 8th ad in the Summerland Review that "Banks Crescent has been heralded by 
Health Care Professionals as the 'best suited location for a Health & Wellness hub for development in the 
Okanagan" ' 

Does council know who thes~ h~alth professionals are and have they spoken to them? 

lark states that the ST. Elizabeth Health Care services will provide: home care services to all Summerland 
residents, and 24/ 7 care services and needs to iCasa residents. On January 17, 2017 Interior Health stated in 
Castanet that Senior care facilities in B.C. are woefully understaffed, and through the Interior Health region, 
93.3 per cent of senior care homes were below the ministry threshold. 
Where will all the medical resources come from with 2 local doctors closing their businesses this year and the 
remaining practices not accepting new patients including the walk-in clinic? Where will the local health 
support come from as St Elizabeth staff may not have admitting privileges and most seniors will end up calling 
911. Any telehealth program provided by St Elizabeth's will need to be sanctioned by Interior Health. Has this 
been done? 

Lark's literature and lcasa website state there will be 75 -100 new jobs will be brought to Summerland. 

1 



As most of the health related jobs will be $16/ hour care-aids and support worker posit ions how will t hey be 
able t o live in Summerland with no affordable housing? 
Also how will t emporary const ruction workers be able to find affordable housing? 

At the December Lark Open House Kirk Fisher said "that building the dementia care, residential living, assisted 
living, and independent living l:lnits d~pends on th~ ~pmmunity ng.e.ds". If the.v are not built then there will be 
only temporary construction jobs and few if any permanent new jobs. Don't you think council would better 
focussed on attracting businesses that are more certain to bring permanent jobs, and on developing 
affordable housing for the young families that will work here and low cost seniors housing? 

Lark stated in their December Brochure that 'Interior Health is not opposed to the project' which maybe true. 
However wouldn't you agree this is misleading as 'not being opposed" is not the same as supporting and 
Interior Health stated in a letter to council that " the site has limited opportunities for residents to engage in 
physical activity and connect with other residents at the site, there appears to be limited green space 
available, and also walking/cycling from the site is limited by narrow roads" 

Linda Tynan stated during the Q&A session that the District wasn't responsible for any misleading information 
in Larks advertising. However don't you agree that the District is responsible for the residents of Summerland 
getting factual honest information and correcting any misinformation so that residents can make informed 
decisions? 

Action 

Completed by; ~ 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

To the council of Summerland, 

K Wiebe••••••• 
February 10, 2017 4:51 AM 
Mayor and Council 
Banks Crescent Seniors Housing 

I have some questions regarding the development of the Banks Crescent seniors housing. I had understood that the 
majority of the present city council was elected primarily because of the backlash regarding the last council's "land swap" 
initiative. I know that several of you were extremely outspoken regarding the concern over keeping agricultural land in the 
ALR. How is it possible that a year or so later you are all proposing to do the exact thing that was so abhorrent to you to 
do? I am under the understanding that the land proposed for the housing complex is under the zoning of A 1. I am not 
well versed in these things, and yes, I live on Blair street and am quite happy to be here. However, if you wanted to build 
a complex, why not do it closer within walking distance to the city centre, on flat land that would not destroy the fishery? I 
admit that I do not know all the facts, but from all appearances, it seems a little hypocritical that you would all flip flop on 
the very issue that got you elected. Why "stop the swap" from happening only to remove land from the ALR completely? I 
suppose that all the outspoken people in this town have been elected and now you may do as you choose. 
thank you 
mark wiebe 

a 

1 
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February 6, 2017 
RECEl\/ED 

FEB 0 9 2017 

IJ~etoq.~ Hf Ou111m~· • ' ·' " < 

To: Mayor Peter Waterman, Councillors Erin Trainer, Janet Peake, Richard Barkwell, Toni Boot, 
Erin Carlson and Doug Holmes 

From: T.A. Armstrong, Summerland BC 

I am writing to state that I am adamantly opposed to any re-zoning or OCP Amendment, to allow 
for the proposed seniors development by Lark group on Banks Crescent in Summerland. 

I am opposed to it for the numerous reasons already stated by so many others in this town. It 
makes no sense in the current location and other options are available for development in 
Summerland. 

We have passionate residents with brilliant minds in our town, it would be remiss to not properly 
consider their opinions, vast experience and expertise in applicable areas to the decisions 
regarding this proposal. I think its ludicrous that it is still being discussed and I hope that Mayor 
and Council do right by the citizens that voted them in and the town in which they live. I also 
want to remind each of you what you ran on in the last election and why most of you were voted 
in. 

Please consider this carefully and do not allow yourself to be bullied by big development. There 
are many other options for increasing the towns revenues and developing our town in a way that 
respects nature, environment, Summerland citizen, seniors, and of course our OCP and does 
this, without the substantial risk that this proposed development would entail. 

Thank you to each of you for your careful consideration and respect to the citizens of 
Summerland. 

Sincerely 

~~ 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Peter and Toni, 

Sharry+Larry •••••• 
February 4, 2017 7:12 PM 

Peter Waterman; Toni Boot 
iCasa 

I, too have concerns about the !Casa development. 

1) Have we researched the fact that in 20 years from now, the baby boomers will be done or the numbers will be 

decreasing. (Check will stats Canada and see how many people with need these services) it will be like the empty 

schools that we are facing now. 
IHA has the stats .... ask to talk to Residential Manager for the South Okanagan Area. 

2) Is this the correct site? Worried about land slides, t raffic, parking, water, location -access to shopping, inability to 

walk because of the hills, etc ... 

3) Has the developer looked at the site of the Parkda le Place/Kelly Care Centre land ....... good access to shops and 

doctors and it flat .... 

4) And yes, Summerland Senior Village does have non-funding beds/rooms that are not open. 

5) What about smaller development on this site? Just drive by Summerland Senior Village and see all the staff and 

visitors parked on the roadway for the day .... look around behind it too. 

6) Medical Services- can the doctors of Summerland look after all theses new patients? Have you talked to BC 

Ambulance and see what they think of the location, getting ambulances in and out of the hilly location. 

Just some thoughts, 

S Hodgson 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Jan SCHUMACHER 
February 6, 2017 12:10 PM 
Peter Waterman 
Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; Doug Holmes 
Development on Banks Crescent 

Dear Mayor Waterman and Council Members, 

As I age, I find that my preference for living location moves closer and closer to amenities and the town centre. Walking 

to the Post Office, pharmacy, appointments and coffee shops to meet with friends, I imagine, will contribute to my 
healthy aging and for this reason I am opposed to the proposed location of Banks Crescent for seniors' living. 

Please assist the developer to find a location that is appropriate for the needs of seniors like me. 

Thank you. 
Janet P. Schumacher 

Sent from my iPad 
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February 6, 2017 

Mayor and Counci l, 

Last week I presented a letter to the paper and to the District. My intent was to inform our neighbours of answers to their 

questions. During the past few months the same questions and concerns have been presented to the two forums (District 

Web, Public Letters to the Editor). The District staff will be gathering their information and soon Summerland Councillors will 

have answers to share with everyone. Please have patience. 

My purpose in writing is to provide some clarity and answers to a few of the concerns that have been raised. 

1. Question-Affordable Housing? Yes, iCASA will be affordable living for our Seniors. iCASA living Resort is solely 

designed as a private pay model. This means Building A and B (Units for sale) will be at fair market pricing and 

building C and D (Independent/Assisted and Memory Care) will also be at FAIR MARKET RENTAL PRICING. 

2. Question- Does Seniors Village have 25 empty beds? I thank the writer for bringing this comment forward again. 

There are empty beds in the complex care side of their community. These beds have been vacant for a few years. 

However, as per the Administration at Summerland Seniors Village, " Funded Assisted Living and Complex Care beds 

are fully occupied with waitlists". " 

3. Staffing issues at the Resort? We have many programs and process's in the works. Our managing partner Saint 

Elizabeth has many educational programs and tools and are ready to ASSIST. There are many establ ished Health Care 

and other tra ining schools in the area. Okanagan College is an example of a group we would be honored to partner or 

assist. We have other unique and planned recruiting processes in place. 

4. Will there be sufficient doctors? - The residents that live at ICASA living resort and those who live in Summerland and 

area will have Saint Elizabeth's full nursing continuum at their disposal. This means MORE assistance not less. 

Residents of Summerland and ICASA living resort will have MORE availability to care products. 

A writer in last weeks Summerland Review stated "Interior Health quantified 93% of care homes were under staff 

etc."- I believe the writer mistook Interior Health for HEU (Hospital Employees Union), confirmed by IH. 

I hope the community finds these answers helpful. 

Thank you, 

Gary Tamblyn 

CEO/owner 

New Essence Healthcare Management services Ltd. 

Kelowna, B.C. 
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February 5, 2017 

M ayor Waterman, Councillors and District Staff: 

My questions could not be asked on January 19 at Centre Stage regarding the proposed bylaw 
changes for Banks Crescent & OCP Amendment, as the question period was stopped. I would like 
my questions to be part of the official record from that night and await responses to my questions. 

My first question relates to road designation as defined in the "Transportation Master Plan (2007) 
District of Summerland". If you refer to the Rural Collector Cross Section, Figure 9, you will note a 
discrepancy in road width. One shows a width of 13.6 metres, and one shows 12.4 meters. I went 
with 12.4 meters. 

Solly Road is a "Rural Local Road" Figure 12, with no heavy trucks permitted. Sol ly Road just meets 
the travel portion standard of 7.5 meters, the standard is 7.4 meters. 

A "Collector Road" requires a travel portion of 8.4 meters, with paved shoulders of another 1.5 meters 
on both sides, with gravel shoulders of 0.5 meters on both sides, thus making an overall width of 12.4 
meters, without sidewalks, which requ ires another 2.0 meters. Where is the District going to get the 
dollars and width in meters to make it a Collector Road for Truck, Vehicle and Pedestrian Traffic to 
service this proposed development? 

Latimer Ave. is even narrower at 6.5 meters, not meeting the Rural Local Road requirement by 0.9 of 
a meter. Traffic flow of over 1,000 vehicles per day will require it be designated a Collector Road as 
well , in that case you will require 12.4 meters of width to make it a Collector Road. Stakes and 
flagging tape have been implemented on Solly and Latimer to give the residents, council and staff, a 
visual of the extent of this change to the overall road extensions, with the 2.0 meters for sidewalks, it 
is a minimum of 14.4 meters, 2.0 meters beyond the stakes. If this new zoning by-law is brought into 
effect and you amend the present OCP, who will pick up these costs, the tax payer? Or will Council 
just ignore the OCP and the safety of the residents? 

My next question relates to parking. The possibility of 600 vehicles belonging to this development is 
derived using Lark's figure of 1.5 vehicles per unit. I disagree and expect it will be a lot more. Tuscan 
Terrace located just off Solly Road, has 39 units and they have over 75 vehicles on site, in the 
summer it goes to over 100, not including R.V.'s. I asked one of the Developers on January 16, 2017 
at the Municipal Open House, what provisions had been made for Recreational Vehicle Parking on 
site for motorhomes, boats and t railers, as well as excess parking, he stated UThat was a good 
question, they had not given that any consideration, and he expected that they would be limited with 
the clientele." I would have to strongly disagree, what does the Mayor and Council think? Are they 
going to park on public streets and right of ways? 

I look forward to your response. Action 
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Febua.ry 1, 2017 
Mayor, C.Ouncill.ors- This Jetter agrees of the Bristol Bank Crescent proposal 

I would like to thanks the District,. COF, C.Owrillors and Mayor for hosting this event. I 
was in attendance on Thursday Jan 1911t 2017 at your Q&A meeting. Around 250 people 
and Summerland residents were in attendance. 
Desperation among the few residents of Banks Crescents is showing, the hostility and 
disrespect toward our elected Sammerland Councillors and Mayor is evident and 
shameful Not allowing our district of Smrnnerland staff to do their job. When all 
reports are completed, Councillors and Mayor of Summerland will render their decision 
when all requirements and codes including traffic, safety, fire prevention, 
environmental preservation and those required by our district are satisfied and 
questions including the fish hatchery are answered It will be up to the council to 
proceed with OBJECTIVE REPORTS. The Sensibility for Summedand sigoatmes 
petition door to door, website and media are based on misconceptions are (in my 
opinion) invalid as they have been collected before district staff have completed all 
answers. Sidewalks are needed in our town. It gives an impression of good planning 
and safety for our pedestrians. For the neighbours crying about loosing part of the 
property due to building sidewalks. It wasn't yours in the first place, district owned.. It 
has been slated that "Interior Health supports making streets more useable by providing 
sidwalb, crosswalks,light:ing and benches. These are all factors associated with an 
increase in physical activity among older adults". 

It's time to give Summerland the boost its needs for 2017. Fix the arena, swimming 
pool, pot holes, roads and Waste Water treatmentplantr the town needs a face lift and 
serious jobs to grow the community. 

Some of the Summerlanders have spoken to Castanet about being in favour of iCASA 
Project on the Thursday night I didn't ask questions or speak, I didn't feel safe. They 
were hostile and disrespectful, bulling their comments like "someone is going to die", 
"how desperate you are for saying this". The way they speak to the Mayor, Councillors 
and staff~ concerns of their integrity. EVERYWHERE YOU GO you hear or read in 
the media, letters about the same individuals. 
Summerland folks are honest, trustworthy and vulnerable and are being taken 

advantage of. Go on the District Website and get the information you need and don't let Act1" 0 n 
them put fear in your mind. Allow the process to take place in a fa.ix manner and the 
elected officials to do their job. For myself, I would like to come back home File: ___ ___ _ 
(Summerland) to be with my family, jobs are needed. I watch my mother barely get~owledged: _ _ _ 
at time working from one of two part-time jobs. Growing up in Summerland was gr'6dpy to: 
and the excitement of what this project could bring for all younger generation could_ Mayor 
only mean hope for our future just "believe". _,, _ Council 
RJ __/CAO 
Peachland J.L Council Correspondet 
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February 2. 2017 Begarding Council meeting on January 23/17 

Mayor and Councillors 

RECEl\/ED 
FEB 0 B 20 7 

V'~ •, ,, '. r '~''"' . 
It was obvious that some councillors had an agenda. The two councillors deliberately showed 
their own bias wanting to squash t.he Banks Creek project going against their fellow 
oouncillors not allowing due process. Some ideas brought by Councillor Doug Holm.ea were 
"out there". Such as a community within a community, you. implied as segregation. Councillor 
Holmes, your fellow Councillors understand "not you". Seniors will live where they choose, it 
is not for you or Councillor Toni Boot to decide who or where people can live. The people on 
Latimer road, Solly road and area choose to purchase a house with after investigation 
knowing the Banks Creek property could be built fur housing needs O.etter of Donna and 
Larry Young "11.ill. dieclosure"). On the same topic, Former Mayor Janice Perrino stated 
"property value should not decrease in value" If the residents of the new Seniors Living 
Community need groceries, bakery items, pharmacy, restaurants etc. t.hey will want to go to 
town 5 mins away, same as people that live-in Prairie Valley 10 min to town, Garnet Valley 
15 min to town and Trout Creek 15 min to town. "Councillor Holmes, do you eat at the same 
restaurant?' As for Councillor Toni Boot, it is clear you do not like the project, you stated 
"you all know what I stand for". This OOD.Cel'DS us as vot.ere. When you talk about food 
security "Interior Health• does approve such as gardening space for resident.a to grow foods, 
edible landscape and a common kitchen where residents can rook and eat t.ogether are 
examples that support food security are alternatives of growing grapes, we all know grapes 
are not a consumable food to sustain life or health (taken from Interior Health letter on the 
district websit.e). For Councillor Toni Boot to suggest that the property is a tunnel for 
wildlife. le it only 6 acres of 14.5 acres site, preserving the natural t.opography. The natural 
land.ecaped area will provide area for local species t.o live. The voices of those neighbours 
(nim by) a short word for not in my back yard are the same voices who caused the project of 
the Cannery to be voted down or ceaee. We need councillors who are not afraid of the 
standing up and allowing due process and not seeking votes before answers are addressed. 
Councillor Boot please don't allow your personal feeling get in the way for us Summerlanders 
to get our economy bett.er, new jobs and a better Summerland. As for Councillor Holmes, we 
have given up faith on his ability to-do his job. All the light and glory of the "nimby" has 
obviously got to him. He will not get our vote again!! Let's look at the big picture let us 
grow. Concern Citizens of Summerland 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Terry and Linda Green 
February 8, 2017 3:49 PM 
General Information Website; Peter Waterman; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard 
Barkwill; Toni Boot; Erin Carlson; Doug Holmes 
Questions-Concerns Banks Crescent Development 
Linda's list of concerns regarding Banks Crescent development.docx; Questions and 
Concerns Regarding Banks Street.docx 

Pis find attached lists of questions and or concerns regarding the Banks Crescent development proposal that we feel 
need to be addressed, preferably in a public forum other than a public hearing process that does not require a response 
from council. Thx. Terry and Linda Green. 
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My concerns regard ing the proposed Banks Crescent development are many. In no particular order they 
are: 

• What will be the impact on the Trout Hatchery water suppty? 
• Road access is going to be very difficult in terms of Latimer and Solly in terms of the topography. 

How are the roads going to be widened sufficiently to accommodate the construction traffic and 
the increased numbers of cars and delivery vehicles once the project is completed, not to 
mention sidewalks? 

• Increased traffic on these two roads will be detrimental to those living on these streets. 
• Even if the developer pays for a lift station at Butler Street for the increased sewage, who will be 

responsible for its upkeep and what will the ongoing costs of maintenance be? 

• How can the " boost" to property tax revenues be assessed when the cost of the market housing 
condos has not been establ ished and who is to say all the units will be purchased? 

• Why is this being touted as a senior's complex when the developers own brochures call it resort 
living? 

• Why are the developers not building the assisted living and memory housing first as this seems 
to be where t here is the greatest need in Summerland? 

• Since this is not a facility with any government subsid ized accommodations will most of 
Summerland seniors be able to afford to live t here? 

• At the open house one of the developers stated that there are over 7,000 people on a wa iting 
list to move to Summerland. Where is this list and who are the people on it? 

• One of the posters at the open house also stated that further geological and hydrological testing 
would be carried out once the project had been okayed. What???? These reports all need to be 
done prior to council accepting t he developer's application? 

• Why do we have a CAO who doesn't even live here permanently in charge of our town? Does 
she really have a vested interest in the good of Summerland or does she just want her brownie 
points for 'moving Summerland into the future'. 

• Why was the email from the Trout Hatchery not ci ted at t he Q & A on Jan 19th or the council 
meeting on the 23rd7 The reason we were given for not posting it on the District website was 
the CAO and Mayor didn't know if the hatchery wanted it posted. There is some skullduggery 
happening here or the emai l wasn' t read because it clearly states in paragraph --- that council 
and the public should be made aware of their concerns. Does that not indicate that the 
hatchery intended the email to be shared with the citizens of Summerland? 

• Why were council members only given pertinent information regarding this development and 
change to the OCP shortly before the 23rd meeting? Was it a ploy to stop members of council 
having the information they needed to maybe put a stop to this ludicrous proposal right then? 

• What has happened to all the counci llors who ran on a plat form of preserving agricultural land 
and food security? 

• Are the mayor and council aware of all the problems Tuscan Terrace is having with soil 
instability? This building site was approved by a professional engineer. If they are so inept on 
that property what makes council think Lark Group's engineer is any more professional? How 
can we trust a company that has been hired by the developer to be impartial? 

• Remember the other professionals who designed and installed our water treatment plant? 
Summerlanders are now having to pay dearly to have it revamped so it can provide all the water 
needed for residential properties without having to supplement it with semi-treated water. 
What w ill we have to pay to improve it again when there are 300 condos and two care facilities 



using the water as well? I know from experience how much laundry is generated in care facilities 
and laundry requires copious quantities of water. 

• How long are the residents of this part of town going to have to put up with the big trucks and 
heavy machinery in our neighbourhood? 

• Where are the staff for the care facilities going to live? Summerland had a dearth of affordable 
housing and/or rental accommodation? 

• Has anyone considered how hot it gets in the summer? Will residents and seniors be able to 
enjoy all the outdoor amenities when it is 90 degrees outside? 

• What will the impact of all those air conditioners have on our existing electrical system? 
• Has council looked at the path seniors would have to take to walk up to town? It is very steep 

and having to cross from the south side of Solly Road to the north side (just before McClure 
Place) in order to access the tunnel under the highway is a nightmare, despite the painted cross 
walk lines on the road. Traffic coming both ways is generally driving above the posted speed 
limit and visibility for cars and pedestrians is limited. Add to that the fact that we are talking 
about seniors, many of whom either have mobility issues or are just not able to walk as quickly 
as they once could and you have a disaster in the making. 

All in all this is a most ill-advised project in this location. Seniors need to be closer to 



Questions and Concerns Regarding 

Banks Street Development 

1) Has council thoroughly reviewed the Geotech report from the Lark 
Group regarding the soil stability? The report clearly states that the 
soil all the way down consists of silts and silts are known to be 
unstable. 

2) Is council aware that this area has already experienced land slide 
activity and does that not create a high level of concern for the safety 
of such a development? 

3) Does not the municipality require, for a development this large, for 
the developer to provide independent assessments from a list of 
experts that the District maintains rather than relying on reports 
requested and paid for by the developer? (I am quite sure the 
developer would have some degree of influence in terms of the kind 
of report they would require from the experts they have hired.) 

4) Why has there been no assessment of the stability of the clay 
banks to the north and south of the development to ensure that they 
are stable as well as the gulch as it rises to the west beyond where the 
development will be? Is there not a great deal of concern about those 
areas becoming unstable during and after the constructions is 
completed? 

5) What studies have been done to determine the impact that 
increased heavy truck and machinery traffic on Solly Road and Latimer 



Street will have on the neighbouring homes? Our home suffered 
ceiling cracks during the construction of Tuscan Terraces due to the 
significant increased vibration of traffic, site development, and 
construction. 

6) What does council know about what caused the sink hole that 
occurred at the east end of MacDonald Place? I have been led to 
understand that this event was not significantly looked into and the 
remedy was simply to fill the sink hole with earth. What is the 
likelihood of a similar type of sink hole developing in the area around 
the development property? 

7) Why was there no report out of the Trout Hatchery's own 
hydrological assessment of the developer's hydrological report as this 
was provided to council prior to the November council meeting and 
why was the public not informed of the position of the Trout Hatchery 
being opposed to the development until appropriate responses from 
the developer guaranteeing that water supply, water quality, and a 
contingency source of similar quality water source and supply be 
established in case of negative impacts on the Shaughnessy Spring 
that supplies water to the fish hatchery? This information was made 
available to the district prior to the Jan. 19th Q&A and the council 
meeting on Jan. 23rd. Why was the Trout Hatchery email only posted 
to the council website when there was going to be an article in the 
Penticton Herald on Mon. Jan. 30th? 

8) How can any decision be made or even discussed until a complete 
and thorough traffic report is created by the district ensuring accurate 
data on the impact of increased car, heavy truck, and heavy 



equipment using Solly Road and Latimer Street during construction 
and then afterwards with delivery trucks, etc.? 

9) What are the real impacts on the town's water supply both in 
terms of amount required and appropriate pressure for present 
homeowners if this development should go forward? 

10) Does the municipality have an up to date asset management plan 
in place to deal with infrastructure requirements for this development 
in the areas of water supply, electrical supply, arterial road upgrades, 
etc.? If so where is this plan so the public can study it? 

11) How are the district and the developer going to deal with 
drainage water and sewer disposal? Where are the water lines going 
to be located and where are the sewer lines going to be located? Can 
the Butler Street lift station handle the increased sewer load? 

12) What plans are in place to ensure homeowners in the area of the 
development will not be affected by a severe drought year in terms of 
water supply and pressure as well as servicing this large complex and 
the residents living in the complex? Who gets priority if water is in 
short supply? Most of us can remember the summer of 2003. 

13) Is there a current oversupply of condo units in Summerland? This 
should be an important fact to consider should there already be an 
oversupply. Is there also a present need to increase seniors housing 
in Summerland and if so please explain how this is the case? 
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To Mayor Peter Waterman and Council at Summerland 

From Henrietta and Andrew Ficek 

We are writing this letter, to tell you, that we are definitely opposing .your 
recent plans for this new senior housing development In our town. 
We think this has no whatever sense, for all of the reasons, stated in all 
other citizen 's letters. 
Please, be thoughtful and deeply consider your citizens opinions. 

Sincerely 

H. A. Ficek 

Sent from my iPad 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hello Barb, 

Linda Tynan 
February 16, 2017 1:59 PM 
Barbara Robson; Peter Waterman; Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; 
Richard Barkwill; Toni Boot 
Jeremy Denegar; Dean Strachan; Summerland Review Newspaper; Penticton Herald; 
Penticton Western News Editor 
RE: Environmental Assessment 13610 Banks Crescent, Sid Questions to Council Feb. 14 
2017 

Just for clarity- please note that council allows for 15 minutes of public comment. If there is response/clarity provided 
by mayor, a councillor or staff- it will be in addition to the 15 minutes. 

Thank you for your attached letter. As the District moves through the process of consideration of the application, many 
of these questions will be raised and addressed in staff reports to council. As was recognized at the last council meeting, 
there are still many outstanding questions to be discussed. Currently, council is focusing on reviewing the potential 
impact of proposed development on the Freshwater Fish Hatchery and the water source. Once a full report is provided 
on that issue, council will consider other outstanding questions. Your questions will be considered by council at that 
time. 

It is not possible to provide an answer to each question brought forward by individuals on a one by one basis - these 
topics will be discussed/debated by all of council together in public council meetings. If a councillor does not feel that a 
particular issue has been addressed, they can bring the question forward for further discussion. The questions received 
are helpful for council to ensure that all potential impacts of the proposed development are being considered. 

In specific reference to the Environmental Assessment concerns, please be note that council has not discussed the 
report, its adequacy nor any further steps required before it could be considered complete - this discussion and further 
direction from council will occur if the process continues after council's review of the Freshwater Fish Hatchery/ Aquifter 
concerns. 

Linda 

Linda Tynan 
Chief Administrative Officer 

From: Barbara Robson [ma ilto 
Sent: February 15, 2017 2:13 PM 
To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca>; Erin Carlson 
<ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake <jpeake@summerland.ca>; Richard 
Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot <tboot@summerland.ca> 
Cc: Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca>; Jeremy Denegar <jdenegar@summerland.ca>; Dean Strachan 
<dstrachan@summerland.ca>; Summerland Review Newspaper <news@summerlandreview.com>; Penticton Herald 
<editor@pentictonherald.ca>; Penticton Western News Editor <editor@pentictonwesternnews.com> 
Subject: Environmental Assessment 13610 Banks Crescent, Sid Questions to Council Feb. 14 2017 
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Mayor Waterman, Councillors and District Staff, . 
Re: Environmental Assessment 1361 O Banks Crescent Proposed Re-Zoning. Summerland 
I presented these questions to Council verbally on February 14, 2017, and for follow-up, I am 
attaching my written questions for your reply and to form part of the public record. 

On a separate note, you are to be commended for adding this "public comment opportunity" near the 
end of the Council meeting. I do understand the need to time the questions/comments for the 
Council's agenda, however, I respectfully request that any replies from the Mayor, or Councillors, or 
Staff, also be kept short, be limited or timed, in order to not use all the remaining 15 minutes, which 
will then allow others to voice their concerns/comments/appreciation. 

Thank you. 
Barbara Robson 
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February 14, 2017 (to be presented verbally to Council in the Public Comment agenda) 

My name is Barbara Robson, and I have the following questions: 

(1) An effective and thorough Environmental Assessment that meets the Terms of Reference is 
absolutely necessary to make an informed decision in being able to weigh the risks of re
zoning on Banks Crescent. There is an excellent letter that I trust you will review from 4 
Summerland-based Registered Professional Biologists, it is on the District's website dated 
Feb. 1, 2017 and states their collective concerns about the "preliminary Overview Letter of 
Environmental Values at 13610 Banks Crescent". 

(2) When Lark hired Ecoscape, were they asked to prepare an assessment in accordance to the 
District's Terms of Reference? 

(3) Question - given that Ecoscape's report is dated July 18, 2016, when did the District first know 
or suspect that the assessment did not meet the District's ToR? Was information withheld 
about the inadequacy of the report to the Council and the public? 

(4) On the January 19, 2017 Q&A session, the District acknowledged for the first time that the 
assessment did not meet the District's requirements and that Ecoscape's assessment was 
being reviewed by both staff and the district's shared environmental planner. When will this 
review be available to the public? 

(5) In his November 14, 2016 report to Council, the Director of Development Services summarized 
Ecoscape's report giving the impression that the development would only impact the vineyard, 
stating that "Further review will be undertaken with the Environmentally Sensitive Development 
Permit application." My Question: Will this be too late into the process for "further review" 
because it has received the green light? The time is now to get the EA correct in all areas. 

I will present these questions formally to Council on February 15, 2017 for inclusion to the public 
record. Thank you. 



Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

To the council of Summerland, 

K Wiebe 
February 10, 2017 4:51 AM 
Mayor and Council 
Banks Crescent Seniors Housing 

I have some questions regarding the development of the Banks Crescent seniors housing. I had understood that the 
majority of the present city council was elected primarily because of the backlash regarding the last council's "land swap" 
initiative. I know that several of you were extremely outspoken regarding the concern over keeping agricultural land in the 
ALR. How is it possible that a year or so later you are all proposing to do the exact thing that was so abhorrent to you to 
do? I am under the understanding that the land proposed for the housing complex is under the zoning of A 1. I am not 
well versed in these things, and yes, I live on Blair street and am quite happy to be here. However, if you wanted to build 
a complex, why not do it closer within walking distance to the city centre, on flat land that would not destroy the fishery? I 
admit that I do not know all the facts, but from all appearances, it seems a little hypocritical that you would all flip flop on 
the very issue that got you elected. Why "stop the swap" from happening only to remove land from the ALR completely? I 
suppose that all the outspoken people in this town have been elected and now you may do as you choose. 
thank you 
markwiebe 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Interesting. 

From: Janice Perrino 
Sent: February 14, 2017 10:04 PM 

Richard Barkwill 
February 14, 2017 10:29 PM 
Mayor and Council 
FW: Fw[2]: Your letter of January 9, 2017 
The Cost of Summerland - Infrastructure.pptx 

To: Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca> 
Subject: Fw[2]: Your letter of Jar;~;ry 9, 2oi7 

Hi Richard, 
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Thank you for your note and I appreciate that someone is finally asking some questions. 

There absolutely will be some record somewhere of our discussion and vote regarding a 
development in that area. The hatchery came out screaming, we listened and immediately voted 
down the project. The year was either 2000, 2001 or 2002. If not then try the records from 2005 or 
2006. Alan Mann might be able to remember. Bruce Halquist will as well but I know he's in Palm 
Desert (I think) right now. The discussion was clearly that development could disturb the water flow 
and could negatively affect the hatchery. Given how much the hatchery does for the environment we 
were not will willing to take a chance. The project was short lived. 

I have attached a very simple presentation for you from presentations I gave in 2013 and 2014. I 
took out the fancy background but the data has not been touched. It is accurate. 

What people don't realize is that the cost of infrastructure is ridiculously high but the long term 
maintenance is equally as bad. This is the reason I have always pushed for development in the core 
of town where the infrastructure is already in place. Because it is already there and we are already 
maintaining it. It makes sense to do future development as much as possible in those areas. 

Every time you push into a new area you expand the costs for the developer and the taxpayer. The 
developer has a one time cost, the taxpayer pays forever. So my feeling has always been to plan 
where you develop with that in mind and because it is good planning. 

The worst mistake of your council, this developer and most of our developments in the past is that 
the growth of our community has been planned by developers and not by the community (and the 
council). 

We can't get away from it because the core of our town on the infrastructure also includes farm land 
which is why we wanted to send a plan for the long term growth and development to the ALC and 
your council turned it down in the first 3 minutes into your first council meeting. Now you have very, 
very few places to build development, unless you push further out. .. which is so sad. If you believe 
that infill will solve your problems they won't and the public hates infill. 
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If you think that there was some sort of secret reason for bringing that plan for development to the 
table back in late 2013, you're totally wrong. We felt that good development for the long term future 
for more affordable housing, families to keep the schools open and seniors coming to Summerland -
this was the only way we could address the issues and plan for development instead of letting 
developers plan Summerland's future. 

I made it very clear to the councilors back then that they likely wouldn't get re-elected if they voted 
in favour of the plan. They all felt it was so important for Summerland's future, they were willing to 
take that chance. They all lost but they never put themselves before their community. That speaks 
volumes. Anyway, sadly, that plan is now gone. But one thing is for sure, you need good 
development - I doubt this seniors development is as good as you might think it is but that is just my 
opinion. 

This is my private home email - feel free to contact me here any time. 
Best wishes 
Janice 

From: Richard Barkwill [mailto:rb.flI~WJ!l@?._wrnm_~rlcin~:U;i,'!] 
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2017 6:17 PM 
To: Perrino, Janice 
Subject: Your letter of January 9, 2017 

Dear Janice: 

I read with interest your letter of January 9, 2017 concerning the iCasa resort proposal. 
There are a couple of parts of it I would like you to clear up for me. 

You said "In fact, during my terms on council, I voted against development in this area 
for exactly these reasons." 

I have double checked with District Staff and no one knows of any previous proposals 
for this area, much less any that were brought to council and voted on. Would please 
identify the proposal "in this area" that you voted against? 

You also stated "Still, the long-term repair and maintenance costs, will be shared by all 
Summerland residents, forever." 

It seems to me that the tax contribution of this high-density development will far 
outweigh its impact on the ongoing maintenance costs of District infrastructure. Would 
you agree? 

As you know, council is only in the information gathering stage with respect to the iCasa 
proposal and I thank you in advance for clearing these factual items up for me. 

Regards, 
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Karen Jones 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

DIANA SMITH < 
February 14, 2017 4:20 PM 
Peter Waterman; Toni Boot; Richard Barkwill; Doug Holmes; Erin Trainer; Erin Carlson; 
Janet Peake; Mayor and Council; Karen Jones; Linda Tynan 
Community Planning Principles Ignored 

Over the past few years the District of Summerland has created and amended several community plans to provide 
guidance for growth and sustainability for Summerland. These include 2016 Cultural Plan, the amended 2015 Official 
Community Plan (OCP), the Summerland Strategic Plan - 2015-2016, the Summerland Guide to Development in 
Sensitive Lands, the Transportation Master Plan. 
When the Shaughnessy Springs was designated as mulitifamily medium density in the OCP and Urban Growth Plan was 
the Fish Hatchery consulted as to the impact it may have on their water source? If not, then why not? Surely due 
diligence would have prevailed to have all stakeholders input. 
The Strategic Plan for Lower Town shows Shaugnessy Springs as potential medium density residential urban growth, 
surrounded by 'walking trails' up Solly Road. Surely it is disingenuous to use 'walkability' without disclosing the steepness 
of the roads and surrounding areas most of which do not have sidewalks? 
The Cultural Plan states 'Protect the integrity of Lower Town's unique and compact residential neighbourhoods. Respect 
and preserve the environmental and natural qualities of Lower Town and adjacent lands.' How does this bog box 
development embrace these principles? 

The OCP states 'High density development should have direct access to a major collector or arterial road; Pedestrian 
access provided to nearby parks, schools and commercial/institutional facilities, and appropriately cater to a range of the 
community's demographics (i.e. seniors, singles, young families, etc.)'. How does this location and this development meet 
this criteria? 
The Summerland Water Master Plan states ' The Summer/and Trout Hatchery holds a water license on Shaughnessy 
Creek a groundwater fed creek originating from several springs located upslope from the hatchery. The existence of this 
stable water supply is the primary reason the hatchery was constructed in this location. Without this critical water supply 
the hatchery could not safely operate at this location. As the single largest groundwater user in the District it is extremely 
vulnerable to activities in the watershed upslope of the hatchery." Stocking over 300 BC lakes and being of significant 
provincial importance why would Council put the Hatchery at risk by entertaining this development proposal? 

Why wasn't a viability study done before the rezoning application? Why weren't issues such as impact on the hatchery 
aquifer, road widening and infrastructure, increased traffic, real financial impact and demands on utilities thoroughly 
investigated and thought through? 

The developer promoting this as 'seniors condo resort living', promising upwards of 100 jobs and increasing the tax base 
to a yet unproven amount without the District doing due diligence themselves, has potential liability and increased 
ongoing financial and social burdens to the residents of Summerland that have not been taken into consideration. 

Why would the District spend time and energy in developing all these Community plans to enrich and protect 
Summerland if they aren't going to be followed, or used thoughtfully and have instead have 'seniors' living on an ice flow 
isolated from town in a gully, only accessible from hilly terrain with no sidewalks and no ability to meet road and other 
critical infrastructure requirements? 
Diana Smith 
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Nigel and Sharon Adams 
13818 Latimer Ave 

Re Proposed Summerland Banks Crescent Development 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

It is with great concern that we have reviewed the proposed project. 

On a general note and not wishing to repeat the multitude of negative issues 
already clearly stated by other concerned residents, we have to say we are 
aghast at the fact that this proposal has even reached its present stage. The 
general safety and environmental issues, together with the obviously 
inappropriate location for a Seniors development have been well elaborated, but 
on a personal note we also wish to state the following: 

We are a retirement couple who purchased our Latimer property some years 
ago, planning to move to a quiet street in a lovely small town. 

As we approach our move, we note that our stre~t will now have up to 1800 
vehicle trips daily, with the attendant noise and exhaust fumes rising to our 
house. We have a steep driveway which, on an icy winter day will open on to a 
busy street, increasing vehicle risks. 

We are absolutely opposed to the project, which will change our neighbourhood, 
expropriate some of our property for road widening purposes and obviously will 
negatively impact our property values. 

Please give the above very serious consideration and conclude that the project 
cannot proceed. 

Should you decide that the project will go ahead, please include in that decision a 
review of the financial values lost to the present property owners who will be 
negatively impacted, with a view to appropriate compensation awards for those 
individuals. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dr. Nigel J. Adams 

Feb.12th 2017 
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February 10, 2017 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

I am writing in opposition to the proposed condo development at Banks Crescent. My many concerns 
have been mirrored by other folks expressing opposition but in addition, I have concerns about the 
perceived economic benefits of the project. 

The number of $600,000 revenue per year has been tossed around. I understand that this number has 
been derived from a report prepared by Ian Mcintosh, the then acting Director of Development Services, 
to Council at the November 16' 2016 council meeting. 

The report states in part: "Property taxation is estimated to increase $197,000 per year for three years 
or $591,000 in total. This is based on a phased construction over three years of 350 units using current 
real estate market estimates and property tax rates. There is no expected increase in capital costs in the 
general fund related to this project." 

In fact, a financial forecast for the development has not been done yet. There is absolutely no backup 
for this number. It is a paper-napkin calculation at best. 

There are obviously costs associated with any project, what are the ones relating to this 
development? 
Construction is said to take between 3 and 7 years, depending on presales. What is the forecast 
then? 
What tax rates are being used? 

Until we see a detailed cost/benefit analysis, I think that the public is being misinformed. This project 
may very well cost the taxpayers of Summerland and benefit only the back pockets of private, out-of
town investors. 

Respectfully, 

Sue Gibb 
Summerland 

c.c - Summerland Review 
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I recently heard about the proposed development at 13610 Banks Crescent. I was mildly curious about what 
was going to happen as I had been contacted by a developer in the past regarding a concept for the building 
of a number of single story retirement homes with large yards for people who wanted to retire, but still 
wanted a garden and a few fruit trees. The concept seemed appealing, but the developer ended up being 
strongly warned off the project by an engineer friend familiar with the property. 
When I realized the scope of the present proposal, I really thought it was a joke. I lived on that property for 

the first twenty years of my life. I know it intimately having worked and played on almost ever square foot of 
it including the banks and the hillsides. The land is not stable and not suitable for a large development. 
Because the property is a bowl, all run-off ends in the bottom of the property. We used to have a sump in the 
basement and had to empty it continually during the spring run-off. As well, we were twice flooded out when 
a water main on Bristow Rd. broke. The first time, several hundred tonnes of soil and gravel washed down 
through the orchard and vineyard, in some places up to four feet deep. In both cases no one was hurt and the 
municipality's insurance covered the cost. In the first flood, in 1980 I believe, the cost of the damage was 
25,000 dollars. I don't recall how much it was the second time. In the first flood, my dad was in the basement 
when the mud and water came rushing in and had to run up the stairs to avoid getting pulled in. No one was 
hurt at that time. I would however be very worried about the same thing happening again, with the stakes 
being much higher. Even a small incident would lead to much higher costs, especially if someone were to get 
injured. I would be worried that Lark or any of the new home owners could sue the municipality, especially 
considering that the area has always been known to be a high risk area. The potential costs to the municipality 
and hence the tax payers could be much higher than any benefits gained from the development. 
I know as well that parts of the hillside are not stable . In some places there is clay at least several meters 

deep while very nearby there is a thin layer of clay on top of pure sand. As you dig down or into the hillside at 
the edges of the property the sand just keeps collapsing. While the sand is good for drainage I believe, it 
doesn't hold up very well when the surface is disturbed. The clay banks to the north have also had small 
collapses over the years. A number of times chunks of clay have broken off and rolled into the vineyard. Even 
a small piece of clay perhaps the size of a wheel barrow had the force to knock over grape posts six inches in 
diameter, driven more than half a meter into the ground. 
As well, there are a number of sink holes along the south edge of the property, some as wide as ten meters 

and several meters deep. Along this edge, there also appears to be ground water very close to the surface, as 
pockets of much lusher greenery appear. One sink hole is surrounded by saskatoon trees, while another part 
of the hillside a little more to the east has a thicket of maple trees, but all around it is just dry grass and sage 
brush. When I was young, the ground under those trees was very moist and very large (two inches 
thick) vines grew up through the maple trees. This is not at the bottom of the hillside, but about half way up. 
My point is, the the ground under the surface is very varied and it would take a large number of drill holes to 
determine the geology. 
As far as a danger to the fish hatchery, I have no knowledge of that, other than that I could imagine the 
construction could lead to some problem. 
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I could however see traffic being a serious problem. Although I don't live there and it wouldn't affect me 
directly, I can imagine how busy it would get. I know in my mom's last few years living there, when she was 
retired, she would make many vehicle trips per day. Any time she had the urge to buy something or go to the 
beach or visit a friend in town, she would jump in her car and go. Her trips were rarely coordinated or 
planned. I don't ever recall her walking even though she was an avid dancer. I know many retired people 
whose driving habits follow this pattern. I can imagine four hundred people on site making anywhere from 
one to six trips a day (which wasn't uncommon for my mom to do), most of those during a twelve hour 
period, and I can sympathize with residents having, estimating very conservatively, a car going by every thirty 
seconds in addition to the existing traffic. 

Sincerely; 

John Kirschmann 
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Karen Jones 

From: Donna Wahl 
Sent: February 13, 2017 8:32 PM 
To: news@summerlandreview.com; editor@pentictonherald.ca 
Cc: Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Peter Waterman; Richard Barkwill; 

Toni Boot 
Subject: iCasa Assisted Living and Funds 

As per Gary Tamblyn's most recent letter in the Summerland Review, I will quote the following: 
• Question:Affordabte Housing? 

Yes, iCas.a will be affordable living for our seniors. iCasa Living Resort is solely designed as a private 
pay model. This means BuildingAand B (units forsate) will be at fair market pricing and buildingC 
and O {Independent/Assisted and Mfl'r'lory Care) will also be at fair markettental pricing. 

•Question: Does Seniors Village have 2S empty beds? 

I thank the writer for bringing this comment forward again. 

There are empty beds in the complex care side of their community. These boos have been vacant for 
a few years, 

Howewr, as per the Administr.ation at Summerland Seniors Village, ~Fundoo Assisted Living and 
Complex Care beds are fully occupied with wait lists", 

My question is simple: Mr. Tamblyn states that at the Summerland Seniors Village "Funded Assisted Living and Complex 
Care beds are fully occupied with wait lists", yet Lark's" Assisted Living and Memory Care" facilities will be at "fair 
market rental pricing". Does this not tell you that it is the very seniors needing to be funded that are the same seniors 
needing the care? How then, does anyone think these seniors can suddenly afford to pay "fair market rental pricing"? 
I am curious ... 
Donna Wahl 
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I wished to provide my comments on the proposed development and the potential impact ton the Fish 
Hatchery concerns. 

I grew up as a child with the Summerland Trout Hatchery an important institution in Summerland. As 
members of the Rod & Gun club at the time, I can remember actually winning a trophy for a conservation 
poster on the Hatchery and its impact. This ends the "emotional" portion of this letter and brings me to the 
iCasa proposal and a review of readily available facts and missing information. 

Some time ago, I owned the land that the Summerland Lakeside Resort is now located on. During the 8 
years I owned the property and planned its ultimate use, I researched the issues of ground water, geo
hazards, environmental wetlands, riparian rights, etc, etc. As part of that process, I looked other lands in 
the area including the Banks Crescent lands. My parents knew the land owners who had acquired it in the 
50's and lived there for over 50 years. They often complained about the Spring season with the surface 
and ground waters coming into her house and the challenge of dealing with it. Late summer would be 
"low tide". 

Most recently in 2013, I and a partner were looking at buying the Bristow Valley property towards building 
a small residential (20-30 units and lodge) agri-community development. As part of our initial 
investigations, we consulted a geo-technical engineer from Kelowna with a good reputation and 
considerable experience working the lower town area. We wanted a high level review before earnest 
money was invested, so I will qualify the following by saying this was not a paid-for geotechnical study. 
His comments are summarized as follows: 

"The geological history of the Bristow Valley Site consists of thick formations of silts washed down 
by wind and water into the gully from the sheer cliffs formed by glacial movement. This loose non
compacted material does not make for good foundations with footings onlv. Thirty to forty foot 
piles will likely be required under each residence and the lodge to secure the structures from 
landslides, the final design being subject to soil analysis." 

"Under the silt is a thick layer of gravel which is saturated with water ..... the very same water 
treasured by the Fishery and their hatchery. All movement of silt or larger blocks is triggered by 
hydrology. ... and movement will occur for sure over time." 

"Keep buildings and any land development away from the bank shared with fisheries on the 
eastern down hill side of the property." 

"Drainage water (roofs driveways) may need to be drilled and piped through to Lakeshore Drive. 
Sewer collection will require special consideration to ensure no flooding potential." 

He suggested we not go ahead. After careful consideration, we chose not proceed. 

Other considerations: 

No risk assessment is precise, it is an estimate of probabilities based on a set of assumptions. In 
reviewing the various developer studies to date, the reports are really a cursory overview and cannot be 
taken as a final assessment of the soil/water conditions. To properly assess risk, the foundation strategy 
for the buildings, the parkades, building mass "fully loaded", pilings and compaction during construction 
all need to be simulated on the type of soils and underlying hydrology. 

There are 2 iFault lines less than 2,000 metres from Br in front of the Fish Hatchery and less than 2,000 
metres from Banks Crescent - see the attached map. The entire "simulated" project should be "shaken" 
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with a 5-6 Richter earthquake, taking into consideration the unconsolidated soils, liquefaction, 
construction, foundations, piles. Only then will the risk assessment be meaningful. 

According to an engineering handbook on Foundations on Weak and/or Compressible Soils, section on 
Clays/Silts/Peats (attached excerpt), the recommendations are: 

"When dealing with collapsible soils that will be subject to wetting depths of ::;; 2 meters, common 
measures are to: 

• prewet the soil; 

• compact the soil using heavy rollers and heavy tamping. 

• treat the soil with sodium silicate and/or calcium chloride solutions to provide cementing that is not 
water soluble. 

When dealing with collapsible soils subject to large wetting depths, then deep foundations through the 
collapsible soils are commonly used." 

Both of the above-mentioned soil conditions pertain to this property. Almost certainly such work will impact 
the spring. 

Water Permit Legal Considerations: 

There are a number of Water License agreements between the Crown, Hatchery and Summerland. Water 
License C069506 and C069507, both still active renewals of licenses dating back to 1902 (all available 
on-line). In 1986, the Summerland Heritage Advisory Committee prepared a document entitled "The 
History Of Summerland's Water System (excerpt attached). Page 23 is interesting and refers to "The 
Trout Hatchery Exchange": 

"In 1963 the Council agreed to sell the Brook to the B.C. Department of Recreation, Fish and Game 
Branch if it would pay for the Lower Town residents and businesses to be transferred to the Summer/and 
system. Unfortunately, the provincial government was not given funds to purchase the Brook. It was not 
until 1967 that the deal finally went through. The Trout Hatchery paid $44, 750 for the rights on 
Shaughnessy Brook. 

My questions to Mayor and Council; 

1. What is the legal status of the various Water licenses, permits and particular, the 1967 "Exchange" 
agreements? It appears that there may have been some form of conveyance? 

2. What is the legal status to other land owners who are beneficiaries of such, diversion works, 
underground culverts, and pipes in addition to the Hatchery? The Hotel has a wetland/pond amenity. 
From the survey I had done , we found the pond water level is higher than the lake level. It is fed by 
water via a culvert from Shaughnessy Springs. See the attached map (iMapBC, very helpful). What 
happens if the Pond/wetland amenity "dries up"? Who is liable for the loss of foreshore wetland? 

My Opinion: 

The soils and underlying hydrology of this parcel is more complex than can be understood by a 
simple geotechnical overview. Any risk assessment cannot be done without considerably more 
information such as foundations, parkade, building loadings and drainage strategies already designed 

Using 30-40 foot piles (maybe considerably greater for 6 storey buildings?) beneath dugout parkades 
will add significant risk for damaging the aquifer and Shaughnessy Springs. It does however illustrate 
what may be needed to protect a development in this area from landslides & subsidence. 

A proper risk assessment to the Hatchery water supply should include the foundation and parkade 
strategy, full soil loading calculations of the fully occupied project. Further calculations of the impact of 
a moderate earthquake scenario of these soils with underlying waters should be considered. 
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There may be legal considerations associated with the water permits that obligate Summerland to 
perform contractually to the Hatchery that may not be mitigated nor assigned to someone else, such 
as the developer or their engineer. · 

It is not enough to review information. We must ensure that we ask all the right questions under the right 
conditions. While risk is often measured by percentages that seem low, when problems arise, they tend to 
drift to 100% disaster. This is not acceptable for the Hatchery. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Strafehl 

Supplmental Information: 

- Map 

- Foundations on Weak Soils 

- Summerland Historical Society on the Trout Hatchery 
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Foundations on Weak and/or 
Compressible Soils 

53:139 Foundation Engineering 

The University of Iowa 

C.C. Swan, Instructor 

A. OVERVIEW 

The difficult soil cases to be discussed involve foundations on: 
I. Weak/Compressible Soils; 
II. Collapsible Soils; and 
Ill. Expansive Soils. 

For each of these cases, an attempt will be made to identify the problem and its nature, and then to 
discuss possible solutions when working with these difficult soils. 

B. WEAK/COMPRESSIBLE SOILS 

a. Clays/Silts/Peats 

These types of soil deposits are often found near the mouths of rivers, along the perimeters of bays, and beneath 
swamps or lagoons. Soil deposits with high organic content are often found in these low lying types of locations and 
can be especially troublesome. Since land features in which these troublesome soils are typically found are low 
lying, they are prone to flooding. Hence before buildings or roadways can be constructed on such soil deposits, the 
grade level must be raised by adding compacted fill. However, adding significant amounts of compacted fill puts 
significant loads on the soil which can cause significant settlements. 

As an example, the New Jersey Meadowlands complex was constructed in the l 980's on marshlands of the 
Hackensack River in central New Jersey.just a few miles west of midtown Manhattan (NYC). Settlements observed 
in the soft soil due to placement of fill were: 

• 0.25m during placement of the fill; 
• 0.12m during the construction phase; and 
• 0.1 Om over the ten following years. 

b. Loose Saturated Sands 
Loose saturated sand deposits that are located in seismically active regions are prone to liquefaction and settlements 
during strong ground motion. A classic example occurred in the 1964 Niigata Earthquake in Japan. In this case, 
many buildings situated on loose saturated sand deposits settled more than Im during the earthquake, and others (in 
particular an apartment building) tipped over on their sides. (Apartment buildings are not hydrodynamically stable 
structures, and when the soil liquefies, they will "capsize." 

1 
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c. Strategies 

a. Deep Foundations 
One option is to support structures on deep foundations (piles 
or caissons) which penetrate through the weak/ compressible 
soils. Even when deep foundations are employed, however, it 
is still generally necessary to import fill to raise the grade 
level above the flooding level. Thus deep foundations must 
be used in combination with fill placed on the weak/ 
compressible soils. This is a delicate situation which the 
geotechnical engineer must recognir.e~JFig. 1) 

The potential difficulty is that after the deep foundations are 
constructed, the weak/ c:ompessible soil with fill placed upon 
it will continue to undergo significant settlement. As the soil 
settles, it tends to pull down on the deep foundations through 
"negative skin friction" or "downdrag." This can lead to 
significant settlement of the deep foundations, and the 
possibility of significant differential settlements. If pile caps 
are used this can result in some piles being pulled out of the 
cap. If this potential problem is anticipated, numerous steps 
can be taken to avoid it. 

C.C. Swan, Instructor 

c~~ 
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Figure 1. Deep foundations through 
layer(s) of compressible soil. 

a) The piles (ifused) can be coated with a lubricating agent to reduce friction with the soil. (This would not 
work with pier or caisson foundations). 

b) Piles can be driven in large diameter predrilled shafts, but this assumes that the soil will not cave in. 
c) Large diameter low displacement pipe piles can be driven through the weak/ compressible soils. The 

interior soil plug can then be removed and smaller diameter end bearing piles driven inside of the open pipe 
piles into the lower strata. This isolates the interior piles from the settling soil. 

d) Wait until soils have consolidated before constructing the deep foundations. 

b. Shallow Foundations 

If shallow foundations are constructed on fills over 
weak/compressible soils, the primary problem will be large 
settlements. This problem can be mitigated by preloading the 
weak/ compressible deposit before construction. 
Due to the low permeability of the clay deposits, however, this 
could take many years. To speed this process up, sand drains 
are commonly used. Alternatively, one can build settlement 
tolerant structures to accommodate potentially large 
settlements. An example of a settlement tolerant building on 
fill overlying a weak/ compressible deposit is the U.S. 
Airways Terminal1 built at the LaGuardia Airport in New 
York City during the 1980s (Figure 2). To raise the grade level 
above that of Flushing Bay, this structure was built on 9rn of 
incinerated refuse fill which overlies a 24m deposit of soft 
organic clay in Flushing Bay. During construction, the soft 
clay deposit settled approximately 2m due to the 9m of fill, 
and an additional 0.45m of settlement was expected to have 
occurred by 1999. The building was designed to accommodate 

Fig. 2. Schematic of U.S. Airways terminal 
constructed on shallow foundations 
bearing on highly compressible soil layers. 

any differential in these settlements, however, using leveling jacks between floors and in the footings. 

1 This terminal was originally built for Eastern Airlines but it went bankrupt before construction was completed. 
U.S. Airways occupied the terminal in 1992. 
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c. Soil Improvement 

Among the various strategies used when encountering extremely weak or compressible soil layers are the following: 
• Removal and replacement. This method can be employed when: the poor soil deposit is relatively small; the 

groundwater level is relatively deep; and good fill soil is readily available. 
• Temporary Surcharge Fills. The idea here is to preload the weak/ compressible soil with a temporary 

surcharge. The underlying weak/ compressible soil is allowed to consolidate under the surcharge (again 
sand drains accelerate the process). The surcharge is removed before the proposed building construction 
occurs. Since the building is constructed on overconsolidated soil the displacements are considerably 
reduced. 

• Vibrocompaction. This is particularly effective for loose sandy soils. 
• Chemical stabilization. In the past, the weak clays and silts were often mixed with lime and the existing soil 

pore fluid to cement the soil grains together, making the soil stronger and less compressible. Presently, the 
trend in geotechnical engineering is away from using lime and toward using pulverized fly ash (pfa), which 
is a processed waste product from coal fired electric power generating plants. Again, the effect is to cement 
the soil grains together, increasing the soil strength and reducing both its compressibility potential 
expansivity. 

C. COLLAPSIBLE SOILS 

1. General Characteristics 
Collapsible soils are those that appear to be strong and stable in their natural (dry) state, but which rapidly 
consolidate under wetting, generating large and often unexpected settlements. This can yield disastrous 
consequences for structures unwittingly built on such deposits. Such soils are often termed "collapsible" or 
"metastable" and the process of their collapsing is often called any of"hydro-consolidation", "hydro
compression'', or "hydro-collapse." As Iowans, you should be particularly well aware of this problem, since 
Iowa (along with Nebraska, Illinois, Colorado, and Missouri) has extensive deposits of"loess" which is 
recognized as potentially collapsible .. Collapsible soil deposits share two main features: (i) they are loose, 
cemented deposits; and (ii) they are naturally quite dry. Loess soils consist primarily of silt sized particles 
loosely arranged in a cemented honeycombed structure (Fig. 3). The loose structure is held together by small 
amounts of water softening or water soluble cementing agents such as clay minerals and CaCO,. The 
introduction of water dissolves or softens the bonds between the silt particles and allows them to take a denser 
packing under any type of compressive loading. 

a) Loose dry soil structure 
before inundation 

b) Densified soil structure after 
inundation with water. 

Fig. 3. Hydro-collapsible soil before (a) and after (b) inundation with 
water. 

2. Deposit Mechanisms 
Since collapsible soil deposits are necessarily "loose", they are generally created by deposition mechanisms that 
yield loose deposits. For example, alluvial (water deposited) and colluvial (gravity deposited) soils are usually 
deposited loosely and in a saturated state. As the water eventually drains from these soils, the last amounts of 
moisture are drawn by capillarity to the contact points between grains. As the water evaporates, minerals are left 
behind at the soil contact points, cementing them together. Collapsible colluvial and alluvial soil deposits are 
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common in desert portions of the southwestern U.S. Deposits can range from depths of a few meters to tens of 
meters. Collapses of2 or 3 feet are common, and up to 15 feet have been reported. Wind deposited (aeolian) soils 
are fine sands, volcanic ash tuffs, and loess. In particular, loess consists of clay-coated or bonded silt sized particles. 
Collapsible loess deposits are characterized by high porosity n:'.".50% and low dry unit weights (yd=70-90 pcf or 11-
14 kN/m'J. Thick loess deposits of up to 60m are not unusual. Other soil deposits that are potentially collapsible are 
residual soils formed by extensive weathering of parent materials. For example, weathering of granite can yield 
loose collapsible soil deposits. 

3. Testing & Identification 
Once the geotechnical engineer recognizes the possibility that collapsible soils are present, tests are sometimes done 
to quantify the collapse potential of the soils. If lab tests are to be performed, "undisturbed" samples must be 
obtained using Shelby tubes. Once undisturbed samples are collected, two types ohests are generally performed: 
(a) double oedometer tests; and (b) single odeometer tests. The oedometer, as you recall, is the apparatus in which 
dry or wet stress-controlled confined compression or consolidation tests are performed on soil specimens. 

a. Double Oedometer Test 
In this test, two "identical" soil specimens are placed 
in oedometers and subjected to confined compression 
tests. One of the specimens is tested at natural in
situ water content, which is generally quite low. The 
other specimen is fully saturated before the test 
begins, and then subjected to an identical 
compression test. Two stress versus strain curves will 
be generated, one for the "dry" soil and one for the 
saturated soil. If the soil is strongly hydro 
collapsible, the stress-strain response for the 
saturated curve will be significantly different than 
that of the dry soil (Figure 4 ). For a given applied 
stress cr' "' the strain offset Ew between the two curves 
is called the hydro-collapse strain for that stress 
level. Generally, for the dry specimen, there will be a 
critical stress cr' er at which the loose structure breaks 
down and beyond which the two curves converge. 

b. Single Oedometer Test 

As the name implies, the single oedometer test uses 
only a single soil specimen. The procedure is as 
follows: 

1) An undisturbed sample is placed in the 
oedometer at its natural (dry) moisture 
content. 

2) A small seating load is applied to the 
specimen. 

3) The soil is gradually loaded to the 
anticipated field loading conditions. 

4) At this stress level, the sample is then 
inundated with water and allowed to 
saturate. The resulting hydro collapse is 
then observed. 

5) Loading of the specimen is then continued 
with consolidation pennitted. 

The characteristic stress versus strain curve 

I 

I 

a• er 

Fig. 4. Results of a double-oedometer 
test on a hydro-collapsible soil. 

drysptthmo 

Fig. 5. Typical results from a single oedometer 
test on a hydro-collapsible soil specimen. 
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generated from such a test is sketched in Fig. 5. Clearly, the larger the collapse strain E:w observed, the more 
collapsible the soil is considered to be. Collapse strains on the order of I% are considered to be mild, while those on 
the order of say 30% are considered to be very severe. 

4. Wetting Processes 
Part of the obvious problem with hydro collapsible soils is that they tend to have relatively low natural in-situ water 
contents. When development occurs on such soil deposits, the soil can be subjected to numerous sources of 
additional wetting that will lead to an increase of its water content. Among the common artificial sources of wetting 
associated with development are: (a) irrigation of landscaping and/or crops; (b) leakage from unlined canals, 
pipelines, swimming pools, storage tanks, etc; (c) septic systems; and (d) changes in surface drainage ofrainwater. 
Minor artificial wetting is often confined only to the top few feet of soil. Sustained, long term leaks can lead to soil 
wetting deep below the surface which in extreme circumstances can be quite serious and lead to enormous 
settlements. As an example, a study was published by an investigator named Curtin in 1973 which involved large 
scale wetting collapse tests performed on collapsible soils located in California's San Joaquin Valley. After applying 
continuous wetting to a 75m deep collapsible soil deposit for 484 days, the wetting front advanced to a depth of 45m 
below the ground level. The resulting hydrocollapse settlement observed was 4.1 m! 

5. Precautions 
When dealing with collapsible soils that will be subject to wetting depths of:::; 2 meters, common measures are to: 

1. prewet the soil; 
11. compact the soil using heavy rollers and heavy tamping. 

iii. treat the soil with sodium silicate and/or calcium chloride solutions to provide cementing that is not water 
soluble. 

When dealing with collapsible soils subject to large wetting depths, then deep foundations through the collapsible 
soils are commonly used. 
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Chlorination Plant 

ln 1948 the Summerland Municipality installed a chlorination plant at the top 

of Prairie Valley. The plant was built by Shanahan's Ltd. of Vancouver and then 

shipped to Summerland. 91 summerland's domestic water began being chlorinated on 

Monday November 8, 1948. Unfortunately, the adaptor for the plant arrived three 

months after the rest of the machinery. Until the adaptor•s arrival the new system 

had to be operated manually. Afterwards, the chlorine being fed into the system 

was automatically controlled. 92 

Trout Hatchery Exchange 

The spring water of Shaughnessy Brook provides the Trout Hatchery of Lower Town 

with an excellent source of water. Because the water always maintains a constant 

temperature, 52°F., it is very suitable for the hatchery's needs. 93 The Trout 

Hatchery used ·to receive all the surplus water that Lower Town did not use for 

its domestic purposes. Sometimes during the summer domestic water had to be taken 

from Lake Okanagan for this area. 94 In 1951 the Trout Hatchery built its own dam 

on the Brook to pipe excess water from the springs. 95 However, problems arose 

with this arrangement in the early 1960s when Cornwall Cannery needed more water 

for its fruit preservation production. 96 

In 1963 the Council agreed to sell the Brook to the B.C. Department of Recreation, 

Fish and Game Branch if it would pay for the Lower Town residents and businesses to 

be transferred to the $ummerland system. 97 Unfortunately, the provincial government 

was not given funds to purchase the Brook. 98 It was not until 1967 that the deal 

finally went through. The Trout Hatchery paid $44,750 for the rights on Shaughnessy 

Brook. 99 In January 1968 ·work began on a domestic water tank for Lower Town and 
100 the area joined the main domestic water system. 
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